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The ..win r'indint:;' 1' .... 11 in t.u t 0 ca te ories, t..nat

of ":otructure" and that of "spirl"tua symbollsm."

lifter having shown that the poem i::3 com.osed of

distinct uni ts to which a'ppro[;riate ti tles could De given,

I have explored John .Leyerle ' s idea of "interlace

structure," applying it for the first time to .exodus.

The concept of "interl&ce" [:;heds new light. on "the ar"t

of variation Which I'orms par"t of the mul ti-stranded

verbal braids.

Aspects of spirl t a symoolisill have been dlscus::>ea.

under the heacings "Time and place, II "'Tne Journey as a

way of ife," "N au ti cul images and c;neir significance,"

"Tne exile," "I/a tel' <..tnd olood ""nd the idea of oaptism,"

"Is 'ue and "the Cnrlstian sOl.dier," ";:i0ntS, treabure,

and the reward in heaven, II r~j oses c:.nd Chridt, II and

"The ~gyptla~s and the powers of do.I'imess." Al tnough

all these aspects have been invGstigat.ed before, new

material to support to reJ ect certain views had been

presented. I t could be shov n "that images :::tnd pnrases

used to describe the Egyntians correspond to those

used tne Old .t.nglish Genesis to describe tne fallen

angels.

In the Appendix a detailed investiga tlon of small

capitals and accents is presented. The "tentative con-,

clusion has been drawn tnat smit 1 capitals were used

as punctuation marks and that accents served various



purposes but were mainly used on long vowels. 'fnornley's

theory "that accents were inserted to indicate inflections

of the voice wi thin a specific chont is rejected.
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I1~ THODU CTI ON

The uniqueness of Old English Exodus has long been

acknowledged. According to C. L. wrenn, "there is no

poem in OE at once so intrinsically in-ceresting, so

difficul t and so iEdividual in its qu;"li ties. II 1 ./!;lliott

V. K. Dobbie calls it II one of the best and certainly the

most difficult textually of all Old English poems. ,,2

It is therefore the surprlslng that after Edward

B. Irving's edition in 19533 nearly twenty-five years

passed before the poem WC3.S re-edi ted by Peter J. Lucas. 4

Because of the many textual difficulties and ambiguities

in Exodus former editions are still of some interest.

'fhat of .F'r<:incis A. Blackburn, l!:xodus and Daniel (Boston:

Heath, 1907), is particularly valuable because it con-

tains the accent marKS of the original poem. BlaCKburn

Review of Irving's edition in ras, 6 (1955),
89, p. 184.

2 Review of Irving' s edition in LE£R., 52 (1954),
229-31, p. 229.

3 The Old English Zxodus, Yale Studies in English,
122 (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1953). Irving' s edition
was reprinted unrevised but with an updated bib
liography by Archon Books in 1970. I'Jotes intended
for a revised edition were published by Irving under
the ti tIe "New Notes on the Old ~nglish Exodus," in
Anglia, 90 (1972), 289-326. ---

4 Exodus (London: lVlethuen, 1977). The work on my
thesis was completed before this edition appeared. For
this reason, no furtner references to Lucas' edi tion
are made.



T;Jr~el G.)ll&ncz l' - esen"ted "'_ f::l.cc i ~_i ! e scF ti.'')rl .Jf the

':;~lole MS Junius 11 in 1927. 5 Tnis sd.;"tiJn c~r:t:..ii~s t.r"e

.1Jst Sl.~ licit de::.;cription ,Jf ti'ls S, b .... t unfortu1l3"t.sly

the editions by Vi. J. Sedgefield in An Anglo-Saxon Verse

Book (l~Ianchester: Univ. Press, 1922), ",nd by G. P. Krapp

in The Junius lV1S, ASFR, I (New York: Columbia Uni v.

Press, 1931). The former edition leaves out a substan

tial part of the poem, the Abraham-Noah episodes; the

latter is the most widely used critical edition because

it contains the complete text in its original order.

Quotations in this thesis are based on Krapp' s edi tion.

The main body of the present investigation is con-

cerned mainly with literary aspects of Exodus. A text,

however, which contains a great number of controversial

passages cannot form the basis of a literary evaluation,

unless it is made clear how the text is literally in-

terpreted. Consequently, textual discussions frequent-

ly interrupt the literary investigation.

The new findings i'all mainly in"to two categories,

that of "structure" and that of "spiritual symbolism,"

and these aspects will be discussed in two separate

parts. A division of form and content is not intended.

5 The Caedmon fIlanus~ript of the Anglo-SClxon
Biblical Poetry, Junius XI in the Bodleian Library
(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1927).



In the part named STRUCTURE I will show T.he way in

which the events told in the poem are presented

raainly literal level, and this will prepare the ground

for the discussion of the symbolical implications of

the story in part ii.

The bulk of recent scholarship on Exodus is

cerned wi th spiritual symbolism. J. E. Cross c:..na S. T.

Tucker can claim to have started this enquiry in their

article "Allegorical Tradition and the Old English

Exodu s" in Neophil., 44 (1960), 122-27. The article

illarks the beginning of a phase of interpretation which

away from the historical c:..spects of the poem to

wards spiritual significance. This article is in line

with the investigations concerning the study of the

Bible in T.ne 1'Iliddle Ages whiCh, in trie lc:..st two decades,

have increased in popularity. Among the outstanding

studies concerned with exegetical influence on Old

~nglish poetry, Doctrine and l'oetry: Augustine's In

fluence on Old English :Poetry by Bernard fl. Hupp€l

(New York: State Univ. of New York Press, 1959) de

serves to be mentioned. In recent years increasing

emphasis nas been placed on patristic exegesis in

studies of ~xodus. Tae ,nost outstanding contributions

are the following: James W. Earl "Christian Tra-

di tion in the Old Bnglish .8xodus" in.lli!!, 71 (1970),

541-70) and Peter J. Lucas "The Cross in t::xodus" in



.E'amulus Christi: Essays in GomUlemoration of tne

Thirteenth Century of the Birth of the Venerable Bede

(London: Clowes, 1976), pp. 193-~09.

For the detailed tex tual study of ind i vidual

passages the most important tool has been Alistair

Campbell's Old English Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon

:Press, 1959). Kenneth Sisam's 8::5Say "Dialect Origins

of the i.:arlier Old Bnglish Verse" in his Studies in

the History of Old English Literature (Oxford: Claren-

d on Press, 1953) has since its appearance had a strong

influence on Old English textual studies and has been

taken into consideration. Metrical aspects must also

concern the textual critic, who is no longer free to

dismiss a verse simply because it does not conform to

any of Sievers' types. b

After the appearance of .l!'rancis :P. ·vlo.goun' s

article "'rhe Oral-formulaic Cnaracter of Anglo-Saxon

Narrative poetry" in Speculum, 28 (1953), 44b-67, the

oral-formulaic "school" came into being and produced

many significan t studies on Old .8nglish poetry. Some

of the findings of thi s "school" proved to be relevant

for the present study.

'rne concept of unity in a medieval poem has nevily



been discussed by A. K. iVlOore in his article "Medieval

English Literature and the Question of Uni ty" in ~,

65 (1968), 285-300). Such a discu ssion is particular-

ly relevant to Exodus, in which the narrative is inter

rupted by a description of Noah's flood and the story

of Abraham. Moore's article and the work of John Leyerle

on interlace structure,7 which, so far, had not been

applied to Exodus, were particularly valuable for the

dis cussion of structure.

The APPENDIX contains a detailed description of

the MS features of Exodus. It will be shown that cer

tain aspects, such as the small capitals and the accents,

deserve to be reconsidered and may be useful to

scholars who wish to investigate these aspects in

other :nanuscripts.

7 See "'rhe Interlace Structure of Beowulf, II u'rQ,
37 (1967), 1-17.
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part i: STHUCTURE

a) Uni ty

I t is wi th some hesi ta tion that I cho ose the title

"unity" for this section. Irving regards Exodus etS

"essentially an or~hnic unit," applying, as many other

scholars do, the Aristotelian term to a medieval poem.

Irving rightly says tha t the basic theme of the poem

is the march of the Israelites "under God's guidance

to the Promised Land." 1 Wi th regard to the Noah-Abraham

story Irving observes: "Each of these stories involves a

promise on God's part, then a test of r'a.i th and obedience,

and finally a reward. Thus from this p oin t of vi ew it

may be said that the action of the poem is a single

action and "that the Abraham and Noah episodes serve to

reinforce the central significance of that action."

Yet it could be argued that-as far as the Noah-

story is concerned-neither the initial promise nor the

"test of faith" are related in Exodus. It is only said

that Noah kept fai th: Ha;fde him on hreore halige

treowa (366) 'He had in his heart holy fai th.' Also

the reward is not described directly, but may be

implied by "the wording eallum eorocynne ece lafe

(370) 'as an eternal legacy to all illetnkind'and by

rna anhorda mi£st (368) 'the greatest of treasures.' 2

1 This and the following quotation are from
Irving's edition, p. 29.

2 On the significance of this image see p. 35.



The Abraham- story, however, contains the tes t of

fbi th in the attempted sacrifice of Isaac, the immediate

reward, and a final firm promise, the promise of the

land which his descendants will occupy. Thus the theme

of faith (treov/) together with that of a covenant (wir)

between God and man reappears in this episode and

connects it with the main story.

Before I deal with the problem of unity in con

nection with these episodes (362-446), attention must

be drawn to another controversial passage. The descrip-

tion of the drowning of the Egyptians comes to an end

in line 516 with the words in Moses' speech: HIe wib

God vlUnnon! 'They strove against God.' The text in the

MS continues with the law-giving scene and is followed

by homiletic reflections, which contain references to

neaven and hell and to the Last Judgment (516-48).

Irving, in his edition, has taken this passage

out of its context and placed it at the end of the poem,

but in "New Notes" ne follows the IV1S order. Cosijn seems

to regard it an interpolation which disturbs the con-

tinuity.3 'v. A. Craigie interprets it as the end of a

moralizing poem which has "no connection wi th the theme

of the Exodus. ,,4 Sedgefield regards this passage and the

3 lI~nglosaxonica,1I BGDSL, 20 (1895),98-116, p.
105: "Der ganze passus bis 518 stort den zusammenhang. II

IIInterpolations and Omissions in Anglo-Saxon
Poetic Texts," Philologica, 2 (1925),5-19, p. 9.
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Noah-Abraham episodes as interpolations, and has

omi tted them from the text. 5

Any discussion of unity in .8xodus must deal with

the difficulties posed by these sections, unless a con

siderable part of the text is to be dismissed as inter-

polation . .i?urthermore, the concept of unity itself has

become controversial. Arthur K. Uloore in his article

"Medieval English Literature and the Ioluestion of Unity"

thinks it vvorthwile "to consider whether the medieval

experience of this world and intimations of the next

sort well wi th theories of unity which stipulate balanced

structures and neat juxtapositions.,,6

If unity of plot could be claimed for Bxodus, there

could hardly be a disagreement about the order in which

l;he text should be arranged. 11.1 though in this study

I have favored the tradi.tional sequence of the text,

must admit that Irving's arguments for a transposition

are reasonable wi thin the framework of his interpretation

of the poem as a predominantly historical poem. Any in-

terruption of the story which treats the Journey's

spiri tual significance would lift the last scene beyond

the level of an historical experience, but Irving, in

his edition, does not wish to stress the spiritual level

5 Ed., p. 85: "Two passclges, of some 110 lines have
been omitted, being much inferior to the rest of the
poem and probably later interp olations."

6 Mr, 65 (1968), 285-300, p. 287.
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of the story.7 Having the homiletic passage as a kind of

appendix to the story may permit Irving to accept it

as mere evidence that the poet was aware of the alle-

gorical tradition; he is no longer faced with the

problem of interpreting it as part of the action.

Irving's transposi tion increased the "unity" of action

and stressed his view that the poet is mainly inter

ested in "the story as a story. ,,8 The question is: do

we do Justice to a medieval poem when we try to re

arrange the text in terms of uni ty of action? vias uni ty

of action more important to the poet than his desire to

emphasize the spiritual meaning of the story'?

In a poem for which organic uni ty is claimed each

part should be related to the other parts, and its

removal or transposition ought to inJ ure the "organism"

of the work of art • .t'ossibly not many medieval poeUls

would successfully pass a test of this nature, &ne it

7 Although Irving has since modified his view to
some extent and admi tted that "a liturgical model must
have inevi tably given the P06.Ul. Sville of its snape" he
still believes that the underlying allegorical meaning

~~~~~cn~~t~~n~e~~~'c~E~~dU~r;~~~~c~d~;}i1~'O~~eR~~Y~~huS
Studies in Honour of John C. Pope, ed. Robert B. Bur
lin and Edward B. Irving, Jr. ('.toronto: Univ. of
Toronto Press, 1974), pp. 203-23, pp. 205 and 209-10.

8 Ed. p. 29. In his recent defence of the MS
order (IlEx~dus retraced," p. 204) Irving says that
ne had previously rearranged the text "to make the
new conclusion resemble that of many OE poems in
closing with a very general homiletic passage."
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JJ!~:f be 06l:3t to ClislJ!ia~ tlie concep"G of "or6&.nic" unity,

and replace it by the general concept of "structure. II

Admi ttedly, any literary work will exhibit some kind

of structure, and the question is not whether a certain

poem has "structure, II but rather what is the nature of

this structure. The quality of a literary work will to

a large extent depend on its structural devices.

As far as Exodus is concerned, we cannot claim

thClt the Noah and Abraham episodes form an organic unity

wi th the main story. We cannot even be sure whether

they belonged to the original poem, and yet, considering

the poem in its extant form, we find structural reasons

for accepting them. The development of theme and action

in the main story is not dependent on these episodes,

but the theme of the episodes is related to that of the

:nain story. 9

A further reason for accepting these episodes as

parts of the poem may be found in the presence of

other matter which, strictly speaking, does not belong

to the plot. After the description of the order in which

the tribes begin to cross the Red Sea the poet, for

example, adds these lines:

leof leodfruma
frod on ferhoe,
Cende cneowsibbe
heahfredera sum,

Him w~s an f~der;

landriht gepah,
freomagum leof.
cenra manna
halige peode,

9 For a discussion of the thematic connection
between the Noah-Abraham story and the main story see
pp. 13-19.
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I sraela cyn, onriht godes,
swa P<e t orpancum ealde reccaa
pa pe mig~urge mis t gefriinon,
frumcyn feora, f~de:rreaelo gehwees. (353-61) 10

They had one father; the beloved founder of

the people received the right to the land, wise

in mind, beloved by his Kinsmen. He begot the

race of brave men, one patriarch the holy

nation, the tribe of Israel, belonging to God,

so the old ones relate in their wisdom, they

who have learned most about families, about the

origin of the living ones, about each pedigree.

The reference here is to Abraham, and as Irving has

pointed out, the poet may have alluded to the etymologi

cal interpreta ti on of the name Abraham explained by

Jerome as pater videns populum. 11 In terms of plot,

however, thi s passage presents a small digression.

Another digression :.nay be seen in lines 22b to 29:

p a W:'e s forma sIo-
pret hine weroda god wordum TIE gde,
~ he him ge~gde soawundra fela,
hu pas woruld worhte wItig drihten,
eoraan ymbhwyrft and uprodor,
gesette sigerIce, and his sylfes naman,
aone yldo bearn rer ne cuoon,
frod fa::dera cyn, peah hIe fela wiston.

Then was the first time that the God of hosts

approached him with words: when he told him many

true marvels, how the wise Lord created this world,

10 Sedgefield, ed., reads for onriht (358) anriht
'possessing alone the right,' i. e. the privileged one
of God," n. 358.

11 See Irving, ed., n. 353b.
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the circuit of the earth, and heaven, estab

lished his victorious reign and told his own

name which the children of men, the \vise race

of patriarchs, did not know before, al though

they knew much.

Both these passages, which contain minor digressions from

the plot, do not strike us as particularly characteristic

of the poet's verbal powers, but they are, nevertheless,

of a high artistic quality both in rhythm and in diction,

and their originality cannot seriously be questioned.

If we accept these minor digressions, both of which

are smoothly connected with the preceding passages, we

may well accept matter of greater narrative independence

as belonging to the same type of digression. Both the

minor and the maj or digressions have in common that they

point to Biblical-historical events which have occurred

prior to the event of the Israelites' Journey-in

the case of the digression concerning the Last Judgment-

events which have been prophesied for the future.

b) Themes

We will now enquire into the structural importance

of the t!1emes. The basic theme is that of the journey,

which will be analyzed in detail in Part ii because

of its symbolic implications.

The journey is more specj_fically seen as a voyage,

and in this respect it is connected with Noah's voyage.
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AS ~, :c-:b-t:,G.iJe of tllG J ,JuTesy the the :Je of 8xi.le

;"'1" C:.AriJ ..;': ': eI's:l ti :~lG3. 12 Thc":,c,ct thL-t ~\.b~8.hn.:;l ~ls()

. iGvice in )':xodu s i:..; tc-:ot of the he1r ,Jf God. Robert T.

Farrell's &rtiele "ft. 1.8c;..din[; of OS. :,:,y.J6.~,lsfl ho.s dsc.l1t

i:1 Jet:.Ail .'Iith this theu1e. '13 He faint:.:; 8_Lt th:..;t "Ho&h

in the flood, Abraham in exile, Isaac threatened by

his fathel~, :110ses in the honds of Pharaoh, and Israel

in Egypt are all linked as a series of Old Testament

figures which exemplify the theme of the Help of God"

Bib lice, 1-- hi ':3t.oricc.:l sven ts \, GrG '--88 :Jcivtec. •

It.... :.Arrs.ll see;,:, the '::Lrst o.lr8aro.nce of the thS;IlS in

.'.':Ii.ell con..;ti.tute flu. ;'Jnderful ~.f-0-'\:en, ::;r oral, law

("vrari r~t) for the l":.Aces of ~eD, ~:1d Jf~er c...rl 'L..:lend-

..,ent 2ife' (b,Jtc~ J.lfs~) for those j.:1 hSbven ll (j.;. 406).

12 Sss p. 8~

1)
L.~, 20 (l)G)), 401- l i17.
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':.urther J evel 0p.!lent :Jf the the.~.'~ in t:-te p J:ver ..in ich

lu.lS bee:1 <..,r.::.cnted tJ . Jses.

Tn2 ::ext distitict unit, lines 5/!-I/jOo, "hjch

could be -=-:'J.rth:;r· :..;uocivided into three sectiJ'"13,1 4

J.(~~ls ·.:i tt tl1e tr" vs2.s 0 ... the Isr:...teli te'::J.nder trle

f.'il18TG of clo..J.u nd fire 1.mti1 they 2.~:ry-iV9 ut the

.: Jurth c:.. '1I= ing p1c:.cs :'1e:.\r the Hed Se8.. The 1[; st r art

-.:If this ...;ection, li.n68 135-~ 1, ho,,!ever, ;10.'] frGsent

~cSptiu.L3 :..nd the I;:;T:.Jelites ,-,-rose. Af-cer lin2 141 there

.:Je.-.y tl-,:,u.t :..r'J~md fi':::t:l 1 ins2 JT .nore CJ~lld have been

line 153.

It is true th8t both ~hese >:3ectiJns cOJ.ld be inter-

r~reted c.:s exe~np1 i.fyiDS the 1".e1:;:; of Goa. If the lJst

IJ.::.rt co::t;.;.i:E;d the 2tJTy of J Jseph, 15 there would h2..ve

1/1 323 pp. 21-22.

the
l~gypt ,
Gen.
menti JDee) in

, i/,r:.J believes ths.t
story of Joseph in

3ervi ce tJ PhUT3.oh, ~G faT fAS

tT8c:suTe i3 actually
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i. t, tilG ; Jet certelL.'lly did not stress th i. s the:;]s in

:-,n Dbvio'J.s fashion.

The "18xt part ",hich Furrell tokes to be 8. distinct

_8ction beuins with li.ne 154 0.nd end;::; c'/j.th line 255.

F,-"rrell culls it veC'lely a description j:' the It pre-

;,urations for battle :m both s.ides lt (p. 409). P",rrell

connect:::; this secti-:::n v.;ith the theme of the help of

GJd by stressing the Israelites' feuI'. This fesr is

·)verco[1Ja-~-,vith the help of God?-'t/hen •.'lOses in his

sp eech (259-98) rs,,;inds his p 8:)ple t:; f:)ll O\:V God's

~::mnsel. Tn lines 2)9-309 t~e ISTae.Li tes ".<I'e presented

8);:18 oOJect.iJ'18 could ba 'uade 2lg:....iClst this inter-

I.'retiltion. Lines 15/1-c:55 00 not present 8. narr8.tive

J.ni t, but ,!:'sll intJ di.fferent sections. I,ines 15 Li-69

contbj.n tf.O b8.ttle descripti:ms: 1. th'2 11ili t::J.ry splen-

dar :)f the 3pproachine; ene~QY is seen by the Israelites.

2. the trw-oi tional be;;;sts :).f bottle appear. Bet',veen

these t ..'IO purts there is evidence of textual corruption

in line 161. This lins is incomplete, but the loss iliay

J:11y be ,;d.Dor one. 'Ve d J DJt knovv, therefore, v'ihether

'!.ine 162, Hc-eopon hsrefucolus hilde r r~ige 'tl1e army

('.. ing of the nbei..~st of b:::ttle" topic.
16

Nhen the f :::let

describet: the Jgypt iU1S, this aescrip-cion is seen

t:H'ou[;h the eyes 8f the Isr&elitss (170-)8). 'rhe frie-ht-

'16 :il~3 lines 161-62 read: on nWa:ll • .h~~.?opt·n.
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lul c..[r:'GL.:rance of tbs ene.uy ccwses iec,r c..'Ilong the

Isr8.eli t!,;3 llDt.il :';;0338 C2:11:3 theJ'l f::'0:11 tneir tents

(200-23). Lines 224-51 describe the .nili.tc..ry order

~nd c"Pr-e,--,T'c,nce Jf the ISTuelites, c.:nd lines 252-58

i.:ltrod~l.ce ,.Jses' sI,ee~h. This speech cO.'"lsists of t'/iO

cle0.rly aistinct peTts.The sec'Jnd f'srt of the speech

is introduced by t~'.:- lormula: Hof 03.. f:)r hergu::n hlude

stefne (276) 'He then raised his loud voice in f~o~t

of the Ur.LJ.' The ~ir.J t rart uims at overco:ning 'the

Isr2-.elites' rec:r, H'!..:.i:lg the,D. to hove ..edith in Goo,

(273); th,:; ;::.ec:;nd I ;~rt prer :.;;r23 the I sY'bsli tes for the

;j e c t i. ,Xl', f t e Y' tho; csches r resent::; the .:..iracle itseLf',

Peel 8e.:.... (2))). T!1e th:,::c J f the t, ood C .)un sel is e.J1

phe,sized in the li Ltss: Nl~ 11 os ~Ie f;ehYTL~

h;lig~ li::.re (307) ']3./ nc (Je:"-.ns di.d the:,' des'Dise the

holy tse-.ch ings. ' 17

I,ices )10-61 C')::l Lin, ;,jth ,[dnor oi(;ress.ions-

Jud:..-h' :.Jn~icip;.;te6 fights ,_,.no. fceuben'..3 f~r;Ylsr sins-

e; descril ti ::m of.' t~'~e:Jrc.er in :;hich the I 3rbsli tes

~,.~__J'~d~ etc. (3»)-01) 'theJ h:...o one ,;:', tr.er ... ,'

~ ..litcble enoi:1t;

i7 I,. 3078,: T~: s js IT\r:~:!c' e.1l8:-,C)c,tion "for the
corlvE~nlen(~e." Kropp re,;dsi;jth the IV~3 ~11es
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Ab:r:..lr ..i ':1·i..,0ae::3 ";:'02.10 .. y. t:1.:;T· c.br~,.t- t.~J .. iC:l NillS

flods.s Hoe ofeT1~ ()62) '~J J~~ tr .. vs-:" ~"d .J·.Tcr :."':.:

floc-,ds.'

there _'l..';'.3t h:.... ve been <:..- reU....;Jn for it., 2tnd ~he fev,

I,Clr<::-11e13 ;ihj.ch h .... ve been Clrb.v:n bet·.. eGl1 the episode

and the .oo.in story ::.12..y h:..:.. VB been tje very reU30n 'Ahy

lc:.ter Gc.:...tor combined it .. i t. :SXJ:)il~. '!.' do n8t ,:L.:h to

'I\'i tn SeJo 81'ie1d, ';,h;,; cO:!.Jider8 thi~, epi.3Jde C;.:J inferiJr

Ge~... LleneG beea ....... se in <:..- eo...il_ reused ctory, Vrob<... bly a.esiened

~s a hi toriea1 f1ash-b~ek, there ~ould be less space

for' elaboI'Cltion them i.n t~e fuc.in story. Tne SUl1jll points

v,hi-eh !YJcy be made a[8inst the epis'Jde are .the abrupt be-

e:,inCling, the lack of transition frJ!: the prseedin::; lines,

und the 'iv oro ine; nINe £106 '-'.2 'new .:'1 vJ~ s' :'01' the del-.l.;e.

un in teTf; ola ti on ()62-79). If this is th::: Cc. se, line

)20, be<:.>inning ;,i th }:ret. iB 8e 'Abre:;.hulll ' ch<:..-t is the

))6-61, \iihich ae:...;.lt v,ith J\bruho....n ;,itlJJ L, [l"LjiD8 him:
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Cende cneowsibbe ~enra m~nna
heahf dera8sum, halige peode,
Israela cyn, onriht godes,
swa pret orpancum ealde reccao
pa ·pe migburge mist gefrunon,
frumcyn feora, f~de:neoelo gehwees.

A certain patriarch begot the nation of

bold men, the holy people, the race of

the Israelites, rightfully belonging to

God. So the old ones skillfully tell,

those who have best known the genealogies,

the origin of the living ones, the ancestry

of each one.

On the other hand, the reference to Noah's people as

saieoda 'sailors' and the concept of treasure woui'd

favor the view that the passage belonged to the

original poem. 18

After a gap in the filS 19 we find the description

of the actual drowning of the Egyptians in the dramatic

passage from line 447-515 which contains direct re

ferences to the help of God:

pa se mihtiga sloh
mid ~alige hand heofonrlces weard (485-86)

Then the mighty one, the guardian of heaven,

18 .l:<'or further nautical images see p. 37.

19 'fhere can be no doubt that a portion of the text
was lost (see p. 13 above) although .l'arrell in IIA Reading"
RES, 20 (1969),401-417, p. 412, thinks that a defenceorthe section containing the drowning scene can be made
in its present form "on the basis of the poet's use of
time sequence." Farrell admits that lion the basis of
the mechanical evidence it would appear possible that
some lines are missing."
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slew with his holy hand.

HIe '"io gJd \;Yunnan! (515)

tne lhlGS 5 i6-t~5 ',ll.ich conte.in the vcc,-mnt of the

..... 3 belon-.:,ing to the oritSin2-l poe,D, the the..:le Qf the

halp of. G:.:d· {,'ould now COil£ to its concl..:.sion. The t~le,ile

~f rewo.ra [:;)1;,/ app ears 8.:ld can tinues throut;ho",l t the next

section, .:1'.)8es' speech (554-6 Li). 11':088S proclaims to the

I8t'::.eli tes tnat they will nOON obtuin v,'h""t W8.S proJ1ised

to their ':u cl'isrs. Th-':ls the speech recc;ll s the Abraham-

sl~is0de in Nhich this promise ele.bon~tely 8ive~.

The re.....<--i:-.:Ll18 .:>eoti::m (565-90) contains the last part

of tr"e Clot Lm: The I ;sreeli tes .i:-'rc.ise God G~nd collect

t.he trC2.sJ.re froJl trw shQre. The the.::ue Jf I"eVJC;rd ';;hich

Uf.' to thcn had onlJ been 0. rro!lise is nJW rresented in

the 2-ctLm. 20

The th8l;;.e of the help of GJd in 8xod~ e.ppears too

Vi:;i:.,.le tQ be of str..lct-.:,r:il sje-,nj fic8.nce. The thematic

cO~Jbinc;.ti:::m Qf the c.:.,JQd counsel ",.nd re.-,,::.ra, opposed by

l':jj. thl e2 snsos ;:;nd rUel i8h~rlent is cert<=: inlJ Jlore obv ious

the hJ;,,':'~stic pass:..:ce, th::w the thed}s .)f the hslJ; of

GJd. ft, f..l.;.'c~ler disc,-~ssiJn of these tClecll-:'o,;;ill be

l:)und in ::':':.. rt ii.

20 S'2S further P (;rt ii, r;.:p. 92-97 on the signifi
cance of this scene.
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(It has become customary among some Old English

scholars to speak about themes and "type-scenes" in

connection with the oral tradition of poems, and a

certain confusion has arisen in the use of the term

"-cheme. II The oral-formulaic school applies the word

"theme ll to lI a subj ect-uni t, a group of ideas, regularly

employed by a singer, not merely in any given poem, but

in the poetry as a whole. 1I21 The "beasts of battle ll for

example represent an oral-formulaic theme.

Such II themes ll may determine the structure of a

certain section of the poem, but unless it can be

shown, as in the case of the exile-theme, that they

are relevant to the action, they may be disillissed in

this context. Concep ts which recur wi thin a scene and

which cannot be classified as " oral-for;nulaic themes ll

are called motifs in this chapter.)

c) Divisions, progression, and description

The analysis of themes made it necessary to look

into the different sections of the poem. The sectional

divisions, mentioned above, although not marked in the

22lvlS, are remarkably clear, and it may consequently be

worthwhile to inquire what contribution they may make

21 Albert Bates Lord, IIHomer and Huso II: Narrative
Inconsistencies in Homer and Oral Poetry, II Tra.ns. al1d
Proc. Amer. Philol. Assn., 69 (1938),440-41 , p. 440.

22 As will be pointed out in the Appendix, the
MS is not devoid of sectional divisions, but only xlvi
(252) and xlviiii (447) agree with the divisions given
above. See p. 134.
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to the structure of the poem. 'rhe first section (1-7)

is an obvious introduction not only to the action of

the story but also to the story's spiritual implications.

The next section relates li~oses'previous relationship

wi th God. There is also a reference to the future:

ofercom mid by campe cneomaga fela (21) 'He overpowered

in battle illany tribes.' Thus both introductory passages,

the general introduction and the specific introduction

of i~loses, are set apart from the action beginning with

line 30, which deals with the slay ing of the first-born

Egyptian sons and introduces the image of the two j our

neys, the one to salvation, the other to destruction.

The actual journey, told in a rather cursory manner, be-

gins with line 54. 'rhe action slows down with the int;ro

duction of the cloud (71-97). There is little progres-

sion in the action bet;ween the description of the cloud

and that of the pillar of fire, which begins with line

107b.

The description of the cloud is clearly set apart

from the description of the pillar of fire by the follow-

ing lines:

pa ic on morgen gefn:egn modes rofan
hebban herebY-man hludan stefnum,
wuldres woman. Vferod eall aras,
modigra mregen, swa him illoyses bebead,
mire magoriswa, metodes folce,
fus fyrdgetrum. Foro gess-won
lIfes !atpeow llfw~g metan; 23
segl sioe weold, s:emen re.fter

23 L. 105: ~. Krapp reads s~eg~ with the 1{lS.

But in 1. 81 where the unusual nautlca.L :netaphor of
the sail begins, Krapp emends swegl to.~. It seems
likely that the image is illeant to contlnue. All other
editors emend to ~.
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men 1 iftc;u -chs c...L2J' trL:lj,. s ts ',ji th J~ --I.d

sounds, u roar of ~l:Jry. The .. h:Jle ::J::3t

""1'8 se, C;, f vrce 'Jf c -.: dY'c..e,eou3 :..:.en,

C::) :H:l:::tnded them, the IL.c.:lCUS 1e<.;.der [C) ,1.f:c.!1decTI

to tS0 forth. They Sc..'JJ tree t:,Lllde in front

oeasure .O'-lt the we.y of life; 'trle sed.l controlled

thsi:::' J J~rney, the seamen behind trCivelled. the

~e~ way. The [eODle ~ere hurpy, loud was the

.:.:loi 8S ,J::'~ t,C'.8 Cir:ClY.

dey. Tnsre is ~ reference to "the ti~s of

lied in ~he f<"ct tflut the

t~i.:::.'d c~.~~.

i:1terrUI ted the iescriI,tLm of ths cloud, 2..nd th<....t

8.fter the de-:;cri= tion of the pillar ,of fire the

:~~ctiJn cOD-cin'-les wi th the c.rriv&l of the Israelites

in their fO_lrth CClTlpine l'Lice (,25-)4).

A~ ttLJJ.Lh the follo/.iD£, .Jection, bee-inn 1. ne I.i th

line 135, i:::: inco::::iplete, i.t is cle::;.r th~it i.t \'loS to

be·:;. de.:icrir ti ve l'E:.ss::...se. It beGin;.) .ii th the 1'e",.r of

t:~e L;r·. sli -:::8.3 _!1d con~i.>'1.ues v.ith C:.l c3c,=,cril tion of
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the motif of fear appears again in line 154·, now com

bined with a slight progression in the action:

pa him e~rla m~d ortry-we_ wearo
sioO an hie gesawon of suowegum
fyrd Faraonis foro ongangan (154-56)

Thereupon the courage of the noblemen turned into

despair, when they saw the army of Pharaoh move

forward on the roads in the Sou tho

Embedded in the action of the advancing enemy is the

beasts of battle scene (161-69). The words Freond onssgon I

looum eagum landmanna cyme (178-79) 'The friends saw with

hateful eyes the arrival of the native people' connect

the following description of Pharaoh's army smoothly with

the action. The action continues with line 200. The fear

of the Israelites expresses itself in lamentation until

an angel protects them so that they have the span of one

night of peace from the persecution of the enemy Moses

summons them early next morning (215).

Again the action is interrupted by a description of

the Israelites' forces (224-51). It is further interrupt

ed by Moses' speech (including the brief introduction to

the speech). Moses' speech (252-98) may be divided, as

has been pointed out, into two distinct parts. The speech

is struc~urally important because it connects the concept

of fear with that of the good counsel (beteran rid, 269).

It con..ains the imprtant metaphor of the "dead troops"

(deade fecan, 266) for the Egyptians, thus removing the

cause of fear from the Israelites.

The second half of the speech deals with the parting
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of the waters. It is lv'loses' account of a process which,

partly, has already happened (hti ic sylfa slah, 280

'How I myself struck') and which is sttll happening and

visible to the Israelites: Yo up frere , ofstum wyrcro /

wreter on wealfresten. V'legas syndon dr.yge (282-84).24 'The

wave rises up, quickly it builds the water into a bul-

wark. The roads are dry.' The miraculous nature of this

event is emphasized by the speed with which it is happen

ing. While the words are spoken the deed is being done.

This account reflects the power of the word in the history

of creation. A similar idea may have produced the image of

the dead troops which refers to the still living Egypt-

ians. M.oses, who knows God's plans, can call the Egypt-

ians dead. Their death is not only anticipated but as

good as accomplished. The Israelites may, from now on,

regard them as being dead. Their fear has finally been

allayed, and the attacker becomes the attacked one.

Thus the speech of Moses represents the turning point

of the story.

After the sp eech the action continues. The tribes

enter the path through the sea (3 10-61). But wi thin

this event there is the explicit description of the

individual tribes wi th flash-backs into their history.

The action almost stands still in this section and

is then completely interrupted in the Noah-Abraham

24 The text quoted here follows Irving, not Krapp.
~rving emends to .Q.g, following Cosij n, "Anglosaxonica,"
~n BGDSL, 20 (1895), 98-116, p. 101. The 118 has the
usual abbreviati on for 'and.'
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story.

The following section represen1;s the drowning

scene. It contains, as far as it is preserved, the most

violent action in the poem. After the drowning there

is the brief account of the law-giving, which con-

sti tutes a slight advance in the narrative, but the

homiletic passage and the following second speech of

illoses interrupt the action once more. It is a short

speech, expressing God's prom.ise which has now been

fulfilled, and it ends with a blessing BiO eower bJi d

micel! (564) 'May your glory be great!' Thus it anti

cipates the event which immediately follows, the praise

of God and the collecting of treasure.

The above analysis of the sections demonstrates

that the poem is composed of distinct units which could

be entitled: introduction, last plague, the Israelites

on the march, the pillars of cloud and fire, the

approaching enemy (including the incomplete digression

about the Egyptians), the forces of the Israelites,

Moses' speech (including the miracle of the path which

is being created), the march through the sea, the di

gression on Noah and Abraham, the drowning of the Egypt

ians, Moses' laws and God's eternal plan, and, intro

duced by Moses' second speech, songs of praise and the

collecting of treasure. Among these units the one about

the drowning of the Egyptians certainly presents the

climax of the story, and this climax is distinctly set

apart by the two enclosing units, both of which focus
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on a different time, the Noah-Abraham story on the past,

the homiletic passage on the future when God's plan will

be fulfilled.

The Noah-Abraham story, if it is an interpolation,

could not have been inserted into the story at a more

convenient place. The description of the individual

tribes when they enter the Red Sea passage contains

small digressions into the history of the Israelites.

The Noah-Abraham story continues this retrospection.

d) The "interlace structure"

The term "interlace structure" has been used by

John Leyerle, in his investigation of Beowulf, to stress

the analogy of the narrative technique in style and

structure and the illuminations of manuscripts. 25 A. P.

Campbell has used this term with particular reference

to the time element. 26 In Beowulf the specific problem

is how to conne?t or "interlace" pagan and Christian

elements: The story happens in pagan times, yet the

characters show Christian attitudes and beliefs. The time

element in Exodus is less complex, but an interlocking

of past, present, and future is definitely intended. A.

P. Campbell says about the structure of Beowulf: "The poet

frames his narrative in the days of old ... in this at-

25 "Interlace Structure of Beowulf," UTQ, 37 (1967),
1-17.

_ 26 "The Time Element of Interlace Structure in
~," :NM, 70 (1969), 425-35.
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mosphere the work begins and ends, for the poem is

remarkably similar to a painting in which the border

goes all the way round. Once or twice, in the fashion

of illuminations, strands from the background strike

drama tically into the main story, bringing the two

periods for a moment into contrast ••• Hrothgar and

Beowulf are - as they come to our knowledge and pre

sent themselves in the body of the poem - men con

temporary with the poet and his audience, Anglo-Saxon

Christians ll (pp. 431-32).

Al though some critics would certainly take exception

to Campbell's view, his c servations are interesting and

make a significant contribution to the much discussed

question of pagan and Christian elem.ents in BeoWulf.

The situation in Exodus is rather different. The idea of

a frame presents itself in two themes in Exodus which

are contained in the introduction and which are more

explici tly developed in the two last sections of the

poem: God's eternal counsel and his reward for those who

follow it. More specifically, God l s counsel is represent

ed by the laws of Moses, and the reward is given in the

form of treasure. I do not wish to imply that the poet

was aware of the structural resemblance of his poem to

that of a framed illumination. 27 The modern reader may

27 However, evidence of a certain awareness of
the similarity between the artistic and the literary
process has been found in Alcuin's writings. See John
Leyerle, "Interlace Structure," UTQ, 37 (1967),1-17,
p. 4.
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be impressed by the similarity of structure in both

arts, but it would be too easy a conclusion to infer

that the poets learned from the artists and vice versa.

Nevertheless, the resemblances do not seem to be acci

dental, but must be regarded as the product of the same

view of life and the same perception of beauty. In the

Christian view of life events are not isolated but

form a pattern and are interrelated. It is therefore

not surprising that this attitude is also reflected in

the literary forms and in the visual arts.

John Leyerle has found that stylistic interlace is

"a characteristic of Aldhelm and especially Alcuin.

They weave direct statement and classical tags together

to produce verbal braids in which allusive literary

references from the past cross and recross with the

present subject" (p. 4). If this can be said about

Anglo-Latin writers, we may well inquire whether similar

tendencies can be found in Old English poems. Stylistic

ambigui ties and allusions in Exodus have been de

scribed below in part ii in connection with their

symbolical implications. The threefold parallel of

the journey of the Israelites, the journey of the

Egyptians to hell, and the former journey of the angels

to hell are examples of such allusions. The frequent

reference to the past and the inclusion of allusions

to the future could be mentioned as an expression of

the same "interlace" design.

There is a further stylistic counterpart to the
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visual interlace design. The stylistic figure of

variation seems to present the closest verbal parallel

to the interweaving of designs in the illuminations.

These resemblances between variation and interlace

design have also been noticed by John Leyerle.He writes:

"When variation on two or more subj ects is combined,

the result is stylistic interlace, the interweaving

of two or more strands of variation" (p. 4). Leyerle

quotes some lines from Beowulf and illustrates what he

considers to be the different II strands" of the word

pattern. The quotation is repeated here in order to

show Leyerle's method of analyzing "interlace: ,,28

No pret l.i sest W<eS

hondgemot[a1, l>cer mon H.ygelac sleh,
syooan Geata cyning guoe rresum,
freawine folca Freslondum on,
Hreoles eafora hiorodryncum sweal t,
bille gebeaten. (2354-59)

Leyerle finds three strands of variation within this

quotation: the v8.riations on Hygelac constitute one

strand (Hygelac, Geata cyning, freawine folca, Hreoles

eafora), those on his slaying the second (mon •.• sloh,

hiorodryncum swealt, bille gebeaten), and those on the

place of action the third (~r, gUO e rresum, Freslondum

Q!l). Leyerle speaks of a stylistic braid. He sees in

this feature of style lithe literary counterpart for

interlace designs in art that are decorative ratner

28 The text is quoted from Klaeber's edition.
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than structural. Designs on a sword, coffer or cross

are decoration 6.pplied to an obj ect whose structure

arises from other considerations" (p. 5).

f'rOill these observations it appears that li terary

"interlace" is structurally more integrated than some

in terlace in the visual arts where it may be Jlerely

decor&tive. However, as Leyerle puts it, "at a structural

level, literary interlace has a counterpart in tapes

tries where positional patterning of threads establishes

the shape and design of the fabric, whether the medium

is thread in textile or words in a text" (p. 5). The

importance of Leyerle's observations should not be under

estimated. They shed new light on a main stylistic de

vice in Old English poetry, that of variation. They help

us to appreciate the art involved in the construction of

these multi-stranded verbal braids which, to former

critics, often seemed to be an expression of confusion.

Irving com.ments: "The famous description of the

drowning of the Egyptians shows a different method. Un

fortunately it is greatly damaged by textual corruption,

but in it too we can see the same sharp perception of

detail and imaginative insight into mass emotion. From

the standpoint of chronological order the scene is

chaotic; beginning, middle, and end seem to be presented

simultaneously, but in this case the impression of con

fusion conveys the dominant aspect of the scene i t-
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self. ,,29 It will be apparent from the analysis of this

passage, which will be given in detail below, that it

presents a definitely structured unit i.n spite of the

fact that there is no beginning, middle, and end.

Variation is more than a stylistic ornament.

Arthur G. Brodeur's observations concerning the im

portance of variation in Beowulf are equally valid if

applied to Exodus: nOn the one hand it could give

uni ty to a scene, even to a sequence of scenes; on the

other, transferred from phrasal to structural use, it

could establish a structural unity through the poem as

a whole. II}O Brodeur also says: "The possible uses of

variation are as numerous as its forms •.• It is, indeed,

a notable instrument of style in the hands of a dis-

tinguished poet; it became an instrument of dramatic

force and of structural form in the hands of the poet

of Beowulf, and in. his alone II (p. 272).31 It will

be shown that the poet of Exodus uses variation in

order to form larger structural patterns throughout the

poem.

In the following discussion I accept Brodeur, 8

29 Ed., p. 32.

30 Arthur Gilchrist Brodeur, The Art of Beowulf
(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1959), p. 221.

31 Compare also Walther Paetzel, Die Variationen in
der al tgermanischen Alii terationspoesie, Palaestra, 48
(Berlin: Mayer und ti1liller, 1913), pp. 189-90, who re
quires that the second member of the substantive varia
tion, which is the most frequent one, must be in the
same case as the first member, but he allows for certain
excep tions.
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defini tion of variation which slightly varies from

Paetzel's formalistic definition: "Variation involves

the repeated expression of the same concept or idea,

not in identical terms, but in terms which, while they

restate essentially the same concept or proposition, do

so in a manner that emphasizes a somewhat different

aspect of it" (p. 272). I have not attempted to group.

instances of variation found in Exodus into formali stic

categories, but I have preferred to arrange them accor-

ding to their common concepts. A combination of varia-

tions on more than one such concept wi thin a sentence,

a scene, or even within the whole poem, would represent

"interlace." If a certain strand is to be traced through

the whol e poem, it must be a strong and significant one,

revealing i teelf mo st probably as a theme.

The first instance of interlaced variation is

found in the introductory sentence:

Hwret~ We feor and neah gefrigen habao
ofer middangeard Moyses domas,
wrreclico wordriht, wera cneorissuID,
in uprodor eadigra gehwam
refter bealusioe bote lifes,
lIfigendra gehwam langsumne rre.d,
h<eleou.m secgan:! (1-7a)

Lo, far and wide throughout the world we have

heard the laws of Moses, wonderful decrees,

proclaim to men, to the generations of men,

the rewctrd of life after death to all the

blessed in heaven, enduring counsel to all

the living.
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The following three strands are combined: 1. Moses'

laws including the reward which they signify: Moyses

domas, wr~'clico wordriht, bote lIfes, langsumne r~ d;

2. the people to whom they are given: wera cneorissum,

eadigra gehwam, lIfigendra gehwam; 3. the time and

place: in uprodor, refter bealusloe.

Only the first of these three strands is a re

curring topic. It anticipates the actual law-giving

episode, beginning with line 516, after the drowning

of the Egyptians. In this episode we find what may be

called a variation of Moysee domas: ace ridas, halige

spriee, deop rerende 'lasting counsel,' 'holy speech,'

'a deep message.' In the same context the concept rre:d

, counsel' is varied with run 'secret: f Run biO gerecenod

r~d ford greo' (526) 'the secret will be explained, the

counsel proceeds.' Thus the variation of certain im-

portant concepts contributes to the structural inte-

gration of episodes. The term variation has been used

here, although the scenes under discussion are not

sequential. In the same way in which a lace pattern may

be interrupted by different strands and taken up again

in another place, the variation of a topic may be inter

rupted for some time in order to appear again in con

nection with other strands.

The law-giving scene represents a link between

the introductory sentence and the final treasure-scene

in which the concept of a 'reward' (bot) is repeated:
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bllo e ....reron, bote gesawon,
heddon herereafes, ~'ft Vire::; onsiled
Ongunnon silafe segnum d~lan
on yOlafe, ealde madmas,
reaf and randas. Reo on riht sceodon
gold and godweb, Iosepes gestreon,
wera wuldorgesteald. (583-89)

They were happy, they saw the reward, they took

the booty, their captivity was ended. Theybegan

to divide the old treasures by standards on the

seashore, clothing and shields on the beach.

Rightly they divided ,gold and purple cloth,

Joseph's treasure, glorious possessions of men.

In the above translation, the word srelafe, usually

seen as appositive to madmas with the meaning 'booty

cast ashore' has been interpreted as on silafe 'on the

seashore,' parallel to on yolafe 'on the beach.' 32

Leaving out silafe as a doubtful case, we find the

following variations of bot: herereafes 'booty,'

ealde madmas 'old treasures,' reaf and randas 'clothing

and shields,' gold and godweb 'gold and purple cloth,'

Iosepes gestreon 'Joseph's treasure,' wera wuldor-

gesteald 'glorious possessions of men.' The accumu-

lation of variations in this particular passage is

impressive. Ap art from randas and godweb the poet do es

not sp ecify the actual obj ects received, but he gives

the impression of great splendor in general terms,

32 See Irving, ed., who favours the in terpre
tation 'booty cast ashore.' Sedgefield reads 'spoil
of the sea.' I wish to suggest the emendation of l.
585 to Ongunnon on ~. The word .Q.Q may have been
left out erroneously because the preceding word ended
with the letters .QQ.
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swnming them up as 'glorious possessions of men.' At

this point we do not yet wish to enquire into the

spiritual significance of· the treasure-scene, which

will be dealt with in part ii. We are only concerned

wi th structural details, and these details lead us to

believe that the treasure-scene is a ki.nd of crescendo

at the end of the poem.

There are further treasure images which link the

law-giving scene and the treasure-scene wi th the Noah

episode. Noah's cargo-not the ark, but its content-is

'the greatest of treasures' (maomhorda mist, 368), and

this treasure is also called ece lafe (370) 'eternal

remnant' which, although it refers to the survivors,

men and animals, in the ark, may be interpreted in

more general terms as 'an eternal gift' rather than

'survivors.' The concept certainly resembles both

ece rre.das (516) 'eternal counsel' and ycHafe (586)

'the beach.' If y OLafe, and possibly also ~lafe (585),

means 'what is left by the waves,' then ece lafe

signifies what is for ever left, reminding us of God's

eternal plan. Thus the central ideas of treasure and

an eternai gift reappear in the Abraham-Noah episode,

helping to integrate and' interlace' this episode into

the main story.

The strond of variat;i on ded.lint:, wi th God's ie-I,'\'

~nd his reward is, c.S we hove seen, not li~ited to a

certcin pCissc-e!.e, but reI,resents a centrbl tneme af

the I ce.li. It is esr;eciolly rro,oinent at the beginning
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and at the end.

Other instances of variation are distributed

throughout the poem. The following varlations refer to

the Israelites:

drihta gedrymost
HEleo wafedon,
(78-79)

The heroes were amazed, the most joyful people.

Wrceernon gebad
laone lastweard, se Ole him lange ~:r
eo..elleasum onnIed gescraf,
wean witum fE:st. (137-40)

The exile awaited the hated pursuer who had

earlier for a long time oppressed him the man

wi thout country, had afflicted him with misery

through hard tortures.

Moyses bebead
folc somnigean, f;~;an arisan

(215-17)

Moses ordered the people to assemble, the

brave ones to rise.

Snelle gemundon
weardas wIgleoo, werod wres gefysed,
brudon ofer burgum, (byman gehyrdon),
flotan feldhusum. (220-23)

The guardians quickly remembered the war- song,

the host was ready, they moved with their tents

over the hills, the sailors, they heard the

trumpet.

The following variation does not refer to the Israelites

as a people, but to one tribe only:
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After prere fyrde flota modgade,
Rubenes sunu (331-32)

After this company the sailor behaved proudly,

the son of Reuben.

Towards the end of the poem we find a further variation

referring to the Israelites:

He';fde wuldres beam werud gelreded,
halige heapas (568-69)

The pillar of glory had guided the host,

the holy band.

Looking at the above examples of variations we find

among them four thema-cically significant concepts: 1. the

Isreali tes ' qualities as warriors (heel-eo, 78; frecan,

217; modgade, 331), 2. the exile (~ eoelleasum,

137 and 139), 3. the sailor (flotan, 223; flota, 331),

and 4. the Israelites' holiness (hB-lige heapas, 569).

The concept of the sailor also appears in form of

a variation in the Noah-Abraham episode: snottor ~ leod~

(374) 'wise sailor.' However, not only does the nautical

concept establish a thematic relationship between this

episode and the main poem, but also the idea of the

exile (he on w~ce lIfde, 383) reappears, and the holi-

ness of Abraham's people is described in the same way

as that of the Israelites (hB-lige heapas, 382).

Th8 rrotdb~nist of the poem, the people of Israel,

must necessarily present one of the strands of tile

verbal interlace pattern. It is interesting that other

strands (-cne themes of the \'(arI'ior-p~s~iblj in the

Chr-istian sense, the eXile, and the sailor) Join in.
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The antagonist, the Egyptian people, also represents a

strong strand in the design. One section of this strand

will be examined in detail in the scene of the drowning

of the Egyptians. 33

In the visual interlace design we find distinct

sections with a certain dominating strand which may be

discontinued or varied in another section. Likewise in

poetry we find the variations of a certain concept domi-

nant throughout a section and then being replaced by a

different, equally dominant one, in another section.

This can be shown in the sections which deal with the

columns of cloud and fire.

Krapp rightly divides lines 54-97 into two parts.

The first part ends with line 62. It contains a general

description of the way which the Israelites went until

they reached the' borderdwellers' (Gliomyrce, 59) whose

lands were covered with an 'airhelmet' (lyfthelme, 60).

The second part starts with Moses' command to camp

around Etham and ends with the following passage:

Him beforan foran fyr c..nd '/Voicen
in beorht::codor, bea,nas twei,en,
pc-re..t regtnreoer efnt3edilde
hec..hpegnunga hbliges gb_stes,
deor:nodra sio dagum &nd nihtum. (93-97)

Before them went the fire and the cloud in

the bright sky, two pillars, each of which in

the service of the holy spirit divided evenly

the Journey of the brave ones by day and by

33 See pp. 43-54.
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night.

The concept which recurs several times in the second

part is that of the cloud or clouds in various images:

bcelce (73) 'skin,' 34 halgan nette (74) 'holy net,' ~

scealdes hleo (79) 'protection against the day- shield,' 35

segle (81) 'sail, t feldhusa (85) 'tent. t The preceding

short section also contains a variation of the cloud

concept: lyfthelme (60) 'air helmet. t A definite

34 .!:"or this interpretation see F. Hol thausen
"Beitrage zur engli schen Etymologie," Anglia, 70
(1951), 1-21, p. 16. Irving who glossed the word as
t coverine:" canopy' in his edition, declares later
that Hol thausen' s .interpretation "deserves conside
ration, for a net and a stretched skin are similar
obj ects." See "On the Dating of the Old English Poems
Genesis and Exodus," Anglia, 77 (1959), 1-11, p. 10.
See also "New Notes," p. 299. However, Peter J. Lucas
in his article "The Cloud in the Interpretation of the
Old English Exodus," ~, 51 (1970), 297-311, p. 303,
n. 22, believes the word in Exodus to be derived from
~f-balkuz t partition. t

35 That "day shield" is a common image for the
sun is well Known, and the poet must not necessarily
have been familiar with Diodorus who states that the
Red Sea sun "takes on the form of a round shield and
sends forth a light which is exceptionally bright and
fiery." Quoted from Irving, ed. (Diodorus III, 48, 3;
translation by Oldfather, ed. Loeb, II, p. 235). Krapp
an~ Irving, ed., change ~cealdes hleo to ~sceades

hleo t protection of the day shadow,' but in "New Notes"
Irving wishes to retain the 1\1S reading as meaning 'day
shield t (p. 299). The I'liS reading is preserved by most
edi tors, and Peter J. Lucas has newly defended the
meaning 'day shield,' but he refers the word to the
cloud. See "The Cloud in the In terpreta tion of the Old
English Exodus," ES, 51 (1970),297-311, pp. 307-08.
When Krapp reJ ected the reading he may have thought of
the sun as the protector (, protection of the day shield')
and this seemed indeed a strange sta temen t in the context.
However, the interpretation 'protection against the
day-shield,' i. e. the sun, makes good sense because
it refers to the protective cover and is thus a vari
ation of b:;elce, halgan nette, segle, and feldhusa.
James 'vi. Bright was the first to suggest the reading
'protection against the sun' in "Notes on the ~d-

monian Exodus," MLN, 17 (1902), 212-14, p. 14.
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structural pattern of variation can be detected in this

section of the poem: a significant image introduces the

topic before it is fully developed in :the following

unit.

As we have seen, the cloud is the main topic in

this section and also the main obj ect of variation.

But the technique of variation extends still further

into sentences which do not necessarily follow in an

uninterrupted sequence. Thus the poet states that a

camp was ord ere d (65). Much later we learn that it

was the tnird camp to comfort the people (87). Between

these two statements which refer to the camp we find

variations of the idea of protection against heat i.n

connection \'vi th the cloud image. The following vari-

ations occur in one sentence:

gescylde - brelce oferbrcedde (72-73)
brelce - halgan nette (73-74·)
byrnendi:B heofon - hatwendne lyft (73).

The content of the following sentence may be regarded

as a variation of gescylde, bee-lce oferbrredde I he pro-

tected, covered with a skin: t

Hrefde wederwolcen widum freomum
eoroan and uprodor efne ged~ed,
lredde leodwerod, lIgfyr adranc,
hate heofontorht. (75-78)

The cloud with its wide em.brace had evenly

separ<J.ted earth and heaven; it led the people,

the flame was quenched, heavenly bright in its

heat.
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This sentence contains a further nominal variation:

ligfyr - hate heofontorht.

The short sentence Hreleo wafedon, / drihta gedrym.ost

'The warriors marvelled, the most joyful of troops'

(78-79), containing a different variation, interrupts

the description of the cloud briefly, but the follow-

ing sentences restate the idea of protection which

the cloud offers:

llil.gscealdes hleo
wand ofer wolcnum; hCBfde witig god
sunnan siofret segle ofertolden

(79-81 )

The "shelter against the day shield" (i. e. the

protection against the sun) 36 moved over the

sky ,the wise God had covered the course of

the sun with a sail. 37

The reference to the third camp temporarily inter-

rupts the variation on the cloud theme which re

appears in halige seglas, / lyftwundor leoht (89-90)

'holy sails, a bright miracle in the air' and which

then merges with the pillar of fire subj ect: Him

beforan feran fyr and wol cen (93) 'in front of

them travelled fire and cloud.' Significantly, the

pillar of fire is introduced towards the end of this

section and serves as a prelude to the topic which is

fully developed in lines 98-124, a new section.

36 See n. 35, p. 39.

37 In line 81 the 1'1S has swegle instead of segle.
The emendation has been generally accepted.
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In this section, which develops the cloud topic,

we found the sentence H<:p~ea wa-fedon, / drihta gedrymost

(78-80) 'The warriors marvelled, the most joyful of

troops' interrupting the variations on the main topic.

Bu t this sentence itself is varied in

Fyrd eall geseah
hu prer hlIfedon halige seglas,
lyftwundor leoht (88-90)

All the army saw how holy sails towered

there, a bright miracle in the air

and in

leode ongeton,
dugoo Israhela, .pret pit' drihten cwom

(90-91 )

The people, the retainers of Israel, perceived

that the Lord came there.

This threefold variation reveals step by step more

significant details of the people's experience of

the miracle which progresses from general admiration

to the vision of holy sails and finally towards the

vision of God.

In the new section the main sUbj ect of variation

is the pillar of fire, but the poet also mentions an

image referring to the cloud: segl sioe weold (105)38

'the sail controDed their journey,' thus connecting

the two sections by means of the "interlace" variation

technique.

38 Krapp reads swegl wi th the MS.
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The :nost interesting section which displays

"interlace" in the variation technique in a condensed

form is the scene of' the drowning of the Egyptians

(447-515). Towards the end of this section we find

the oral-formulaic theme of the last survivor, which,

in this case, is treated negatively: there was no last

survivor to bring the message to the families (506-14).

The section ends with the narrator's comment: .

Se oe sned ahte, / bgeat gyln wera. Hie wio god wunnon!

'The one who had success destroyed the boasting of ~en.

'rhey strove against God ~' A.p....rt from the survivor the:ne

and these last lines the re:J2..inint, section is co.nr;osed

of interle.-.csd variations of the protagonist, the anta

gonist, and of five main concepts which express various

aspects of the Egyptians' experience: their fear, the

impossibili ty of retreat, lamentation, blood, death.

Furthermore the Egyptians' pride and their weapons are

mentioned, and once a figurative weapon, aide mece

(495) 'an' old sword,' is found in the hands of God.

Most variations contained in this section refer to the

"herol! of this scene, the sea: geofon (448)' ocean,'

beorhhliou (449) 'mountain slopes,' possibly an image

for the sea wall, holm (450) 'sea,' on youm (450) 'in

the waves,' w.;e.ter (451) 'water,' ~gewealc (456)

'the rolling of the waves,' mid wi3'ge (458) 'with the

waters,' mere (459) 'sea,' streamas (460) 'streams,'

flod (463 and 482) 'flood,' s-:;'s ret ende (467) 'at

the sea's end,' holmweall (468) 'the sea wall,'
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merestream (469) 'the stream of the sea,' waoema stream

(472) 'the stream of the waves,' sincalda sre (473) 'the per

petually cold sea,' seal tum youm (473) 'with salty waves,'

nacud nydboda (475) 'the naked messenger of di stress, ,

fah feoegast (476) 'the shining spirit,' 39 brim (478)

'surf,' ~ (483) 'waters,' weallfcesten 'bulwark' which

s"tands in variation with _w~gas in the phrases wicon

weall:fresten, w~gas burston (484) 'the bulwark gave way,

the waves burst,' and with meretorras, another image for

the sea wall in mul ton meretorras (485) 'the sea towers

mel ted.' The variations of the "sea" continue wi th:

helpendra pac (488) 'the path of the helpers,,40

merestreames mod (489) • the raging of the sea,' garsecg

(490) 'the ocean,' handweorc godes (493) 'the handiwork

of God,' famigbosma (494) 'wim foamy bosom,' brun

yppine;e (499) 'the shining manifestation,' modewiga

IIJci-st (500) 'the greatest of furious waves.'

The sea is allied with two other of the known

elements, air and earth. The following lines, although

not stylistic variations, develop the topic of the air

in combination wi th that of the sea and of death:

39 Fah has been interpreted as from ~ 'shining,'
which seems a more sui table variation of nacud 'naked'
than fah 'hostile.'

40 Early editors and cri tics have frequently
emended the word helpendra, but Krapp and Irving accept
it. However, in "New Notes" (p. 319) Irving suggests
wac, 'the wandering' for~, pointing out that
the scribe confused these words also in Genesis 2730.
In the present instance ~ would also refer to waves.
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wrelmist astah (451) 'the death mist rose,' storm up

gewat (460) 'the storm rose'-storm here is used

ambiguously, referring also to the Bgyptians' lament:

herewopa mrest (461) 'the greatest of army cries,' to

which it stands in variation; lyft up geswearc (462)

'the air became dark,' WffiS seo hiEwene lyft heolfre

geblanden ~ 477) 'the blue air was polluted with blood,'

lyft ~s onhrered (483) 'the air was roused.' The air

is polluted with the small of dead bodies and it is

in a state of uproar like the sea.

The earth only plays a minor r61e: sand basnodon

(471) 'the sands waited,' lagu land gefeol (483) 'the

flood fell on the land,' unhleowan WEf;g (495), tentative

ly translated as 'the unfriendly path,' whereby ~ is

interpreted as a spelling variant of ~ 'path.' To

these the phrase bir rer wegas lagon / mere modguoe

(458-59) 'Where formerly paths were, the sea raged'

could possibly be added.

The elements, however, are in the hands of God,

who is the real moving force. He appears in four

variations, sao metod (479) 'the true Lord,' ~

mihtiga (485) 'the mighty one,' heofonrices weard

(486) 'the guardian of heavens,' and flodweard

(494) 'the guardian of the flood.' 41 The theme of

the help of God in this passage is developed in the

41 For a quotation of the passage and a textual
note see p. 47.
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following lines:

vres seo hiwene lyft heolfre geblanden,
brim berstende blade§esan hweop
sE":manna sIo, oopcet soo metod
purh Moyses hand madge r,ymde,
wIde wreOde, wcelfceOmum sweop.

(477-81 )

The blue air was polluted with blood, the

crashirig waters threatened the journey of the

seamen with blood horror, until the .true Lord,

through the hand of Moses, cleared away the proud

ones, hunted [them] widely, swept [them] away in

a deadly embrace.

The phrase contains three variations on the help of

God. Variations of the ideas expressed in this passage

concerning the help of God are found in the following

lines:

mid halige hand,
on werbeamas

IE se mihtiga slah
heofonrlces weard

when the mighty one, the guardian of heaven,

struck the sea beams with his holy hand

and in

42 On werbeamas is Krapp's emendation of MS
werbeamas Which lacks one metrical syllable and has
been emended by most edi -corso For full variants see
Irving's ed. In "New No-ces" Irving provides evidence
that werbeamas may be a variation of meretorras
(p. 319). Wer- would then be a variant of wcer- 'sea.'
See also F. C. Robinson, "Notes on the Old English
Exodus," Anglia, 80 (1962), 363-78.
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wI trod gefeol
heah of heofonum handweorc ~odes,

famigbosma flodweard tis1 esloh
unhleowan weg, aZ~~2~~5)·43

The handiwork of God with foamy bosom fell high

from heaven on the path of the army, the guardian

of the flood struck the unfriendly path with· an

old sword.

The Israelites are only mentioned once in scemanna

~ (479) 'the voyage of the seamen.' Moses is also

mentioned once: bllrh Moyses hand (480) 'through Moses'

hand.' The antagonist, on the other hand, who is

fighting wi thout the help of the natural forces, and

against God, is named 23 times in the following varia

tions: folc (447) 'the people,' gastas geomre (448)

'troubled spirits,'~ (452) 'the Egyptians,'

forhtigende (453) 'the frightened ones,' herebleaoe

(454) 'the ones who are pale in battle,' herges (457)

'the armies,' m<egen (459, 469, and 500) 'the force,'

laoe (462) 'the hostile ones,' modige and madge (465

and 480), 'the proud ones,' cynigas on corore (466)

'kings in a troop,' fyrde (472) 'the army,' feondum

(476) 'the enemy,' ~ (482) 'the doomed ones,'

wlance 090de (487) 'the proud people,' drihte (496)

'the host,' synfullra sweot (497) 'the sinful troops,'

fladblac here (497) 'the flood pale army,' dugo{r

~ (501) 'the nobility of the Egyptians,' Faraon

43 JJEg is interpreted as a spelling variant of
'!!.§.g in 1. 495.
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mid his folcum (502) , Pharaoh with his people,' godes

andsaca (503) 'God' s opponent.' To these, four pro

nouns can be added: manegum (489) tmany,,44 him (455)

'them,' hIe (499) 'they,' and ~ ('02) 'he.'

The first of the five main concepts relating to

the experience of the Egyptians is the concept of fear

and terror. As we have seen before I tnis concept is

not limited to this passage, but appears in combination

wi tIl the theme of the help of God, relating to the

Israeli tes. The .t:gyptians do not have the help of God,

and fear and terror are combined wi th variations of

the sea and of another topic, that of an attempted re-

treat or of tne impossibility of retreat. Variations

of fear and terror are found in 1;he following lines:

Folc w:es af~red, flodegsa becwom (447)

The people were terrified, the flood terror

came

flugon forhtigende, frer ongeton (45:5)

they fled terrified, tney perceived the

sudden disaster.

The idea of fear is also expressed in the word here

bleaoe (454) 'the ones who are pale in battle, t and

it appears once more in combination wi th a blood

image in line 491-92: egesan stodon, / weollon wrlbenna

44 Cosijn, "Anglosaxonica," BGDSL, 20 (18~5),
98-116, p. 105, pointed out that manegum here 18 used
as a litotes, meaning 'to everybody without exception.'
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'terrors arose, deadly wounds gushed.'

The attempted retreat is expressed in the follow-

ing variations:

Wre::-on Egyp te eft oncyrde,
flugon forhtigende

(452-53)

The Egyptians turned back, they fled terrified

woldon herebleao e hamas findan (454)

The ones who were pale in battle wanted to find

thei rhome s •

The Egyptians' attempt to retreat, however, is futile.

The variations on the fu tili ty of a retreat, combined

wi th the negative "last survivor" theme, are the follow-

ing:

herges to harne,
wyrd mid wrege.

ne air inig becwom
ac behindan beleac

(456-58)

but nobody of the army came home, their fate

was ~hut in behind with the waves.

vreges ce-t ende
eyre swiorode
(466-67)

their retreat became impossible at the end

of the waves.

In the above translation~ is taken as a possibly

misheard substitute for ~. 45 It does not seem likely

that the poet introduced a new concept, that of choice

45 This reading was proposed by Dietrich, "Zu .
Cadmon," ZfdA, 10 (1856), 310-67, p. 359, and is con
tained in C. W. M. Grein's edition Bibliothek der Angel
~sischen Poesie, I (Gottingen: Wigand, 1857). I

Irving emends to~ 'cries' in "New Notes," AQ~
90 (1 972 ), 289- 324, p. 3 17.
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-if~ is translated' choice, L-wi thout a variation.

On the other hand the attemp ted or desired retreat is

described in several variations. The theme continues

in a new combination in the following lines:

Mre.g en WCES on cwealme
freste gefe~erod, foraganges weg
searwum asceled

(469-71 )

The troops were dying firmly chained, bound by

their armor on their way fo~th. 46

Here the impossibility of retreat is due to their heavy

armor. The last variation on the retreat is found in

the following lines, which expand the negative last

surviv or theme:

fora~:n Pees herites h~f!l eft ne com
eu.Iles u!lGr.mdes inig to_lEtte,
prette sla heora sec~~n illoste,
bodi5 ean 'flfter O"J.r5u:il beblospel Cl. n:rest,
hordwearda hryre, hCEleu>a cVienU:l1,
bC P; mregeopreat9.s "i1eredei.:io ge;;;weCllh,
spelbodan eac. (508-14)

because nobody of the army, of the vast number,

was left to come hom.e so that he could tell of

their journey, announce in the towns the

greatest tale of misfortune, the fall of the

guardians of treasure, announce it to the wives

of the heroes, but the sea-death swallowed the

troops and the m.essenger too.

46 Krapp reads resc:eled with the MSi !rving emends
to asreJ..ed and points out that searwum as£led could
alsomeari 'bound by trickery,' yet 'armor' seems to be
preferable in this context. J!...§.g: This is Krapp's
emendation for MS ~. Irving, in "New Notes, II suggests
neh, an Anglian form of neah (po. 317).
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Another aspect of the Egyptians' experience (the

cry of war or of terror) is expressed in several vari

ations: hream Wd'lS on Y?um (450) 'An outcry was in the

waves,' herewopa ma:st (461) 'the greatest. of army

cries,' Laae cyrmdon •.• / f<eBum st:efnum (462-63)

'the hateful ones cried with doomed voi ces,' gyllende

gryre (490) 'yelling terror.' The idea of mourning or

lamentation possibly suggesting an audible suffering

is also expressed in gastas geomre (448) 'mournful

spirits' Etnd in gylp weara gnornra (455) 'their

boasting became more sorrowful.'

A significant part of the battle-experience is

expressed in blood images which will be discussed in

part ii. .F'OI' the sEtke of a complete analysis of the

passage under discussion the variations on this topic

are given in full below: '#fron beorhhliou blade

bestemed (449) 'The mountain slopes were soaked with

blood,' holm heolfre sp aw (450) 'the ocean spat bood,'

WE£S sea mwene lyft heolfre geblanden (477) 'the blue

sky was mingled with blood,' blodegesan hweop (478)

'threatened the blood horror.'

The experience of death in this passage is

dominant and has been expressed in several variations:

geofon deaO'e hweop (448) 'the ocean threatened with

death,' wrelmist astah (451) 'death-mist rose,' ~gen

wces adrenced (459) 'the army was drowned;' the

wording lyft up geswearc (462) 'the air blackened'
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could p08sibly be taKen as s variation of wrelmist astah,

the ides of deuth cmd dying continues as follows:

meredea 00. mist (1+65) I the Greatest of sea deaths,'

.nodige swul ton (405) 'the brave ones died,' ~vregen 'NreS

~l~ (469) I the army ViaS dying, I :nodge rymde ...

wrelfceCfmum sweop ..• fm;;e crungon (480-82) 'he cleared

the proud ones away ••. he swept them away in a deadly

embrace •.• the doomed ones fell,' bet Oy deaOdrepe

drihte swifon (496) 'that the crowd died through the

death-blow,' Sawlum lunnon (497) 'they departed from

their souls,' M;e<gen eall gedreas / 00. gedrencte wiEron

dugoo Egypta (500-01) 'The whole army perished when the

retainers of the Egyptians were drowned.' Death in the

following line is connected with the nega tive last

survivor theme:

ac pa mregenpreatas meredeaa geswealh
(513)

but the sea death swallowed the mighty troops.

It was necessary to analyse the passage in detail

in order to show to what extent repetition is used in

the composi tion of a scene. Not all restatements of

ideas quoted above would pass as stylistic variations,

but they may pass as variations on a topic or a motif.

The word motif has been used here for recurring concepts

which do not branch 'out into narrative sections. With

the exception of the attempted retreat, which is com-

bined wi th the negative last survivor theme, we may.

speak of the motifs of fear or terror, of crying,
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blood, and death. It is possible that these motifs

were component parts of traditional battle descrip

tions. To these the weapons may be added as further

elements of a traditional battle- scene. Weap ons in

this scene are mentioned in five different places:

w~terwce;?na ful (451) 'the water W2..S full of weapons,'

Randbyrig wiron rofene (464) 'the shield-walls broke,'

searwum as~led (471) 'hindered by their armor,' and

aide mece (496) 'wi th an old sword.'

The scene is composed of stylistic variations on

a number of topics or motifs. There is no progression

of action. The death motif already occurs at the be

ginning: geofon deao e hweop (448) 'the ocean threatened

wi th death.' All motifs analysed above &.re found wi thin

the first 6 lines, and the following 60 lines or so

presen t variations of these motifs. The only new theme

added is that of the help of God, and this is already

a familiar theme. The topic of the imp:::ssibili. ty of re

treat is expanded in to the oral formulaic "last survivor

theme. II We here have a technique which does not

develop ideas or events as distinct units in order to

proceed to other units, but rather nam.es the various

i terns together and then restates them in different

combinations. Including the two opposing forces and

the weapons, we may count at least eight strands which

are woven together from the beginning, wi th one further

strand added in line 479, where the theme of the help
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of God is reintroduced.

Obviously, the poet did not intend to write a

scene in chronological order. The strands which are

woven together contain features which are experienced

from the beginning of the struggle between the

Egyptians and the sea. However, we must keep in mind

that SOille active fighting may have been described in

the lost section. The scene represents a continuing

struggle in which the same things happen from the be

ginning to the end. The effect is gained through the

accumulation of a selected number of strands which

are rewoven in different combinations. The whole scene

presen ts a climax in the story of Exodus, but there is

no climax wi thin the scene. The unique combination of

strands in this scene sets it apart from the preceding

and the following ones • .l!'urthermore, this feature pre

sents a parallel to some interlace designs in the

visual arts. Leyerle added photos of several graphical

interlace designs to his article. A drawing of one of

these designs has been included here to illustrate the

interlace structure.
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part ii: SPIRITUAL SYM.BOLISM

a) Former research

The earliest scholarly article concerned with

spiritual symbolism in Exodus is that by James w. Bright,

"The Relation of the ~ dmonian Exodus to the Liturgy, II

MLN, 27 (1912), 97-103. Bright is not so much concerned

wi th the interpretation of Exodus as with his intention

of establishing a source. ::>ubsequent scholarship has not

confirmed Bright's belief that the source of the poem

was the Easter Liturgy, more specifically, the readings

for Holy Saturday, "a very significantly observed day

in the medieval church" (p. 97). Yet the implications

of spiritual symbolism in Exodus have found more and more

support during the last decade. Irving now believes that

a liturgical model must have influenced the poem to some

extent, but he believes that one must be careful not to

transfer the full meaning of any liturgical source to

the poem of Exodus. 1

Whether or not the poet used the Holy Saturday

readings as a direct source seems to be a question of

li ttle relevance in face of the fact that as a Christian

he must have been familiar with the ceremony and its

1 "Exodus retraced," Old English Studies in Honour
of John c. pope, ed. Robert B. Burlin and Edward b.
Irving, Jr. (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1974),
pp. 2u3-23, p. 205.
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symbolism, Cind thus the liturgical practices possibly

influenced the structure of his poem as well as its

imagery and symbolism. Consequently, the material pre

sented by Bright is still important for the inter

pretation of the poem.

When Irving's edition appeared in 1953 the appli

ca tion of allegory to medieval literature had not yet

achieved quite the degree of popularity .as it

enJ oys now. Irving then believed that Exodus presented

"a radical departure" from the allegorical tradition as

reflected in the commentaries on the Biblical Exodus by

Jerome, Ambrose, pseudo-Bede, and others. In Irving's

opinion the poem was "historical and ••. devoted to the

story as story, drawing no analogies, pointing out no

specific do.ctrine. ,,2 However, Irving was aware of the

allegorical i.mpli ca tions, but they seemed to him then

"applicable only in a small way." He now comments:

"Twenty years later feel the same way, and I am pleased

to note that some recent comments on the allegorical

approach to the poem offer some support for such a

point of view.,,3 From this comment it is clear that

Irving still considers the presentation of the heroic

action more important than the underlying symbolism.

A defence of an allegorical reading of Exodus has

2 Ed., p. 15.

3 "Exodus retraced," Old English Studies in Honour
of John C. Pop e, p. 210.
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been undertaken by J. E. Cross and S. T. 'rucker in

their article "Allegorical Tradition and the Old

English Exodus." Cross and Tucker rightly point out

that the "one general allegory that would cover the

events of the poem is the equation of the Israelites'

Journey from Egypt to the Promised Land wi th the

journey from earthly exile to the heavenly home. 1I4

Cross and Tucker are careful not to overstress their

point. They do not want to say that the poem is to be

seen on one level as a religious allegory, but they

maintain that "symbolic pictures would occur naturally

to a learned Christian's mind." The main symbols to

which they draw attention are the following: 1. the

common Christian image of the exile of this world;

2. the image of the voyage of life; and 3. the military

image of the Christian soldier.

In his article "An Interpretation of Exodus, 46-·

53" Peter J. Lucas appears to be influenced by Cross

and Tucker's allegorical view, which he uses for the

illumination of the controversial passage referring to

the slaying of the first-born. 5 In another more recent

article Lucas makes the following statement: liThe poem

may be seen to communicate at three level s: narrative,

allegorical, and thematic. These .. , levels should ...

be regarded ... as possibly interacting levels which

4 Neophil. 44 (1960), 122-27, p. 123.

5 N&Q, 6 (1969), 364-66.
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it is convenient to separate for the purposes of analy-

sis." He says further that, considered separately, neither

of the two levels, the historical and the allegorical, is

fully coherent and that "an uneasy tension seems to ex-

ist between the two: a shift in the narrative from one

episode to another does nothing (indeed, could hardly

be expected) to illuminate 8. possible allegorical inter-

pretation; and allegorical hints, even though they may

form a 'chain of associated notions,' are (because

merely 'associated') not sufficient to provide a satis-

fying organic' structure' which incorporates the non

sequential treatment of Biblical-historical events. ,,6

Lucas finds the unifying factor of the poem at the

thematic level, and he suggests God's covenant with his

people to be the central theme.

Lucas does not refer to Robert T. Farrell's

article "A Reading of OE. Exodus," in which the author

propounds a similar view of thematic composition,

which permits him to interpret the Noah-Abraham epi

sode as an integral part of the poem. 7 The two scholars

seem to have come independently to a similar conclusion.

More recently, Lucas has discovered nautical images

in Exodus which may refer to Christ's cross. The word

6 "'rhe Cloud in the Interpreta tion of the Old
English Exodus,"~, 51 (1970),297-311, p. 299.

7 RES, 20 (19b9), 401-17.
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seglrode (83) 'crass-bar' is taken to be the cross.8

This interpretation expanded an idea expressed in

Earl's article "Christian Traditions in the Old English

Exodus" in which the "ship of the Church" appears as

the image which underlies the nautical imagery in

~.9 The cross-bar of the ship completes this

imagery.

In discussing the spiritual symbolism of Exodus

am not trying to answer the question whether the

poem is historical or allegorical or whether it is

historical on one level and allegorical on another.

As Cross and Tucker rightly point out, "this would be

an unmediaeval way of regarding the events as they

are brought together and aescribed in this particular

poem.,,10 For a medieval Christian historical reality

extended into the time before the creation of man,

and every Biblical historical event had its significant

place in the histors of salvation, and the outcome of

the history of salvation was defined by the prophecies.

The poet could not possibly have been unfamiliar with

the homiletic exegesis of his time.

8 "The Cross in Exodus," Famulus Christi: Essays
in Commemoration of t~rteenth Centenary of the
Birth of the Venerable Bede, ed. Gerald Bonner (London:
Clowes, 1976), pp. 193-209, p. 197-98.

9 ~, 71 (1970), 541-70.

10 "Allegorical Tradition and The Old English
Exodus," Neophil. 44 (1960), 122-27, p. 123.
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If we do not wish to label the poem as either

"allegorical" or "historical," the term "typological"

offers itself as a happy compromise to reconcile the

deviating views. The Biblical historical events are

types of other events in the history of salvation,

ei ther preceding or following the time of events des

cribed in the poem.

b) Aspects of spiritual symbolism in Exodus

1. Time and place

The poet treats time and place in Exodus with

a certain vagueness. He may have done this deliberately

so that the reader should become aware of the spiritual

significance of Biblical historical events. The reader

must use the 'keys of the spirit' (Gastes cigon, 525).

Only a few geographical terms have been used to indi

cate the direction in which the Israelites are travel

ling. They travel towards the north (on norC5wegas.~ 68),

knowing that in the south lies the land of the Ethiopians

(sigelwara land, 69). The Israelites see the Egyp tian

army approaching from the south (of sUQwegum, 155).

The only place-name given in this account is the

camping place 'Etham' C,€than, 66), but even this name

is based on a scribal correction, and we cannot be

absolutely sure whether this correction presents the

original reading. The MS reads ~t anes wi tIl an .Q

superscribed by an ancient hand.
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The next camping place is vaguely placed near the

Red Sea (134). The land of the Canaanites is named

as the promised land (445) in the Abraham-episode where

Mount Sion is also mentioned as the place where the

sacrifice of Isaac is going to take place. The poet

adds that this was the mountain where King David's

son erected the famous temple (386-93).

A comparison with the account in the Vulgate

shows that our poet is much less concerned with the'

exact historical places than the writer of the

Biblical account. 11 In Exodus 13,5 not only the land

of the Canaanites is named as the promised land but

also that of four other peoples: cumque introduxeri t

te Dominus in terram Chananaei et Hethaei et Amorrhaei

et Hevaei et Iebusaei quam iuravi t patribus tuis ••• 12

Also, the description of the road on which the Israel

it e s are travelling is more exact in the Biblical

story. In the Bible God did not lead them on the road

through the land of the Philistines, which was nearest

(Exodus 13, 17). They travelled forth from Succoth

and camped in Etham, at the edge of the desert

11 Attention must be drawn to the fact that the
standardization of the Vulgate was not yet complete
and that the copy used by the poet may have differed
slightly from the standard Vulgate "!e f}-0w possess.
It is, however, unlikely that any Blbllcal text could
have been as vague in Biblical historical detail as
Exodus.

12 References are to Biblia Sacra (Torino:
Marietti, 1959).
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(ExoduS 13,20). Also, the geographical position of the

next camping place near the sea is given in the Vul

gate: Reversi castrametentur e regione Phihahiroth,

quae est inter Magdalum et mare contra Beelsephon

(Exodus 14,2). This place is mentioned again in verse

9 as the place of the encounter between the Egyptian army

and the people of Israel.

Undoubtedly, the geographical vagueness of the

Old English poem helps to transform the unique Biblical

historical event into an event of greater significance

beyond place and time. This· transformation becomes even

more apparent if we consider the treatment of time in

this poem.

With regard to Biblical time events are vaguely

co-ordinated. They do not always appear in their histori-

cal sequence. There may be a causal connection between

events which took place before the time of the exodus

and a certain episode during the journey. This is the

case when the tribe of Judah is allowed to enter the

sea path first. The poet explains that Judah has taken

Reuben's, the first born's, place because of Reuben's

sins (335-36).

The Noah and Abraham episodes (362-446) on the

other hand are not causally connected to the events of

the exodus, and this may be a reason why editors have

sometimes reJ ected them as interpolations. Their rele

vance to the exodus story is thematic, as has been
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argued above. The Noah-story is briefly retold, lin

king the theme of the floodway of the Israelites to

the deluge in Noah's time. The image of the sailor

for Noah (S<ileoda, 374) connects the imagery of this

passage to that of the main story, since the exodus is

seen as a voyage.

The story of Abraham contains the themes of the

exile and of the covenant between God and man: he on

wnece lifde (383) 'he lived in eXile;' wire hIe mer

fundon (387) 'they found a covenant there.'

Abraham was told to hold firm the covenant with God:

pat Ell wio waldend wire heolde (422) 'that you keep

the covenant with the ruler.' The main points of this

covenant are named in the Abraham-story. On God's

part the covenant is a promise to Abraham that his

de8cendants will inherit the land of the Canaanites

(445). In order to integrate the Abraham-story into

the poem the essential parts of the promise are again

referred to by Moses in his great final speech after

the Israelites ' deliverance:

hafao us on Cananea" cyn gelyfed
burh a~d be~gas, brade rIce;
wile nu ge1:e stan pret he lange gehet
mid aosware, engla drihten.
in fyrndagum fcedery.ncynne (556-60)

He has delivered to us the race of the Canaanites,

their town and treasures, their wide realm;

he will now fulfill what he long ago promised

with an oath, the lord of angels, in days of

old to the tribe of your fathers."
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Even the geographical position is repeated: the promised

land is the l&nd between two seas: gesi ttao sigerIce

be sim tweonum (563) 'you will establish a re8.1m of

victory between the two seas.' 13

As far as the Biblical historical time is concerned,

these episodes present a parenthesis, but since their

thematic content, God's promise and help, is timeless,

the episodes contribute to the symbolism of time: Abra

ham can be seen as a type of Moses and of Christ. The

shortness of the episodes would, in any case, not have

allowed the poet to use those details of time and place

which would relate to a specific historical time only.

Also the other references to former manifestations

of a legal relationship between God and man and of re-

velations concerning God's nature and his intentions

are, in the Old English poem, not expressed in precise

statements as to historical place and time. Thus the

typical aspect of the situation is emphasized rather

than the particular and the historicaL According to

the Biblical account God spoke to Moses several times:

at the burning bush, where God revealed his name to

Moses (Exodus 3, 14), in flIidian (Exodus 4, 19), and in

Egypt before, during, and aft.er the plagues (Exodus

6-14). In rione of these meetings is the story of

13 Compare these lines from the promise to
Abraham: ac hIe gesittao be ~m tweonum

00 Egypte incaoeode
land Cananea (443-45).
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creati on told to l~loses. The Old Bngli sh .t:xodus sums

up these interviews in such a way that the impression

of only one meeting between God and rv:i:oses is given.

At this meeting God revealed to Moses his own name

and told him the story of the creation:

Da wres forma sIo
~pcet hine weroda god wordUJI. nregde,
~r he him ge~gde soowundra tela,
hu pas woruld worhte wltig drihten,
eoroan ymbhwyrft and uprodor,
gesette sigerlce, and his sylfes naman,
cone yldo bearn eEl' ne cuo on,
frod fredera cyn, !:Bah hIe fela wiston. (22-29)

Then was the first time that the God of hosts

approached him with words, when he told him many

true marvels, how the wise Lord crea"ted this

world, the circuit of the earth, and heaven,

established his victorious reign and [told] his

own name which the children of men, the wise race

of patri archs, did not Know before, although they

knew much.

God also entrusted to Moses the life of his kinsmen:

his maga feorh (17) and imparted to him some of the

divine power:

p one on westenne weroda drihten,
soofcest cyning, mid his sylfes miht
ge'vvyro ode, and him wundra fela,
ece alwalda, in reht forgeaf. (8-11)

Then in the desert tne God of hosts, the true

king, honoured him with his own power and the

eternal ruler gave many miracles into his

possession.
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The poet seems to feel free to condense Biblical

time and even to integrate later events into the time

of the narrative. The law-giving scene, beginning with

line 516, is an example of this kind. After the drowning

of the Egyptians Moses speaks to his people, gives them

ece rre d.as 'eternal counsels,' which are also called

d~gwOI'd. The obscure 11S word d3egweorc (519) for d:e:gword

seems to refer to 1"110ses' laws, as has convincingly been

explained by Gollancz, who considers ita translation

of the Latin name of the Chronicles Dierum Verba. 14

The controversial point whether the Ten Commandments

are meant or whether any other laws are referred to

need not be dealt· wi th here. It suffices to notice that

the Biblical history does not contain an account of

law-giving at this time, i. e. immediately after the

crossing of the Red Sea. Place and time in this scene

are s tb. ted precisely: after the crossing, on the other

side of the Red Sea. The typological implications of

tne crossing will be discussed below. 15

In some cases of less significan~ events which

nave taken place prior to our main story, the time is

vaguely referred to as 'then: I D·a weara yrfe weard

14 Israel Gollancz, ed., The Credmon Manuscript
of the Anglo-Saxon Biblical Poetry. Junius XI in the
Bodleian Library (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1927),
p. lxxvii. A new defence of the MS reading has. been
presented by James W. Earl, IIChristian Traditions in
the Old English Bxodus," ~, 71 (1970), 541-70, p f 550.

15 See pp. 84-86.
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( 142) 'then was the heir,' <3 a heo his mregwinum mOnD or

freliledon (146) 'then they committed murder on his

kinsmen.' We do not really learn when, in relation to

other events, these things happened.

The poet being aware of the past a.nd its relevance

to the Biblical historical time of Exodus is also aware

of the future: the near future which will bring the

conquest of the Promised Land, and the future which is

still unfulfilled, including the Last Judgment, which

may have been typified in the law-giving scene.

A scene concerning the near future is des- .

cribed in lines 326b-330:

heard handplega,
wrepna w~lslihtes,

bilswaOu blodige,
grimhelma gegri nd,

pracu vre s on are,
hregsteald madige

wIgend unforhte,
beadumregnes rres,
peEr Iudas for.

An attack was on the shore, hard fighting, brave

warriors, fighters without fear in the deadly

slaughter of weapons, bloody wounds, the onrush

of forces, the crashing of helmets, where Judah

went.

At the time when the martial order of tbe Israelites is

described as they are about to enter the passage through

the Red Sea, we do not expect to find a reference to a

battle. Irving believes that the scene anticipates

future battles on the way to the Promised Land. 16 Cross

and TucKer in their article "Allegorical Tradition and

16 £d., n. 330.
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the Old English .Bxodus" point out that Irving's rea

listic interpreta tion does not suffice to explain why

there should be an immediate fight and also point out

that we should recall the homiletic exhortations to

baptism: "In the Christian view the catechumen comes

to his baptism as a soldier to the colours •.. II tp.

125). Cross and Tucker especially draw attention to

Augustine's discussion of the crossing as a type of

baptism in which the Egyptians represent the dead sins

of the past while the foe in front represent future

difficul ties to be overcome. They conclude that "it

is a short step from enemies a tergo and ante faciem

in the allegorical expositions to the unrealistic

situation in the O. E . .Exodus" (p. 126). While it is

not denied that this interpretation sheds new light on

the battle-scene and, in view of other typological

·explanations, is certainly of value for the total

meaning of the poem, it is possible to find an al ter

native explanation for its placement.

Although Irving admits that it is possible that

this passage hints at a battle between the Israelites

and the Egyp tian army, he does not give a reason why

it should be Judah who encountered the enemy. Judah

was the first one "to enter "the passage and must conse

quently have been the last one in the battle if the

enemy approached from the rear. However, Irving has

acknowledged that the poem originally might have con-
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tained a battle-scene between the Israeli tes and the

Egyptians in the gap of the lVlS between lines 446-47:

"the whole atmosphere of the poem nints at that. ,,17

There are some addi tional reasons why this passage

may refer to the immediate fight, that is the battle

in the Red Sea. Judah can be a synonym for the Israe

li tes as Hebrews 8,8 suggests: "Behold, the days come,

sai th the Lord, when I will maKe a new covenant with

the house of Israel and wi ththe house of Judah ••• "

(hYJ. If the poet was aware of the fact that Judah can

stand for the Israelites, we are no longer faced with

the problem that the tribe of Judah was furthest away

from the Bgyptian army. The interpretation that there

was a fight between the arillies is not fully supported

by the Biblical account since God himself is fighting

for I srael. The wording of the Vulga te, however, would

not quite exclude the view that there could have been

a battle in which Israel was victorious because God

fought for them: Iamqu·e advenerat vigilia matutina,

et ecce respiciens· Dominus super castra 1\egyptiorum

per columnam ignis et nubis, interfeci t exerci tum

~; et subverti t rotas curruum, ferebanturque in

profundum. Dixerunt ergo Aegyptii: E'ugiamus Israelem;

Dominus enim pugnat pro eis contra nos (Exodus 14,

24-25) •

17 Bd., n. 330.
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Israel could have Joined in the fight before

God interfered. Only after this encounter was lVlOses

told to stretch o}lt his hand &.nd order the waters to

return to destroy the enemy. Consequently, there was

time for a battle to take place, and an imaginative

poet who undoubtedly must have known poems which contain

ed battle:..scenes ~ay nave wanted to dramatize the action

by including the Israelites in the actual fight.

The fact that so many different interpretations

are possible concerning the time of an action in Exodus

(in this case the time of the battle which Judah fought)

is significant in so far as it allows the poet to hint

at several events at the same time, leaving it to the

audience to find the hidden meaning.

The Abraham-episode contains a small reference to

the future building of King Solomon's temple on Mount

Sion (on Seoneobeorh, 386) where the sacrifice of

Isaac was going to take place. 18 This reference is

certainly not only made to remind the reader of a Bib

lical hi storical fact. We must bear in mind that the

temple signified the Old Testament and the Christian

Church the New Testament. The temple thus was the ante-

18 The proper name in line 386 was misunderstood
as onseone (lY1S) , a mistake which was repeated in the
Exeter Book, where onsyne beorg occurs twi ce (Christ
876 and 900). See Kenneth Sisam, "Notes on Old English
Poetry," RES, 22 (1946), 257-68, p. 264.
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cedent of the Christian Church. 19

If we now regard the various references to places

beyond this world and man's known history, we will see

that the above interpretation of the temple is not at

all farfetched.

The poem begins with a reference to the laws of

Moses which are known 'far and near over the earth'

(feor and neah ••• ofer middangeard, 1-2). The poet

connects them with the reward in heaven, the 'reward of

life' (bote lIfes, 5), given to the blessed. Thus from

the very beginning of the poem the historical place

and time reach into eternity. Heaven and hell and the

time of the Last Judgment are present in the mind of

the poet:

:fu::st under foldan, prer biG fyr and wyrm (537)

fir m under the earth, there will be fire and

snakes;

on pam meoelstede manegum demeo (543)

in that place of assembly he will Judge many.

The typological identification of the Israelites

wi th the Christian Church, each on its Journey to

salvation, becomes clearer if those Biblical historical.

details of time and place which do not contribute to

the transcendental meaning are omitted. Consequently,

19 J. R. Hall, "The Building of the Temple in
Exodus: Design for Typology," NeophiL, 59 (1975),
616-21, points out that the use of th~ hyp~rbole in
connection with Solomon is best explalned If Solomon
is understood as a figure of Christ and the temple as
a typ e of the Church (p. 61 6) •
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the poet calls the promised land only the land of the

Ce.naani tes, leaving out the other countries which were

promised to Israel in the Biblical account but which are

insignificant in the "typological view.

Also the historical" "time and place of the law-giving

scene may become more plausible if we identify Israel

with the Christian community who, at this point, reached

the promised land and were given eternal rewards. The

expression ece :p.ejas (516) I eternal counsels,' which,

in the typological view, would signify the eternal re

ward, immediately recalls the reward of life after death,

the bote lIfes at the beginning of the poem, which stands

in variation with langsurnne ri;d, long lasting benefit.

Some spiritual significance may be detected in the

choice of words. The word reEd in this poem invariably

seems to ctllude to a heavenly reward, consequently it

refers to a future time. :R'Ed is God's counsel, and the

one who follows it will be rewarded. When Moses tells

his people that they must not fear the I dead troops'

(deade feoan, 266) of the Egyptians, he adds:

Ic on beteran ned
PCEt ge gewuroien wuldres aldor (269-70)

I have a better counsel that you may honour

the Lord of glory.

Significantly, the expression ~d is used in contrast

to the 'dead troops,' the doomed souls whose lifespan

is at an end.

Having referred to hell and "to the Last Judgment
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in the great speech after the crossing, IJlOses then is

seen as the one who has knowledge of God's eternal

counsels: :rre:ia gemyndig (549). The final passage which

giyes a transcendental meaning to the word rid is:

Run bio gerecenod, ~d foro greo (526)

The secret will be revealed, the counsel pro

ceeds.

While the word r~d is used for God's counsel and

his plans, alluding to an eternal reward, the word lean

denotes the 'requital' for the 'days' work,' the deeds

in life (d~gweorc, 315 and 507). Judah, who was given

the place of the first-born, as we have seen, was re-

warded for his deeds:

pres dregweorces
swi him mihtig god

deop lean forgeald
(314-15)

Thus the mighty God requited Judah for his days'

work.

This requital reaches far beyond Judah's life-time.

The tribe of Judah inherits the rights of the first-

born and becomes the tribe whose privilege it will be

to produce the saviour. 20

The requital for the dregweorc can also be punish-

ment:

Egyp tum we am
p ~s. ~gweorces deop ~ean gesceo~
foroam pee:; heriges _ ham eft_ne com
ealles ungrundes <enig. to lafe

~50 --09)

20 See also the term handlean, p. 102.
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The Egyptians received a great requital, for their

days' work, because nobody of the army, of the

vast number, was left to come home.

In all these examples the poet is not only concerned

with the limited historical time or his epic but also with

the history of salvation as a whole.

2. The journey as a way of life

Having established that the poet is telling his

story from a point of view which elucidates the typical

aspect of a particular event, we may well ask how he

treats his main theme, the Journey to salvation, in

detail.

Even before the Israelites' Journey is mentioned,

we hear of an 'evil journey' (bealusIo) after which the

blessed ones receive the 'reward of' life' (bote lIfes,

5). The' evil journey' is a cornmon metaphor for death, but

in this context it might be possible to see in it also a

reference to life on earth. This life could be regarded

as an 'evil Journey,' a Journey which continued until

death ended it. Israel's Journey is certainly a trouble

some Journey, and the word bealusIO may be an adequate

term for it and for the Christian pilgrimage which it

typifies. The reward of eternal life, which is promised

to the faithful after their pilgrimage, is linked with

Yoses' laws (Moyses domas, 2). The laws are a gift of life.

In order to draw attention to the spiritual significance

of his story, the poet adds in the voice of the preacher:
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Gehyre se oe wille! (7) 'Listen who will!'

The references to a Journey in line 41, dugro foro

gewat 'the retainers went forth,' line 44, atyfed

laos10 leode gretan-which I suggest reading as alyfed

leode laosio' gretan '"the people were allowed to welcome

the evil journey,' 21_and line 45, folc ferende 'the

people were travelling' are, as it seems, delj.berately

ambiguous, and thus evoke the memory of other instances

of journeys of spiritual significance: the Israelites

are travelling to the promised land, the first- born

sons of the Egyptians are travelling to hell. The latter

Journey reminds us of another Journey, the expulsion of

the fallen angels to hell. 22

Unless we admit that certain aspects of the

Israeli test journey point towards future or past events

in the history of salvation, we increase the textual

problems of this poem. llor example, why should a multi

tude of people trCivel through' narrow lonely ways'

(enge anpaeas, 58), and why should they walk over 'green

ground' (grenne grund, 312) when they enter the Red

Sea passage, if the poem dealt wi th the historical

journey only?

Some critics have been willing to assume a broader

semantic concept of grenne 'green,' of en~ 'narrow,'

21 See p. 11 7.

22 See pp. 122-123.
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and of the prefix ig- 'single;' 23 others ~ such as

cosijn and Imelmann, have taken enge anpaoas, uncuo

gelad (58) 'narrow single paths, unknown ways' as

an ill applied quotation from Beowulf. 24 Cosijn

especially considers the 'goose march' (gansemarsch)

of the multi tude of people ridiculous.

A plausible explanation for grenne grund has

been given by H. T. Keenan. Pointing out similar

passages in Christ and Satan, in the Paris Psalter,

and in the poema Morale, he proves that the way

leading to Paradise is identified as having a green

color. 25 What applies to the path t.o the Paradise in Eden

may equally apply to the way t.o Paradise which is be

lieved to be the future dwelling place of saints.

According to Bernard F. Huppe the gIre s ungrene in

Genesis signifies that the earth wi t.hou t the vivifyi.ng

spiri t of God is like grass without its living mark of

identi ty, its greenness. 26 Two more articles supply

further evidence for the interpretation of grenne grund.

23 See, for example, Levin Schiicking, Untersuchun
gen zur Bedeutungslehre der angelsachsischen Dichter
sprache (Heidelberg: Winter, 1915) I p. 40.

24 CosiJn, "Anglosaxonica," BGDSL, 19 (1894),
457-61, p. 459. Imelmann, :E'orschungen zur 13.1 tengli
schen Poesie (Berlin: Weidmann. 1920), p. 389.

25 H. T. Keenan, "Exodus 312: 'the Green Street
of Paradise,'" ~, 71 (1970) , 455-60, p. 456.

26 Doctrine and Poetry: Augustine's Influence on
Old English Yoetry (New York: State University of New
York, 1959), p 143.
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A. N. Doane, in "The Green Street of Paradise: a Note

on Lexis and Meaning in Old English Poetry, n main

tains that nearly all occurrences of grene in Old

Engli sh are, in origin, formulaic. 27 However, Doane

admits that in most cases the color green has acquired

an abstract or secondary spiritual significance. It

may be preferable not to call expressions like 'green

grass,' 'green meadow,' 'green earth,' formulaic but

simply to admit the custom of using typifying adj ec

tives. 28

An important source of a 'green way to Paradise' has

been discovered by Kari Saj avaara: "The interrelation-

ship between the grenne grund 'green ground' in line

312a of the OE Exodus and the path leading to Paradise

is implied by a passage in the Cursor Mundi in which

Adam gives instructions to Seth of how to find the

way to Paradise. The withered footprints remain to

guide his way on the green grass. ,,29

The other instance where the color green occurs in

Exodus further emphasizes its symbolic usage: Moses is

going to strike the sea with his 'green sign' (grene

tacne, 281).30

27 ill!!, 74 (1973), 456-65, p. 456.

28 Compare. 'salty waves' (442, 473).

29 "The Withered Footprints on the Green Street
of Paradise," NM, 76 (1975), 34-38, p. 34.

30 On the significance of Moses' rod see p. 98-101.
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The passage in the Poema Morale wh.ich contains

the epithet green, indicating a quality of the way to

Paradise, may also throw some light on enge anpao as.

The au thor of this p oem opposes the broad street of

the world that leads to damn·ati.on with pene narewe wei

and 'bene wei grene which leads to salvati.on. 31 The

images of the broad way to damnation and the narrow

path to salvation are found in the gospel according to

St. Niatthew: "Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide

is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to de-

struction, and many there be which go in thereat:

Because strai t is the gate, Cilld narrow is the way, which

leadeth un to life, and few there be that find it" (7,

13-14). The formula engeaanna as reflects the Biblical

image Ctnd may therefore be regarded as tne proper for-

mula for the journey towards salvation.

The narrow path is the' right road' (rihte strrete,

126); it is the 'way of life' (lIfweg, 104) which

1110ses is measuring out for his people, Ctssisted by

the blessings of the Holy Spirit (heahbegnunga haliges

gastes, 96) in the columns of fire and cloud.

The poet builds the two 'beams' into his great

nautical image of sails spread out over the people:

Fyrd eall geseah
hu p~r hllfedon halige seglas
lyftwundor leoht; leode ongeton
dugo 0 1srahela, pret pir drihten cwom,
weroda drihten, wlcsteal metan.

31 i<ichard lviorris, ed., Old Znglish Homilies: Part
Il, EBTS, 34 (London: N. Trtibner & Co., 1868), p. 179.
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Him beforan foran fyr and wolcen
in beorhtrodor, beamas twegen,
para cEghwaloer efngedilde
heahpegnunga haliges gastes,
deor.nodra sIo dagum and nihtum. «(38-97)

This passage has been newly translated by Peter J.

Lucas as follows: "'rhe troop all saw how the holy

sails, bright miracles of the air (lyftwundor leoht),

towered there (hlifedon); the people, the company of

Israelites, perceived that God, the Lord of hosts,

came there to mark out the camping-place. Before them

in the sky went the pillars of cloud and fire, two

beams (beamas), each of which shared alj.ke the gUi

dance of the brave-hearted people by day and by night

in the high service of the Holy Spirit.,,32

Lucas co.:nments: "Evidently the Israelites, called

t seamen' ... , are seen as on board a ship. Allegorically

the shin is the Church whose sails are filled with the

Holy Spirit and· which conveys the Christian on his

Journey over the sea of this life to his home in the

heavenly port of eternal salvation. But the ship is

merely implici t. Only certain features of it are

specified: it has a mast, cross-bar (sail-rood), and

rigging. Here are the essential features of a cross held

upright. The image of the Ship of the Church, togetner

with the iviast of the Cross, is a patristic commonplace

II (p. 196).

32 "The Cross in l!::xodus, It .Famulus Christi: Essays
in Commemorati on of theThIrteenth Cen tenary of the Birth
of the Venerable 13ede, ed. Gerald Bonner (London: Clowes,
1976), p p • 193- 209, p. 196.
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The fact that the Holy Spirit is actually .mentioned

as the driving force of the Journey in line 96 disperses

any doubt as to whether the poet WaS familiar with the

exegetical implications of this passage.

3. Nautical images and their significance

The image of the journey has led us towards

nautical images vvhich need further explanation. Previous

research has drawn attention to the medieval image of

man's life as a journey or as a voyage which seems to

be based on a belief formulated in St. Augustine's

De Doctrina Christiana. Man as the exile on earth may

either use a vehicle on land or a ship in order to

travel to his heavenly homeland. 33 The poet of Bxodus

has chosen to interpret the Israelites' Journey as a

voyage • Driven, as it seems, by the holy sail, the

people are seen as seamen:

segl s10 e weold,
foron flodwege.

::remen
reftel' ( 105-06) 34

The sail led the way, the seamen behind

went the watery way.

It should be noticed that the Israeli tes have not yet

reached the sea- shore, and flodwege seems to be an in

appropriate term unless we accept its spir.i tual

33 Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, I, 4, PL, 34,
ed. Migne, cols. 20-21. See also G• .t;hrisillann,
"Religionsgeschichtliche ~eitrage zu~ ge!'illanischen
Frli.hchristentum," BGDSL, 31) (1909), c09-39.

34 Krapp reads swegl in line 105 with the i'iIS.
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meaning. 35 'fhe Israelites are called sailors:

brreddon cefter beor~ .•• flotan feldhusum (132-33)

'the sailors spread out in tents behind the hills;'

brudon ofer burgum, flotan feldhusum (222-23)

'the sailors in tents moved over the hills;' £fter brere

fyrde flota modgade / Rubenes sunu. Randas ba;;ron /

siwlcingas ofer sealtne mersc (331-33) 'Behind that

troop the sailor, the son of Reuben, went in high

spirits. The sea-warriors carried their shields over the

salty marsh;' sremanna sIo (479) 'the way of the sea

men.' In snottor sileoda (374) 'the wise sailor' the

term 'sailor' is also applied to Noah. 36

On the other hand, the .r::gyptians who pursue the

Israeli tes are landsmen: ,r'reond onsegon / laoum eagum

landmanna cyme (178-79).37 As in the poem The Seafarer

the 'dead life on land' emerges as the spiritually

35 As Cross and Tucker have pointed out, there is
no proof that it could mean 'j ourney to the sea;' see
"Allegorical Tradition and the Old English Exodus,"
Neophil. 44 (1960), 122-27, p. 127, n. 25.

_ 36 Irving reads ~leoda with short ~. He gives
srelida with a question mark in the textual variants,
the form suggested by BenJamin Thorpe, ed. and tr.,
Ccedmon's metri cal paraphrase of parts of the Holy
Scriptures. in Anglo-Saxon (London: Society of Anti
quaries of London, 1832). The form s~leoda would thus
be a non West-Saxon form with a-umlaut of the West
Saxon word srelida. Lida 'sailor' is recorded in the
Gnomic Verses of theE'Xeter BOOk. See Clark Hall.

37 For onsegon the lVIS has ons~, West-Saxon
onsawon.
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dead life of wordly prosperity. 38 The seafarer has

rej ected it, and the Israelites as seamen have no

need to f ear the 'dead troop s' of 1;he Egyp ti ans ,

having rej ected Egypt and what it may stand for. 39

4. The exile

Apart from being seamen the Israelites are

characterized as strangers or exiles, while the

Egyptians are natives and landsmen. Israel's journey

is that of a stranger or an exile on earth. 'Exile'

has been identified by Stanley B. Greenfield as an

oral_formulaic theme in twelve different poems, but

Exodus is not mentioned. 40

Greenfield found four main aspects of the theme

in the various poems which he investigated: the

status of exile; the exile' s deprivation of JOYs,

treasure, home, etc.; his state of mind; the move-

ment in or into exile.

The Israelites' status as exiles is expressed in

38 See I. L. Gordon, "Traditional Themes in
The Wanderer and The Seafarer," RES, 5 (1954),
1-13, p. 9 -

39 On the typology of the ~gyptians see pp.
103-26.

40 "The Formulaic ~xpression of the Theme of
'Exile' in Anglo-Saxon poetry," Speculum, .30 (1955)
200-06.
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the following instance: wrrecillon gebad / laone lastweard

(137f.) 'the exile awaited the evil pursuer.' Later, in

the homiletic passage, the status of exile is applied

to men in general: Pis is ~ne dream, / wommum awyrged,

wreccum alyfed (532f.) 'this is transitory joy, c orrupt-

ed with sins, granted to exiles.' 41 These lines are fol-

lowed by the reference to men as eoellease (534) 'men

without country.' The state o~ men's deprivation was

one of the characteristic features of the eXile-theme,

and the Israelites had been referred to as 'men wi thout

country' before this image was applied to men in general:

WrCEcmon gebad
laone lastweard, se 08 him lange i;r
eoelleasum onnled gescraf
wean wltum fa; st. (137-40)

The stranger awaited the hostile pursuer who

had long caused oppression, hard misery with

torments to the homeless one. 42

The exile's state of mind is expressed in the word

41 Wreccum here is taken to be a spelling variant
of wr~ccum. Grein, ed., in his note suggests an emen
dation to wr<eccum. Irving reads JVrecc~, glossing it as
, wanderer, wretch.'

42 The word onnled is a hapax legomenon and thus
subj ect to speculation. I believe it to be a spelling
variant of unnied 'without compulsion .. ' Dietrich Hof
mann interprets it as from Old Norse an~uo 'suppression.'
See his article "Untersuchungen zu den a1 tenglischen
Gedichten Genesis und Exodus," Anglia, 75 (1957), 1-34,
p. 30. --- --- ---
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~ (earma anbid, 534) and in the direct statement

'they were despairing about the right to their country'

(Wiron orwenan eoelrihtes, 211). This statement is fol-

lowed by a scene of fearful expectation:

s~ton al'fter beorgum in blacum reafum,
wean on wenum. (212-13)

They sat behind the hills in their shining

cl o~.~e~_J--:e~~~-.9_ti?& mi s er~_._4_~

Greenfield's fourth aspect in the description of

the exile is the movement in or into exile. There is

no direct reference to a movement, except perhaps that

the story of Abraham reminds us of his move into exile,'

which is told in the Bible ("Genesis" 12). The special

theme of Exodus, the Journey to salvation, allows only

for a movement towards the promised land, in a literal

and a figurative sense. Certain hardships during the

movement in exile may be implicit in the image of the

'narrow paths, the unknown ways' (enge anpaoas, uncuO

gelad, 58).

There is a traditional connection between the

exile theme and the "narrow land," as Greenfield has

shown in his article "The Theme of Spiritual Exile in

Christ 1. 1144

43 The word blacum could al so be read.blacum
'~~~ck!' as Irving, ed., reads it.

44 !:9., 32 (1953), 321-28.
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The spiritual significance of the exile is direct-

ly apparent in the homiletic passage which is part of

Moses' speech after the crossing of the Red Sea. Here

the theme of transience is connected with that of the

exile. Such a connection is found elsewhere in Old Eng

lish poetry. According to 1. L. Gord n the transience

theme gives "the exile theme of secular elegy something

of a new Christian significance. ,,45 In Exodus the

transience theme appears when the stCltus of exile is

applied to men in general.

This life is called If"ne dream wreccum alyfed

(532-33) 'transitory joy ... granted to exiles,' earmra

anbid, eoellease (534) t the, hope o.f the wretched, the

people wi thout country.' The very terminology of this

passage recalls previous passages, adding spiritual

meaning to such Vlords as WId:, cmon and eoellease, former-

ly used in a context which might have been understood

only historically.

5. Water and blood and the idea of baptism

That the passage through the sea j.tself would

be associated, in the mind of the audience, with

baptism, seems very likely, but we have to agree

45 The reference is to The Seafarer in "Tradi tional
Themes in The Wanderer and The Seafarer, II RES, 5 (1954),
1-13, p. 11.
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with Irving that this is not a poem about baptism. The

homiletic passage referring to the keys of the spirit,

however, cannot be ignored, and such a well known exe

getical correspondence as that between the crossing of

the Red Sea and baptism would naturally have been in.

ferred by the contemporary audience of Exodus. It has to

be stressed that this particular typological correspon

dence is only one of several. The poem is primarily

about the exile's journey towards life, which includes

baptism, typified in the passage.

The episode treating the passage through the Red

Sea contains an unusual accumulation of blood-imagery,

al though we cannot be sure that a battle took place.

The walls of water are 'spattered with blood' (blode

bestemed, 449), 'blood pervaded the waters' (flod blod

gewod, 463), the blue sky was 'mingled with blood'

(heolfre geblanden, 477), 'the sea spat out blood'

(holm heolfre spaw, 450), 'the crashing waters threat

ened the journey of the seamen with blood horror'

(brim berstende blodegsan hweop / samanna S1O, 478),

'deadly wounds gushed' (weollon w<:elbenna, 492). The

poet imagines the Red Sea to be literally red (reade

streamas, 296), yet this would not fully account for

all the images cited above.

There is possibly a reason for the mingling of

water and blood. If the poet knew that the passage

through the sea symbolized baptism he may have intended
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to draw attention to both water and blood as the means

to attaining salva tion. This imagery recalls the exe

getical interpretation of "the Biblical scene in which

the Israelites drank water from a stone (Exodus 17, 6) •

..Blfric comments upon it as follows: se stan ...

hrefde Cristes getacnunge. His sIde W<eS on O<ere. rode

gewundud, and pir fleow lit blod and w<eter samod; ~t

bled to ure alysednysse, and @t wreter to urum ful

luhte. 46 In partic:ular, the phrase fled bled' gewed (463)

'blood pervaded the waters' may imply a reference to

Christ's wound in which blood and water flowed together.

6. Israel and the Christian soldier

Throughout their journey or their spiritual voyage

the Israeli tes are seen as warriors, yet we do not

actually see them engaged in a battle in the extant

text. The military images are all-pervading in Exodus.

Since Cross and Tucker have drawn attention to the

symbolism behind these images, we will now examine them

more closely and then decide to what extent this symbo

lism is apparent in Exodus.

There are many synonyms for warrior, such as ~,

wlgend, ~, h<eleo, h<egsteald, and heacorinc. Other

words, used for the Israelites connote some military

46 Benjamin Thorpe, ed., The Homilies of the
Anglo-Saxon Church, II (London, 1844; rpt. New York:
Johnson Reprint Corp., 1971), p. 202.
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activity. Thus we have shooters (sceotendum, 112),

spear-bearers (garberendra, 231), battle-makers (~

frernmendra, 231), defenders (werigend, 589), defenders

of the city (burhweardas, 39). Often the direct word

for' warrior' is used with a qualifying epithet or as

part of a compound: wigan on heape (311) 'warriors in

a company,' randwigan and randwiggendra (126 and 436)

, shield-warriors,' sweordwIgendra (260) 'sword-

warriors,' and sa;wlcingas (333) 'sea-warriors.'

Other words denote a military unit, an army, or a

military power: gedriht (304), folcn:regen (347), ~

nregen (342), leodIJ:Ja:gen (128, 167, 195), beadum:egnes

(329), m~genp·ryra.m (541 and 349), mrec:;enheapum (197),

n:regenpreatas (513), m:egnes miste (67). IV1<egen in the

sense of 'military force' occurs altogether 9 times,

compounds excluded. Apart from mregenpreatas we have

the following compounds wi th preat as second element:

~reat (243), mearcbreat (173), herebreat (122 and

575), and guo breat (193). Herecist, herecyste is

used 3 times (177, 257, 301), and the simplex cist

is found twice (229 and 230). The word~ for

'army' occurs further 12 times as simplex and in

foroherge (225). ~ appears 9 times as simplex,

twice in the hapax legomenon fyrdgetrum (103 and 178)

and in fyrdleo5 (578) 'war song,' and fyrdwlc (129)

, military camp.' ~ is used twice as simplex

(382 and 569) and in the compounds modheapum (242)
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and garheape (321). Eored (157) 'cavalry' appears once.

Werod 'troop' as simplex is found 21 times, and it

appears in sclrweord (125) and leodwerod (77). Other

hapax legomena denoting troops are: angetrum (334),

~ (66), and folcsweota (578).

There are a number of mostly direct and descriptive

images which display the variety of weapons used, the

ma terials they were made of, and other mili tary equip

ment.

The words denoting warriors or military units

seem to be used, wi thou t discriminati on, for the Israe

lites and the Egyptians alike. The word here 'army' more

often refers to the Egyptian army, but it is also used

for the Israelites (247). 'rhe word eored (157) I cavalry'

can only be used for the ..tt.:gyptifu'1S because the Israelites

have no horses.

Nothing in the vocabulary chosen to describe the

Israeli tes as warriors suggests that the poet was

familiar with St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephes:i.ans,

Chapter .6, where the armor of the Chris-cian soldier is

described. The II shield o~ faith," the "helmet of

salvation" and lithe breastplate of righteousness"

(Ephes. 6, 14-17) are not part of the Israelites'

armor in Exodus. The fact that the Israelites are

predominantly seen as warriors and not as civilians

is not enough to identify them with the Christian

soldier.
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The description of military splendour was natural to

a poet in the Germanic tradition, and, apart from

mentioning the conquest of the heathen laws and customs

(feonda folcriht, 22), the poet gives no hints as to the

significance of the military descriptions.' In fact, the

description of the Egyptian army is equally detailed in

splendour, and their feelings of loyalty towards their

own kin make them an enemy with a good cause. They in

tended to destroy the Israelites because of vengeance

for their brothers:

~fd~n !}Ie gemynted to pam J:Iregenh"eapum
to pam CErdege Israhela cynn
billum abreotan on hyra brooorgyid.

( 197-99)

They had intend ed to des troy the race of the

Israelites with their mighty troops with swords

at dawn to avenge their brothers. 47

They are loyal to their lord (b eodenholde, 182). In this

instance the poet does not exploit the quality of false-

ness which, in general, he has attributed to the

Egyptians. 48 The poet is clearly indebted to the Ger

manic tradition: he respects the virtue of loyalty.

The same trend can be observed in the Old English

47 My translati on fol~ow~ Irving' ~ interpretation
who considers the phrase to bam rnregenheapum ~s roughly
parallel with billum and who believes that to may have
been inserted erroneously because of the following line.

48 On the character of the Egyptians see further p. 104.
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Genesis: even Satan's followers are loyal to their

lord.

Bearing in mind the poet's atti.tude to the enemy,

we must not overemphasize the significance of the mili

tary images attributed to the Israelites. The poet may

have been doing no more than following the tradition.

In view of these observations I cannot confirm Cross

and Tuckers opinion that the military appearance of the

Israelites is a symbol for the Christian soldier.

7. Songs, treasure, and the reward in heaven

Having examined the possibilities of typological

correspondences between the Israelites and the Christian

pilgrim on their journey, we have come to the end of

their pilgrimage when, after the destruction of the

Egyptians, the Israelites reach the sea-shore. In the

Biblical account the Promised Land is still far away

at this point of the story. In Exodus, on the other

hand, the Promised Land seems to have been reached.

The JOYous exclamation role W3;:S on lande! (567) 'the

people were on land!' the songs of praise, and the

scene in which Israel collects treasure at the shore

indicate the end of the journey.

It is at this point that the poet wishes to draw

attention to the spiritual significance of the exodus

story by referring to the I keys of the spirit' (gastes

cregon, 525) and saying that the secret will be revealed.
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Including the audience and himself in God's plan, the

poet makes it known that his story is relevant to each

individual so that' we' may not be deprived of God's

law (beet we gesne ne syn godes peodscipes, 529). He

calls the joys of this life a I transitory happiness,

corrupted with sins, granted to the exile' (line dream,

/ wommum awyrged, wreccum alyfed, 532-33). Thus the

, exile' is no longer a reference to the Israelites only,

but includes the audience and the poet himself. Equally,

the account of the Last Judgment in this context re

minds the audience of their future fate. After this

digression the Biblical story continues with a speech

of Moses who tells his people that the promises which

God made a long time ago are now going to be fulfilled.

The poet does not usually resort to preaching

and we may therefore ask why he considers it necessary

at this point. It is possible that without encourage

ment to interpret the story spiritually, the following

scene would not be understood as a type of the fate

which the blessed ones exp ect after death. The Israelites

are singing songs of praise:

hofon herepreatas hlude s tefne,
for pam <tesweorce drihten heredon,
weras wuldres sang; wIf on oarum,
folcsweota m~st, fyrdleoo golan
aclum stefnum, eallwundra f(~75-79)49

49 Line 578, golan: MS galan.
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The troops, with a loud voice, honoured the

Lord for the day's work, the men sang a song of

glory; the women among others, the greatest of

troops, sang with excited voices a martial song

of many marvels.

After the singing the Israelites collect treasure at

the sea shore, and this is the final scene of the

poem:

pa woe s e5fynde Afrisc meowle
on geofones staoe golde geweorood.
Handa hofon halswurounge,
blio e '#iron, bote gesawon,
haddon herereafes, hreft Wre3 onsiled.
Ongunnon sOOlafe segnum d~an

on yolafe, ealde madmas,
reaf and randas. Heo on riht sceodon
gold and godweb, Iosepes gestreon,
wera wuldorgesteald. Werigend lagon
on deaostede, drihtfolca ';~O-90)50

Then could easily be found the African maiden

on the shore of the ocean, adorned with gold.

Their hands lifted up necklaces, they were

happy, they saw their reward, they took the

booty, their captivity was ended. The survivors

began to divide the old treasures, clothing and

shields, by the standards on the shore. Right

ly they divided gold and purple cloth, Joseph's

treasure, glorious possessions of men. The protec-

tors lay on the place of death, the greatest

50 Line 580, meowle: Krapp emends to neowle,
Irving reads EbrisCIii."eOWle. In the ~S_lines 587 and
590 are incomplete (sceo, ~). On s'relafe (585) see
p. 33.
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of people.

Both the singing and the treasure scene adequately

typify the JOY in heaven, the reward of life after

the 'evil journey.' Thus the theme of spiritual salva

tion, introduced at the beginning of the poem, finds

its culmination in the final scene. Irving, however,

assumed in his edition that the scribe misplaced

certain pages and suggested that the homiletic

passage should be regarded as the proper conclusion

to this poem. 51 Such an alteration in the organization

of the poem weakens the typological pattern. The

treasure-scene has then a less prominent place and

its spiritual significance is less apparent.

Treasure, according to St. Augustine's De Doctrina

Christiana, symbolizes wisdom and teachings, as Huppe

points out. 52 The treasure which the Israelites take

out of Egypt signifies human learning. Heathen wisdom,

al though not totally irrelevant, appears to be nothing

compared with the wisdom of God. 53

The Egyptians in Exodus are called I the keepers

of treasure' who have been 'bereaved of treasure'

(hordwearda hryre heaf w;:es genlwad, / swi;B'fon seledrea

mas, since berofene, 35-36).54 The treasure which the

51 See p. 9.

52 Doctrine and Poetry, p. 4

53 Ibid. , p. 4

54 See further p. 116.
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Israelites find on the shore is called 'Joseph's

treasure,' an expression which, in this context, seems

to be surprising, since we do not know how the treasure

came to be washed up on the shore of the Red Sea. It is,

however, possible that the missing pages may have con

tained some clue. 55

The typological pattern of the poem may throw some

light on the expression Iosepes gestreon. According to

St. Augustine the treasure of Solomon symbolizes "the

knowledge gained from scripture. ,,56 The puzzling refe-

rence to Joseph's treasure may be explained similarly,

since Joseph's treasure may typify that of Solomon.

Such an interpretation would be in accordance with the

emphasis which is placed on Moses' counsels throughout

the poem. The knowledge gained from scripture, symbo-

lized as Joseph's treasure, leads to salvation, but

the wisdom of the heathens, on the other hand, was

not able to save them: the Egyptians are deprived of

treasure, and their keepers of treasure are destroyed.

Another puzzling and often emended expression

in the treasure-scene is that of the African maiden

(Afrisc meowle, 580) who was 'easily found on the

shore of the ocean.' The MS reading may be preserved

55 See Irving's ed., note on 1. 588 (555 accor
ding to his numbering). On the treasure legend see
Louis Ginzberg, ed., The Legends of the Jews, ~I
(Philadelphia: Jewish publication Soc. of Amerlca,
1956), p. 371-

56 See Ruppe, Doctrine and poetry, p. 4.
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if the poem is interpreted typologically. F. C.

Robinson convincingly argues that l\'loses' Ethiopian

wife stands for the Church. 57 More important still

seems to be the evidence found by Willem Helder in

Augustine's commentary on Psalm 67 (CCSL, 39, p. 879)

that there is a connection between the image of spoils

from a conq uered enemy and the sacrifice of Christ~

Christ took away the devil's vessels as spoils. liThe

Lord distributed them to the spendour of his house

••• for the building up of the body of Christ. 1158

Helder concludes: "Hence it is by no means fanciful

to relate the gold-adorned African maiden on the sea-

shore to the universal church in all the varied rich-

ness of its gifts. Like the Ethiopians in Psalm 73,

she has every reason to reJ oice at the d efea t of the

ancient dragon" (p. 21). Huppe, in Doctrine and Poetry,

points out that the term Afrisc meowle was probably

employed "because of the African maiden of the Song

of Songs, tra ditionally a symbol of the bride of

Christ" (p. 223). In view of these findings, it may

be permissible to see the gold-adorned bride of Christ,

representing the Christian community, in Afrisc

meowle. The enemy is dead. The two types of Journeys

leading to salvation or to damnation have come to

57 "Notes on the Old English Bxodus,lI Anglia, 80
(1962), 363-78, p. 373.

58 V/illem Helder, "Etham and th.~ Ethiopians in
the Old English Exodus," Annuale Nleolaevale, 16 (1975),
5-23, p. 20-21.
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an end.

8. Moses and Chris t

If we are right in assuming that Israel's journey

to the promised land was, in the eyes of the poet, also

a type for the journey of the Christian people to sal-

vation, we must ask whether there is any intentional

parallel between iVioses, the leader of his people, and

Christ. In answering this question we will look at the

quali ties attributed to Moses and see whether they

are compatible with those of Christ.

We hear that God gave Moses 'many wonders in

possession' (wundra fela, 10). He was 'dear to God'

(leof Gode, 12), 'bold and wise' (hors~ and hreoergleaw,

13), 'a brave warrior' (modgum magorreswan, 17),62 I a

valiant leader' (freom folctoga, 14). If we take the

'brave warrior' metaphorically, the term may legitimate

ly be used for a Christian or for Christ himself. All

the other terms are equally general enough to permit

the view that M.oses may be a type of Christ. However,

this evidence alone would not be sufficient to warrant

such an identification.

There are no allusions to the weaknesses of Moses

of which we learn in the actual Biblical account, of

his feelings that he might be inadequate for the task,

62 MS mago~swum.
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his lack of eloquence and his initial refusal which

resulted in God's anger. 62

Moses' relationship to the race of Pharaoh, 'the

adversary of God' (Godes andsacan, 15)63 is described

in these words: 'he restrained [them] with the punish

ment of the rod' (gyrdwIte band, 15). The poet does

not enter into a specific description of the plague

but leaves his statement sufficiently general not

to obscure the parallel between the powers of the

rod and those of the Christian cross. The green color

of the rod, the symbolic color of life, contributes to

this identification.

The other possible reference to Moses' rod is

found in ymb an tWig (145) 'because of a branch.' Al

though it may not have been the original reading,

have accepted it because of its symbolic implications.

It appears in the following context:

Ealles pee s forgeton siD oan grame wurdon
Egypta cyn ymb an twig. (144-45)

The race of the Egyptians forgot all that since

they became hostile because of a branch.

Al though the half-verse does not agree with any of

the Sievers' types, the meter has been defended by Paull

F. Baum, who takes two bea"ts as the basis for a half-line

and finds "no reason why they [the three-syllable half-

62 See Exodus 4, 10-14.

63 lV1S andsaca, a possible Northumbrian form; see
Blackburn, -n-.--
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lines1 should not occur.
1I64

However, most critics, including Krapp, accept

'fight' or 'counterattack' .as the basic interpretation,

reading andwIg, .an wIg, anes wIg, antwIge, or antwlg. 65

The context suggests that a reason is required to ex-

plain why the Egyptians turned hostile. Moses' fight

with the Egyptian, told in ixodus 2, 11-15, is such a

reason, but Moses' (i. e. Aaron's) rod would also be

acceptable. If Baurn's metrical theory is accepted, there

would be no need to emend ~ to~ or an twig to

ane twige, but the letters of the MS could remain in

tact, except tllat .§.Q and ~ could either remain sepa

ra ted or drawn 'together as antwIg.

The question is now whether ymb an twig should be

emended to ymb an twIg or retained with the meaning

'because of a branch' with its allusion to Moses' rod

and further spiritual implications. Even if we accept

that an earlier version of the poem probably contained

the half-line ymb antwig, we do not know to what an

extent the poem was reffioulded, so that we can decide

Whether the alterations ought to be accepted as an

integral part of the new version. In the absence of

such evidence I would plead for a retention of the lVIS

64
(

liThe Character of Anglo-Saxon Verse, II ME, 28
1930-31), 143-56, p. 148.

65 See Grein, ed.; Dietrich, "Zu Cadman," Zfd£, 10
( 1556), 310-67, p. 342; Sedgefield, ed.; Blackburn,
ed.; Krapp, ed.
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reading, which underlines the spiri tual meaning of the

story. 66

The literal rendering of~ as I branch, I re

ferring to the rod with which Egypt was punished,

gains probability in the light of Pseudo-Bede's commen

tary. We read in Pseudo-'Bede that Moses punished

Egypt by throwing his' twig' (deferens virgam). Then

the following explanation is given: Virga vera, ~

quam ggyptus corripitur, Pharao superatur, crux Christi

est, per guam mundus vinci tur, et princeps hUjus mundi

triumphatur. 67 The fact that the context in which the

twig in Exodus occurs actually refers to the slaying

of the first-born (the Egyptians took revenge for the

death of their kinsmen), and that, according to the

patristic trCidi tion, Christ was believed to be present on

the night of the Passover, strongly suggests an analogy

between the power of the rod in the hands of Moses and

the wondrous power of Christ's rood, which has found

its poetic expression in the Dream of the Rood. In

the Dream of the Rood the cross is primarily a symbol

of victory and power, not of suffering.- Likewise, Moses l

rod as typifying the cross symbolises the power of the

cross.

66 The interpretation' "twig,' referring t.9 Aaron l s
rod is now defended by Irving, who reads _ymb ane
tWige (from the Anglian feminine tWigu) 0 ti~ a~ds: .
"This reading will make no one happy, but 1 t 1S metr1
cal." See "New 1'lotes," Anglia, 90 (1972), 289-326,
p. 304.

67 pseudo-Bede "Explanatio in Secundum Lib~
Mosis," In pentateu~hum Commentarii, PL, 91, ed. M1gne,
p. 301.
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Egypt, representing tne world as the realm of the

unbelievers and of God's enemy, has been overcome by

the power of 'the rod,' but the enemy sets out for a

new attack.

The phrase y.mb an twig in the MS carries an

accent on each word. This unusual stressing may well

be an expression of its spiritual significance. The

metrical anomaly may have been intentional.

The context leads to a statement which may re

inforce the parallel between the Passover night and

Christ's sacrifice: The sentence b rette h [i) e fret

d?Jgweorc dreore gebohte, / Moyses leode (151_52)68

'that the people of Moses paid for that day's work

wi th blood' may at the same time .refer to the Egyp

tians (to the slaying of the first-born), and to

Christ's blood through which salvation has become

possible. Israel's life was 'bought,' i. e. 'paid

for,' with blood. It may be of some interest to

mention in this connection that only the last of the

plagues found its poetic expression in Exodus. This

was the only plague which typifies a certain stage

in the history of salvation: &s the first Passover

it represents Christ's sacrifice.

Equally, in the description of li oses' relation

ship to his people, an identification of Moses and

Christ is possible: God gave to Moses the life of

68 The MS has ~ for hIe.
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his kinsmen (gesealde ..• his maga feorh, 16-17),

, tho. t WaS a great req ui tal' (heah woes Jxet handlean,

19). The expression lean in handlean seems to point

towards a requital beyond the historical time of

Exodus. 69 God also gave 1VlOses military power (wrepna

geweald, 20); IvIoses conquered in battle many tribes

(ofeream mid py campe cneomaga fela, 21), the common

law of the enemy (feonda folcriht, 22). 70 It is of

significance that the military power given to the

victorious Israelites is connected with the con-

quest of the heathen laws, the opposite of God's

laws. Thus this conquest is seen in terms which could

equally be applied to the conquest by "the Christian

Church of the heathen military and spiritual powers.

Further on in the poem the identification of

Moses and Christ becomes again more pronounced: Nloses

69 Compare 0..1 so p. 73.

70 Sedgefield's (ed.) suggestion_ that folcriht
here means much the same as folc or leodscipe is not
convincing. He draws attentiOilto eoelrihtes in line
211 which, in this context, could stand for eoe1. The
Israelites were afraid that they would be deprived of
their homeland, of the right to their homeland. This
is basically a different situation. Sedgefield's pro
posi tion ignores the fact that historically two dif
ferent types of law existed: the king' slaw, EJnd the
common law of the people, which was a customary law,
not often fixed in law books. It is probable that
the poet should have this customary law in mind,
esp ecially since there would be no !!-ee~ to repeat
the concept already expressed in cneomaga fela.
Feonda folcriht is not a variation of cneo:naga fela
but a different object. See Sedgefield, ed., n. 22.
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is the guide of life (lIfes latbeow) who is measuring

out the life way (lIfweg metan, 104).

9. The Egyptians and the powers of darkness

If the Israelites represent the Christian Church

then Egypt must also have symbolical meaning. From our

knowledge of scriptural exegesis we know that Egypt re

presents the world which the Christian has left behind. 71

A few expressions may hint at this symbolism, for

example the ~- (inca-) words which refer to the

Egyptians as natives, as opposed to the Israelites, the

homeless exiles. That the prefix inge- Ctnd its variant

inca- can safely be interpreted as 'inside, internal,

native' as opposed to ~- 'outside, external' has con

vincingly been shown by James L. Rosier. 72 Other ex-

pressions seem to imply that the Egyp tians are spiritual

ly dead. 73 Also the reference synfulra sweot (497) 'army

of the sinful' may allude to the sins of the world in

the realm of Egypt.

Another typological parallel concerning the Egyp

tians is far more pronounced in Exodus, i. e. the paral-

71 Cross and Tucker, "Allegorical Tradition, II

Neophil., 44 (1960),122-27, p. 122, give a relevant
quotation concerning this symbolism from the commen
tary by Pelagius (l.'Yligne, P. L. LXVIII, col. 769).

72 See his article "Icge Gold and Incpe Lafe in
Beowulf," PlvlLA, 81 (1966), 342-4·6, p. 343f.

73 See p. 110 below.
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leI between Egypt and the forces of evil. ~de will now

examine whether the qualities and attributes of the

historical enemy of Israel are equally those of the

arch- enemy of mankind.

The Egyptians differ from the Israelites in that

they do not keep treaties: manum treowum / woldon hIe

p~t feorhlean facne gyldan (149-50) 'they wanted to

repay the gift of life with a false treaty;' V.fire ne

_gymdon (140) 'they did not ho~d the covenant,' In this

aspect of falsity the Egyptians resemble the fallen

angels. Examples from the Old English Genesis to demon-

strate this point are given below.

Certain other characteristics of the Egyptians

match those of the fallen angels: they are high

spirited (modige, 465), they boast (gylp wera, 515;

gylp wearo gnornra 'their boasting became subdued, '

455), they are a proud nation (wlance oeode, 487;

wlance begnas, 170; oob~t wlance forsceaf, 204). "'''hile

modig is a quality which also applies to the Israelites

and to 1'iioses, wlanc is used for the characterisation

of the enemy only.

A comparison with Genesis shows that similar

concepts are used to describe the character of the fal

len angels, although the wording may be different: God

t bent their pride' (bcelc forbIgde, 54), they are

a 'fai thless (treaty breaking) crowd' (wcerleas werod,

67), they' receive a hard retribution' (him tres grim
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lean becom, 46; pearl cefterlean, 76), 'because they

hdd stal-ted to strive against God' (pres pe heo ongun

Q..2!! wi) go de winnan, 77).

In Exodus Pharaoh is cdlled 'the denier or enemy

of God' (godes andsaca, 503), and the hopeless struggle

of the Egyptians is sum.:ned up with the words 'they

strove against God' (HIe wic god wunnon! 515). The

iden tification between the Egyptians and the fallen

angels is now very transparent.

This identification will help to elucidate the

following textually difficult passage:

Hreopon herefugolas, hilde gridige,
deawigfeoere, ofer drihtneum,
wonn wrelceasega. Wulfas sungon
atol ifenleo a ites on wenan,
carleasan deor, cwyldrof beodan
on laora last leod.m.:egnes f[y]l.
Hreopon mearcweardas middum nihtum,
fleah fi£ge gast, folc wres gehreg(~62_69) 74

The army birds called, greedy in battle, the

dewy feathered ones, over the dead bodies,

the dark carrion eaters. The wolves sang a

dire evening song, in hope of food, the pi ti-

less animal s, on the track of the hated ones, bold

in killing, waited for the fall of the army.

The guardians of the borderland called at

midnight, the doomed spirit fled, the people

were protected.

74 L. 166, !.LYll: MS ful.
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Part of the translation given o.bove deviates

substantially from the interpretations which former

cri tics have offered. The new interpretation is based

on the assumption that gerueged, in this context, has

not a negative meaning as previously thought, but that

it means 'protected.'

Before discussing the reasons for this interpre-

tation, we will look at the images which suggest an

identification between the Egyptians dnd Satan. Ai though

the image of the wolf, which is a common image for Satan,

is unambiguously used for the .Egyptians in the kenning

hare heorowulfas (hare heorowulfas hilde gretton, 181

'the old army wolves greeted the battle' ), the wolves

in the above cited passage clearly appear among the

beasts of battle who se function it is to predi ct

slaughter. The words Hreopon mearcweardas middum nihtum

(168) undoubtedly are a vari,ation of Wulfas sungon /

atol refenleoo (164b-1 o5a). The function of the wolves

to fortell slaughter is emphasised in the words driht

neum 'dead bodies,' a compound formed from driht 'people t

and neo 'corpse-bed,,75 and in the image of the

'doomed spirit' (fege gast, 169).

As Adrien Bonj our pointed out, the theme of~

men is often combined with that of tne beasts of batt-

75 That the word is a compound is strongly suggested
by the MS, in which habitually compounds are separated.
The etymology of this word has, to my knowledge, not yet
been pointed out, but the word has generally been trans
lated as 'dead bodies.'
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le. 76 Both terms, drihtneuill hnd frei;e gast, in my view,

refer to the Egyptians. They will provide the food for

the wolves when they have fallen in battle (leod

mregnes f[Y]l, 167). In this sense the Egyptians are

'doomed.' Thus "the 'doomed spirit' is a logical ex-

tension of the idea of the predicted fall of the army.

Cri tics have been uncertain as to the meaning

of .frill and of tZege gast. The1'1S reading ful has been

interpreted as ful 'foulness.' and translated 'the dead'

by Sedgefield (ed.). Farrell has recently defended ful

(sic: with short ~) with the basic meaning 'foulness,

guilt, offence' as an appropriate description of the

Egyptians' spiritual foulness. 77 In view of the fre-

q uen t metaphorical use of I fall' for dying I prefer

the translation given above. The spelling ful possib

ly reflects an Anglian form feol 'fall.' 78

The words fige gi:1st have been interpreted by

Sedgefield (ed.) as follows: "'doomed souls were fli t-

ting' i. e .ghos tly apparitions were seen at night."

76 For example in the Battle of Maldon (1. 104
07). See "Beowulf and the Beasts of Battle," PNILA, 72
(1957), 561-73, p. 566-67.

77 See Robert T. Farrell, "Eight Notes on Old
English Exodus," m!!, 67 (1966), 364-75, p. 372.

78 This spelling Inay be best explained by assu
ming that the scribe mechanically replaced the ..§.Q
of a possible Anglian word feol by~. Sp ellings with
eo are not attested, but ea is found (see Clark Hall),
and the Northumbrian confUSion of ~ and ~ would
easily explain the presence of ..§.Q.
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Irving rejected Sedgefield's interpretation because

he felt that "this sudden introduction of the super-

natural is unwarranted." He translates 'the doomed

spiri t fled' and goes on to say: "the phrase is no

more appropriate here than the rest of the battle

trappings, wolves and ravens ••. or possibly the poet

is trying, somewhat awkwardly, to convey the emotional

state of the Israelites-they felt as good as dead,

or their hearts sank." After the appearance of F. C.

Robinson's article "Notes on the Old English Exodus,lI

Irving accepted Robinson's view that fleogan here is

used metaphorically, possibly meaning 'advanced rapid

ly. ,79 Irving now thinks that the phrase refers to the

wolves wno may be "the devil's agents." Supplying

other instances of 'doomed spiri ts' for devils,

Irving concludes: "Hence the !alge gast here is most

likely Pharaoh-Satan (a Dracula-like impressario of

howling wolves?), and the word fleah might literally

mean 'flew' in this context."80

Irving's findings in support of his view may also

be used to support the present interpretation. By pro

viding instances of identification between I doomed

spirits' and devils, Irving's findings help to em

phasise the spiritual symbolism of Egypt and the

79 See Robinson's article in Anglia, 80 (1962),
363-78, p. 3b5. n. 2.

80 "New Notes," Anglia, 90 (1972), 289-326, p. 305.
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Egyptians. The fact that the singular form of~

~ is used strongly suggests that the devil is per

sonified in the Egyptian army.

Whether we permit Robinson's interpretation

'advanced rapidly, flew' for fleah instead of 'fled'

will depend on the meaning of folc ~s gehaeged. Black-

burn, in hisedition, glosses ge~ged with t hemmed in, t

believing the Israelites to be trapped at this point

Irving's emendation geh[nlreged 'conquered, subdued'

which he retains in "New Notes U only weakens the image

of the enclosure. Irving believes the Israelites to

be trapped.

Cri tics, so far, have failed to observe that the

word ~~~ may denote a protective enclosure in

this context. The Old English compound ~ghal f safe

and sound' and the German words hegen, Gehege rather

suggest that the people were guarded, protected.

From a contextual point of view, such an inter-

pretation is permissible since it would be an anti

cipation of the celestial intervention in lines 204 05:

the Egyptian army advanced 'until a mighty angel who

protected the people drove the proud ones away' (QQ.

pa:;"t wlance forsceaf / mihtig engel, se oa menigeo be

heold). Having tIms suggested that folc wres gehreged

can mean that the people were protected. we have no

difficulty in translating fleah fige gast as '.the

doomed spirit fled,' which would also anticipate the
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Bgyptians' retreat wnen the ~ngel intervened.

There is c.nother mysterious allusion to a spirit

in line 476: fah feoegE:.st. If this refers to the sea, it

should perhaps be glossed' shining warlike spirit,' not

'hostile spirit.' The use of this image seems to suggest

that the struggle between the sea and the Egyptians be-

comes a struggle between powerful spirits.

The Egyptians are not only' doomed to death' but

they are actually referred to as 'dead.' Moses speaks to

his people when they see in fear the Egyptian army

approaching, saying:

Ne willao eow andnB"dan deade feoan,
:flE'ge ferholocan; fyrst iscet ende
lrenes lIfes. (266-68)

Do not fear the dead troops, the doomed bodies.

The time of their trCinsi tory life is at an end.

The ambiguity of the text prevents us from determining

whether the poet means that the Egyptians are spiri tual-

ly dead or whether it is an anticipation of their death,

which is close at hand. Does the poet wish to say that

the people who are doomed to death by God are as good

as dead in their present state? Possibly the poet was

aware of both meanings and wanted both to be understood.

In order to stress the difference between the dead

Egyptians and the Israelites, the latter are called

the 'p eople of the living ones' (lIfigendra []] eod,

277).81

81 MS ~. Krapp reads leod, Irving leoo.
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There is another significant and controversial

passage, which contains parallels between the Bgyptians

and trle evil forces. The text has been presented as

propose to read it and' deviates substantially from

Krapp and other editions,: 82

pa wres ingere yldrum wltum
deaoe gedi'legiad drihtfolca mist;

35 hordwearda hryre heaf wres geniwad
swrefon seledreamas, since berofene.
Brefde mansceaoan cet middere niht
frecne gefylled, frumbearna fela,
abrocene burhweardas. Bana wIde scrao,

40 lao leodha ta, land dry'smyde
deadra hrrewum, dugoo foro gewat,
wop wres wIde, worulddreama lyt.
Vreron hleahtorsmiOuID handa belocene,
alyfed leode la~sIo gretan;

45 folc ferende, freond wres bereafod,
hergas on helle. Beot'on pider becum,
druron deofolgyld. ~~g wres mrere
ofer middangeard pa seo mengeo for.
Swa pres fresten dreah fela missera

50 ealdwerige, Egyp ta folc,
pres pe hIe wIdefero wyrnan pohton
Moyses magum, gif hIe metod lete,
on langne lust leofes sIo es.

Pages 112-122 are given over to an interpretation of this

passage.

82 Deviations from the MS and from Krapp's text
are given below:

1. 33: ~~. NIS and Krapp ealdum.
1. 34: gedil'egiad. MS gedrenced with the

letters renced over an erasure in a different hand.
Krapp reads gedrenced.

1. 40: 'drysmyde. MS C1ryrmyde. Krapp drysmyde.
See Irving, ed., note on this line.

1. 44: leode laos1O: IvIS and Krapp laoslo 160de.
1. 45: freond. This reading is in the iV1S. Krapp

emends to feond-.--
1. ~Heofon. Krapp emends to Beofung.
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Then the greatest of people were ctl together

afflicted wi th dec:. th during the plague to the

older ones. Their wailing was renewed at the

fall of the treasure wards, and their JOYs in

the hall slept when they were bereft of treasure.

He had boldly killed at midnight many of the

evildoer's first-born; he had destroyed the

defenders of the city. T.he killer. Ylent far,

the hostile hater of people. The land grew dark

wi th the bodies of the dead ones. The troop went

forth, lamentation was everywhere, there was

little happiness. The hands of the laughter

makers were fettered, the people were allowed

to welcome the evil journey. The people were

travelling. !,'riends were bereaved, armies in

hell. Heaven carne down there, the idols fell.

Famous was the day on earth when the multitude

travelled. Thus the Egyptian people-they were

accursed of old-endured confinement for many

half years because. they intended to hinder for ever

Moses' kinsmen, if God would let them, [to gO]

on their long desired dear journey.

The translation of lines 33-34 is based on the

emenda tions of 11'18 ealdwn to yldrum and of gedrenced

to gedilegiad. The word ingere is taken to mean

'completely, altogether.'

How difficult the in terpretation of these lines
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is, may be illustrated by a completely different trans

lation offered by Blackburn: "Not long before that nad

the greatest of fiC:ltions been aff'licted with bitter

plagues, (even) with death ... " Irving, in his edition,

glosses the phrase eC:lldum wltum as "wi th ancient punish

ments, torments," C:lnd he b.pplies it to the last plague,

the killing of the first-born. While I aC1illowledge that

this maKes good sense out of an obscure wording, it

may be considered that the copy of the scribe could

have had the word celdrum, the Anglian form of ieldrum,83

whereby he left out the comparative ending -.!:-. The

many Anglian remnants in nxodus would allow us to

assume that a 'tiest-SC:lxon scribe habitually replaced

Anglian forms of his copy with West-Saxon ones. Reading

yldrum for ealdum, we C:lre now able to translate I with

the plague to the elder ones. I

A reference to this specific event would be par-

ticularly welcome because it would clearly relate

these lines to lines 35-46 in which details of, the -

slaying of the first-born are given.

That an early reader of the lviS probably misunder

stood the relationship of these lines to the following,

is suggested by an erasure and in subsequent correc

tion in the i\'1S. The corrector who inserted the word

gedrenced possibly wished to clarify the lines by re

lating them to the outcome of the .t;xodus story. It

83 See Campbell, Old ~nglish Gri::1mmar, § 658, n. 4.
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may be interesting to notice that the early corrector

most likely understood ingere as 'completely , altogether.'

This would fit in best wi th tne story in which the v-Ihole

army is drowned. The lines in their .NlS form anticipate

the drowning of the Egyp tians, but have nothing to do

with the immediately following account of the slaying

of the first-born.

In order to justify the above emendation of gedrenced

to gedilegiad , it is necessary to looK closely at the

MS. The letters ~ are the scribe's, the le-cters renced

are larger and appear to have been written over an era-

sure by a different hand. Although Irving retained tne

MS reading in his edition, he maintained that this

word is certainly not the scribe's. In "New Notes" ne

suggests gedrecced. 84 Among the words which earlier

edi tors and critics proposed as replacements the word

gedemed 'doomed' seems to fit best in meaning, yet the

features of the .u'lS suggest that the original word was

probably 10nger. 85 Although it has been noticed by

Irving that in the lVlS not the whole original word is

replaced, but only the letters renced, no sui table

word of equal length, beginning with~, has been

suggested. Tile word gedrecced, which is long enough

84 Anglia, 90 (1972), ~89-326, 1?. 293. This reading
is also contained in Sedgefleld' s edl tlon.

85 The emendation of gedemed was first suggeste?
by Ernst J. Groth, Composition und. Al ter de~ altengll
schen (angelsachsischen) ..B:xodus, D1SS. Gottlngen
(Gottingen: privately prin-ced, 1883), p. 5.
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to fill the erasure, begins with~, and it remains

unexplained why the letter.!: after ~ was deleted

and then replaced by the same letter. One further

obJ ection to the reading gedrecced has been raised

by Cosijn, who argues that the grammatically correct

form of the past participle of gedreccan is gedreaht. 86

Because of the erasure in the MS we must look for

a word longer than gedreaht, a word which has no .!: after

the first three letters ~. The word gedilegiad from

gedilegian 'destroy, blot out> fulfils all these re-

quirements and may therefore be put forward as, possibly,

the original word.

The difficulties concerning the interpretation of

the firs t two lines &re not yet overcome. The hapax

l.egomenon ingere poses a certain problem. Jvliirkens'

view that the .i!!- in ingere is an emphatic prefix

as in infr 0 d (Beowulf, 1874 and 2449) seems certain

ly a very plausible one. 87 If the word is translated

, completely , altogether,' we are able to see why the

emendation to gedrenced was made: only at the time of

the drowning can we speak of a oomplete destruction

of the Egyptians. Tne hyperbolic expression referring

to the death of the first-born may have given rise to

a misunderstanding.

86 "l\nglosaxonica," BGDSL, 19 (1894), p. 458.

87 Gerhard Miirkens, "Untersuchungen tiber das
al tenglische i:xoduslied," Bonner Beitrage zur Anglistik,
2 (1899), 62-117, p. 92.
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The next lines (35- 36) probably refer to Exodus

12, 35-36, where we learn that the Israelites asked

treasure from the Egyptians and received it as ransom. 88

Two of the topics which are introduced here, the

affliction which brought suffering to all Egyptians

and the subsequent absence of JOY, find a more detailed

expression in lines 37-42. The translation 'He had bold-

ly killed at midnight many of the first-born of the

evildoer' is based on the interpretation of mansceaoan

as an indirect (dative) object. In the English trans-

lation the structure of the original sentence is obs-

cured, but a German translation would preserve the

original structure clearly: 'Er hatte dem Ubel tater

urn Mi tternacht viele Erstgeoorene getotet.'

Mansceaoan is usually interpreted as accusative in

apposi tion wi th frumbearna fela, a reading which Krapp

prefers. The possibility of a dative was mentioned by

Blackburn. Syntactically the sentence is incomplete,

lacking a subj ect, and 'he' has to be understood, since

it seems to be out of the question to take mansce~an,

emended to mansceaoa, as the subj ect because the sub-

J ect is the killer of the first-born, i. e. God or his

angel.

88 On since berofene Irving points out the possi
bility that these words may refer: to the sp~iling of the
Egyptians before the Israeli tes aepa~t. Ir~Tlng r.refer~
to interpret lines 35-36 as an "eleglac CllCh~, n. 3b.
On since berofene see also p. 93.
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In line 41 (dugoo foro gewat) and in the follow-

ing lines we find a reference to one of tne great

themes of our poem, that of the Journey, which in

this case is a journey to hell, an evil or hated Journey,

in juxtaposition to the happy Journey of the Israelites.

If we emend line 44 as proposed above to alyfed leode

l"8.os1o gretan, assuming that the scribe may have ex

changed leode and lacrslo by mistake, we solve a number

of problems and can translate: the people were allowed

to welcome the evil Journey.

Both Krapp and Irving do not emend the MS, out they

agree that in line 44 WCES should be implied: alyfed WceS

laos10. This, however, does not yet remove the difficul

ties. Irving taKes leode gretan as accusative with in

fini tive, and Krapp's punctuation $uggests the same

interpreta tion. Gretan is glossed as 'greet, welcome'

since wi th this meaning it can have an accusative ob-

j ect. Yet the translation 'A hateful journey was allowed

to greet the people' is not entirely convincing. If it

were the other way round, that is, if the people were

allowed to welcome the evil journey, this would not

only make good sense but also remove the syntactical

problem which forced Krapp and Irving to supply ~

as understood. The previous line contains the required

verb w~ron. From a literary point of view the irony of

this line is rather effective. The Egyptians had hated
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the journey of the Israelites. Now they were 'permitted'

by God to welcome it, but, as the following lines

suggest., the poet does not only think of the Israelites'

journey which the Egyptians were forced to welcome, but

also of the journey to hell, which their own people were

to undertake.

There are two more instances of irony in this

passage: worulddreama lyt 'there was little happiness, t

when in fact the suffering was extreme, and Swa breS

freaten dreah fela missera Egypta folc (49-50)

'Thus the Egyptian people suffered imprisonment

for many half-years.' If the reference is to their

eternal confinement in hell, this wording is a delibe-r

ately ironic understatement, possibly alluding to and

re~inding the reader of the fact that also Israel had

been 'imprisoned' in Egypt for 'many half-years.' The

symbolism of Egypt as the world from which the

Christian pilgrim escapes could also be implied.

The interpretation of freaten as referring to

hell is Justifiable because of the reference to hell

in line 46: hergas on helle.

The diff iculties found in lines 45-48 concern

mainly the point of view. Critics may deviate in their

opinion as to whether laoslo denotes the Israeli tes'

Journey, hateful to the Egyptians, or whether it re

fers to the journey of the first-born to hell, but

they agree that it expresses the point of view of
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the Egyptians. Peter J. Lucas believes that, beginning

wi th folc ferende, the viewpoint changes from the

Egyptians to that of the Israelites. 89 He reads hergas

on helle as 'hellish shrines,' taking hergas to be the

Anglian form of the west-Saxon heargas Phonetically,

there are no objections to such an interpretation, but

Lucas fails -co point out the syntClctical difficulties

involved. Unless parallels of similar structural patterns"

can be supplied, the interpretation of Lucas must be re-

J ected. If hergas on helle were meant to be in appo

si tion with deofolgyld, it would have been easy enough

for the poet to exchange the half-lines, beginning line

46 with Heofon bider become Krapp, who also inter-

prets hergas as 'altars' leaves no doubt that syntacti

cally the phrase is connected to the preceding line s.

In this case ~ron must be implied beco.use of the- full-stop

after helle. In order to maintain his view that the

event is now seen through the eyes of the Israelites,

Lucas favors Krapp's emendation of freond to feond.

In my opinion, however, the whole event should primari-

ly be seen through the eyes of the Egyptians, but the

wording seems to be intentionally ambiguous in order

to draw attention to the fact that two Journeys were

taking place simultaneolisly, that to death and that to

89 ".An Interpretation of Exodus 46-53," N&Q t

10 (1969), 364-66, p. 364.
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salvation.

The rendering of the following lines (49-53) will

either strengthen or weaKen my interpretation. Lucas

connects them with Ireg wes m~e / ofer middangeard

ba seo mengeo for, taking swa pres fil sten dreah to be

a causal clause. Lucas translates: "Famous was the day

throughout the world when the multitude went forth,

be cause for many half-years it [the Israelite multitude]

had put up with confinement, in that, if God had let

them, those malicious as of old, the people of the

Egyptians, for a long time intended to deny to Moses'

kinsmen the journey cherished wi th long-lasting eager-

ness" (p. 366).

Again, in this interpretation Lucas is stretching

the syntactical possibilities bey-ond t:leir limits without

supplying examples of similar structures. If ealdwerige

];gyp ta folc were in apposi tion wi th hIe, the conj unc

tion~ should precede line 50. Furthermore, the

rendering of swa as 'because' is exceptional, 90 and if

the usual meaning of 'thus' makes good sense , it should

be given preference. The meaning of ~sten as I place

of confinement' and even of I hell I 91 agrees with the

90 See Bruce Mitchell, "E'ive Notes on Old English
Syntax," !!M, 70 (1969), 70-841. p. 77. Mi~chell only.
quotes two instances where swa is used wlth the meanlng
"in as much as, for, becaus~ Andreas 327 and 937 with
the possible addi tion of Andreas 622.

91 See The Whale, 1. 70.
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idea that tne 'armies were in nell' (hergas on helle,

46). If it referred to the plagues, the word swa,

implying result, would be illogical, since the plagues

were now over.

Another minor textual problem lies in the fact

that ealdwerige is a plural. It depends with the singu

lar tolc on the singular verb dreah, unless we take it

as an elliptic interpolation with the meaning 'they

were cursed of old.' A disagr,eement in number is not

unparalleled in this poem, especially when a form of

wesan can be implied. 92

Also the words on langne lust present a syntactical

problem. Krapp interprets it "freely" with 'at their

pleasure, as long as they wished,' continuing the

meaning of widefero. Irving agrees with this inter

pretation and points out that it "cannot ••• be taken

as governing leofes sloes."

Taking into account the above textual considerations,

my translation of lines 45-53 deviates SUbstantially

from that of Lucas. It contradicts Lucas' opinion that

"these id~as from. typ ologicaljallegorical exegesis are no

more than subsumed in the passage under discussion. ,,93

92 .l!'or example in 1. 327 there is a grammatical
disagreement between t~e singular noun hg:Bsteald cmd
the plural adJ ective modige.

93 "An Interpretation of Exodus 46-53," N&Q, 214
(1969), 364-66, p. 366.
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Irving, in "New Notes," comments: "If swa has its

normol sense here, it would suggest that, Just &s the

firstborn h&ve alre&dy Journeyed to hell, so the rest

of tne Egyptians in a similCir way are doomed to suffer

imprisonment (f<esten) there forever (taking fela

missera a.s litotes). ,,94 Irving's view would support

the translation of.fered above.

The episode of the Passover night may be taken as

a typical instance of the poet's technique of surpas

sing the limits of the historical time and place. The

account begins with the events on earth bnd ends in

hell. The underlying idea which is brought out by the

ambiguous use of the words for 'J ourney' bnd t travel-

ling, t is that the Israelites' Journey is one to

eternal bliss, while the Egyptians trc:..vel to hell.

There is, however, another typological parallel:

tha t of the Journey to hell at the time of the fall

of the angels. A cO!TIparison of the passage discussed

above with several passages in the Old English Genesis

strengthens this interpretation. The mysterious image

of the laughtermakers whose hands were fettered gains

significance if we compare the Egyptians with Satan

and his companions in hell.

Satan, the 'angels' guardian' (engla weard, 22)

together with other t guardians of spirits' (gasta

94 Anglia, 90 (1972), 289-326, p. 295.
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weardum, 12) was thrown into hell, 'deprived of JOy'

(dr~ama l~as, 40). They were not allowed to 'lhugh

loud' (ne p?rfton hlude hlihhan, 72-73). Sa tan SayS

in his speech to the devils when thinKing of a plan how

to seduce man: 'If I only had the power of my nands'

(\Va 18 ahte ic mlnra handa geweald, 368). Satcln whose

hands cmd feet are cnained thus resembles the Bgyptian

laughter-makers whose hands are locked up.

Al though the story of the fall of the angels does

not mention that Sa"tan had been a 'treasure-ward,' his

speech to the devils reveals that the poet also uses

these attributes of worldly power in order to create the

image of bliss and power in heaven. Satan had once

given treasure to his subordinates. 95 He now implores

those whom he for:.nerly had rewarded with 'princely

treasures' to support him, repaying the old gift by

helping him seduce man:

Gif ic renegum pregne peodenmadm~s _ _
gear a forgeafe, penden we on pan godan rice
gesrelige sreton El.nd ncefdon_ure s~tla geweald,
Ponne he me na on le ofran tid leanum ne meahte
mIne gife gyldan (409-413)

If formerly I have given to any retainer princely

treasures when we dwelled happily in that good

realm and when we had the p ower of our p ositi ons,

then could he not compensate me for my gift at

a better time.

95 The symbolic value of treasure, signifying
wisdom, may have inspired the _image of Satan as
a giver of treasure. See p. 93.
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Having thus established that the central images

wi th which the Egyptians are described correspond to

those which have been used in connection with the

fallen angels, we may use these findings to support the

li teral interpretation of the textually controversial

half-line heofon bider becom (46), which we have not

yet discussed.

Early critics thought it necessary to emend this

line. We find the following interpre-cations: 1. heofon

pistro becorn, 'heaven becbrne dark,' 96 2. heofon--bider

'heaven- service, I 97 3. heofon in the sense of 'lamen

tation,,98 4. heofung 'lamentation,,99 5. heofon

'heaven.' 100

Irving's view that 'heaven' stands for God him-

self has since found support from l!'red C. Robinson,

Peter J. Lucas, and James W. Earl. Robinson has added

new parallels from the Bible where a lowering of the

96 Dietrich, "Zu Cadmon," ZfdA, 10 (1856), 310-67,
p. 339, explains these words as--re!erring to the plagues.

97 Grein, ed., in Bibliothek der Angelsachsischen
Poesie, I (Gottingen: Wigand, 1857).

98 Grein, "Z ur Textkri tiK der Angelsachsischen
Dichter," Germania. Viertelj ahrsschrift flir Deutsche
Altertumsk~ (1865), 417-29, p. 418.

99 Blackburn, ed. Supported by Krapp, ed., and
Wrenn in his review of Irving's edltion, RES, 6 (1955),
184-89, p. 187.

100 Irving, ed. See also "New Notes," Anglia, 90
(1972), 289-326, p. 295.
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heavens occurs. 101 Lucas points out that according

to the Commentary In Exodum (12. 15), formerly attri

bu ted to Bede, Christ descend ed on the passover night

in order to destroy the idols of the Egyptians. 102

Earl points out that the IIbaptism rite is joined to

the traditions of the battle of cosmic forces at the

Harrowing of Hell." 103 Earl also sees the crossing of

the Red Sea as a parallel to the harrowing of hell.

The Christian doctrine that Christ was present at

the creation' of the world would naturally favor the

assumption of his presence at other crucial events in

the Biblical history. The term I heaven I could thus be

explained as a reference to the Trinity. Whe"ther this

interpre"tation is accepted de pends on the meaning of

hergas. If 'heaven' refers to the Trinity, present

at the Passover, hergas should be read as 'altars. I

Considering however the poet's view of the

history of salvation as a whole, his many invitations

to find the hidden meaning which will point beyond

the historical event , it seems preferable not to limit

our interpretation to the Biblical historical time of

the Passover night. If the Egyptians are a type of

101 "Notes on the Old English Exodus," Anglia,
80 (1962), 363-78, p. 364-65.

102 "An Interpretation of Exodus 46-53," N&Q, 10
( 1969), p. 364.

103 James W. Earl, "Christian Traditions in the
Old English Exodus," m!'1 71 (1970L 541-70, p. 567-68.
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the evil spirits, and if hergas is read as 'troops,'

the passage no longer presents problems, neither

wi thin the context of the episode of the Passover

night, nor within the context of the poem as a whole.

It is further not impossible "that the poet ex

pressed himself ambiguously in order to allude to the

future event of the coming of Christ into hell, "the

theme of the last poem in the Junius MS.

The passage discussed above contains in miniature

the important aspects of spiritual symbolism which re-

fer to the Egyptians. It also contains the relevant tneme

of the Journey as the way to life or to death, and there

is a reference to the relevant topic of treasure, the sym

bol of the wisdom and the eternal bliss of which the Egyp

tians are deprived. This topic links the passage with

the great theme of the eternal counsel and the final

reward given to the blessed ones. With the possible

allusion to the Journey of the fallen angels and to

Christ's harrowing of nell this scene links the Old Eng

lish Exodus to the Old English Genesis, which precedes

it, and to Christ and Satan, the last poem in IvlS Junius 11.

This scene may therefore be regarded as presenting a

suitable conclusion to an investigation of Exodus.
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APPENDIX: THE MANUSCRIPT

a) Descrip tion of filS Junius 11 with sp ecial emphasis

on the Exodus portion

MS Junius 11, which contains the so called

J:redmonian Biblical poetry, is preserved in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford. Exodus, the second poem in this MS,

is preceded by Genesis and followed by Daniel. Irving

erroneously refers to the j~ as Junius XI, possibly

confusing the numbering of the Bodleian collection with

the Cottonian one in the British Library. 1 The error

also occurs in Gollancz' facsimile edition of the

Junius lViS.

Gollancz f edition contains an explicit description

of the MS, the most relevant details of which are now

easily accessible in N. R. Kerf s Catalogue of Manuscripts

Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957).

The following information on MS features and dating

follows Ker, pp. 406-08. It will suffice to give only

some indispensable facts and to add some new obser-

vations.

The MS is divided into two books, consisting of 17

quires which contain a total of 116 parchment folios.

The size of the folios is approximately 12 3/4 inches

by 7 to 7 3/4 inches. The "first book," i. e. Genesis,

1 C. L. Wrenn in his review of Irving's edition
(see Note 1, INTRODUCTION, p. 1) points out: "Bodley
always uses Arabic figures as against the Roman of the
Museum in such items."
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Exodus, and Daniel, was written around the year 1000,

the "second," i. e. Christ and Satan, in the first

half of the 11 th century.

After a re-examination of the £lIS, a description of

quire three may be presented which slightly differs from

that given by Ker, who prop oses the following sequence of

p ag e s: 13/-; 4 , 15/1 6 , 17/ 18 , 19/20 , 21/22, 2 f 0 1 i 0 s (4

pages) missing, 23/24. This description may be illustrat

ed by the following diagram:

Yet the MS in its present form shows the following

arrangemen t of pages:

It seems obvious that Ker is describing what he con-

siders to be the original sequence of pages, not that

produced by the rebinding of the MS. During the process

of rebinding a parchment strip was used to hold the

second and third folio of quire three together, so that

the i.:npression was created that two leaves are missing

between pp. 17/18 and 19/20, whereas in fact they are

missing between pp. 21/22 and 23/24. It seems likely

that the bifolium, consisting of pages 18/20 and
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21/22, was originally the middle one of this quire, so

that the order described by Ker should be restored.

This little incident, affecting the text of Genesis only,

may reflect upon the question of reliability concerning

the transmitted sequence of the text. Since we know

that the MS folios were not yet paged when the MS was

rebound, it is possible that even at this time folios

became misplaced, or that, as in the above case, material

was lost in a place other than where the present sequence

indicates such a loss.

A further point to be discussed in connection with

the description of the MS must be the original plan of

the book because it affects the relationship of the in

dividual poems to each other, especially that of Exodus

and the following poem Daniel. 2 The Genesis portion of

the MS contains a large number of illustrations and

ornamented capital letters. 3 That Exodus and Daniel, the

other two poems of the first book, were also designed to

be illustrated is clear from the numerous empty and half

empty pages which interrupt the text of these poems. The

first artist, who illustrated part of Genesis, including

the capital on p. 73, also drew the only zoomorphic letter

at the beginning of Exodus, yet he did not draw the initial

2 See Robert T. Farrell, "]\ Reading of .Old Engli sh
Exodus," RES, 20 (1969), 401-17, and by the same author
"The Uni tyof Old English Daniel," RES, 18 (1967), 117
85, p. 131.

3 ]\ detailed description is found in Gollancz, ed.,
pp. [XXXiX] -xlvii.
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capi tal of Daniel. A second artist was employed to illu-

strate Genesis pages 73 to 88. Page 73 is the first

page in the seventh quire.

It is als 0 of interest that, in the first quire of

Exodus, space is left for big capi tals which were never

filled in, yet, from the second quire onwards, the sribe

drew his own capital letters. The conj ecture that the

scribe still expected the artist to continue his work

when the first gathering w~s copied, but that he no

longer expected him to do so from the second gathering

onwards, may, therefore, be considered correct. 4

Nevertheless, the same scribe drew the big capitals

in Genesis after page 75, t.ilat is, in the section illu

strated by the second artist. The question arises whether

the first quire of Exodus was not actually written be

fore the work on Genesis was completed or whether the

big capitals of Genesis were filled in after the scribe

had completed Genesis and the first quire of Exodus.

The latter hypothesis must be ruled out because the

capitals in Genesis after page 75 form a clear unity

wi th the text, while the space left for the artist is

normally broader and the lines are shortened in a more

regular way.

The theory advanced in this study is that the text

of the first quire of Exodus may actually have been

4 See Gollancz, ed., p. xix.
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wri tten prior to pp. 83- 143 of Genesis. Since the copy-

ing of a work as voluminous as that of Genesis must have

taken a considerable time, it is possible that the

book was borrowed by readers during intervals of the

copying process. Thus the scribe may have started a

new poem before he was able to finish the former one.

If .this is correct, we may assume that the exemplar of

Genesis which the scribe was copying was returned to him

sooner than he expected, so that he was able to continue

his former work before he wrote more than one quire of

Exodus. This theory implies that the first artist possib

ly drew the capital letters at approximately the same

time that the scribe started the new section, but that

he remained slightly behind the scribe in his illustrat

ing work. But j.t is also possible that Genesis was not

available as a whole, that single pieces were collected

and put together.

The theory that pages 83-142 of Genesis were written

later than the first quire of Exodus would lend weight

to the argument that the IV1S was not only designed to be

a collection of Biblical poetry , but that the sequence

in which the poems were to be presented was determined

at an early date. Whether the original plan included

Christ and Satan, the last poem in the Junius Manuscript,

and possibly other poems not found in this collection,

cannot be decided. It seems probable that the latter

poem was not yet available at the time that the first
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three were copied. This would explain the later date

and the abnormal binding of the last quire, which also

lacks the generously distributed blank spaces of the

former poems. From a deviation of the form, however,

one may not conclude that the original plan concerning

the subj ect matter to be coll ected in the MS had already

been given up. While there is no indication at the end

of Daniel that book one of the 1'1S was actually completed,

the poem now referred to as Christ and Satan ends with

the words FINIT LIBER • II • AMEN. The poem Daniel is

not complete, and it is possible that one of the lost

pages may have indicated the end of book one.

b) Large capitals and small capitals

1. Large capitals

The poems in the first book of the IvlS are subdi

vided into sections by Roman numerals. Exodus orginally

had nine sections, numbered xlii to xlviiii, but the

scribe often neglects to indicate the number. The be

ginning of each section which is not numbered is marked

by a space for a large capital. A relatively well pre

served page from the MS (MS p. 148, beginning w" th

line 107) is included here as a sample. Section [xlvii]]

seems to be entirely lost. Irving pointed out that the

section which should have been numbered xliv begins

in the middle of a sentence. The last words on MS p.

147 are folc W2eS on salum (106b) I the people were happy, f
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the first words on viS p. 148 read [JiLUD herges cyrm (1 07a)

'loud was the cry of the army.' 5 It is obvious that

while this half-verse belongs syntactically to the

preceding one, metrically it belongs to Heofonbeacen

~stah (1 07b) 'the heavenly sign arose.' The scribe may

have doubted whether it was permissible to begin a new

section with a second half-verse which introduces new

matter, i. e. the description of the pillars of cloud

and fire.

irom this possible instance of uncertainty as to

where the poem should be divided into sections, it

might be inferred that the exemplar had no subdivi-

sions. Whether the scribe of the extant text subdivi-

ded his material or whether the divisions were indica-

ted by somebody else, cannot be decided. That the scribe

was concerned with matters of form, is apparent from

the text. He was obviously endeavoring to present an

aesthetically pleasing copy, as was customary. It is

therefore possible that he deviated from his exemplar

in order to improve the form of presentation. If we con

sider the scribe the author of the subdivisions, we

must, however, assume that he either marked the divi

sions on his exemplar or on a separate sheet which

served as a guide. Otherwise it would be difficult to

explain how the sections came to be counted correctly

5 IvlS heriges. The missing large Chp i tal in 1. 107
is replaced oy a small marginal .h by the scribe, who
thus indicated to the artist; which capi tals were to
be drawn.
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in sp,ite of the frequent omission of the Roman numerals. 6

The practice of subdividing larger epic poems into

sections is a feature which Old English has in common

wi th Old Saxon. The Latin prose preface to the Heliand

states that., as was customary, the poem is divided into

vitteae 'fits.' 7 Gollancz believes that the word

vi tteae in the preface to Heliand refers to summaries

of the various sections which were contained in numbered

register. Gollancz assumes that, similarly, a table of

contents was planned for the first book of MS Junius 11

and that the sectional numerals may have arisen in con

nection with this plan. 8

2. Small capitals

Apart from the large capitals discussed above,

Exodus contains 20 small capitals. These capitals have

been dismissed as insignificant by Irving, who does not

even indicate where they occur. Yet the careful investi

gation by Gollancz should not be forgotten. Admiddedly,

the usage of the small capitals in Exodus ,does 'not corres-

6 The following numerals appear in Exodus: xlii,
MS p. 143 (1); xlvi, p. 156 (252); xlvii, p. 160 (319);
xlviiii, p. 166 (447) • .lhe following numbers in square
brackets 0. 0 not app ear where they might be exp ected:
rXliii], p. 146 (63); [::c~~v]! p •. 14~ (107); [xlv], p.
"149 (142). Section [xlV1.1.1] 1S m1.SS1ng.

T See Otto Behaghel, ed., Heliand unO. Genesis, Al t
deutsche Textbibliothek, No. 4 (TUbingen: Niemeyer,
1958), p. 2.

8 See Gollancz, ed., p. xxxii.
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spond to our usage of capitals, but their function seems

to be fairly clear: Gollancz points out: "I think it

would be fair to say that we have a sort of punctuation

by means of these small capitals, sporadic it is true,

bu t nonetheless logical~' (p. xx). The following details

illustrate how Gollancz arrived at his conclusion. Five

of the twenty capitals mark the first word on a page:

MS p. 144 (30) Hcefde,

p. 151 (164) Wonn,

p. 154 (208) Hrefde,

p. 157 (276) Haf,

p. 163 (419) ~.

The last of these five cap i tal s is not preceded by blank

space, but all the others are. There is only one capital,

the second of the five listed above, which does not in

troduce a new statement, and this capital occurs after

one or more missing lines in the beasts of battle scene.

Four of the twenty capitals, including the last of the

above mentioned five, begin a speech:

~ (259), Hwret (278), ~ (419), lVIicel (554) •

. According to Gollancz two of the remaining cases mark

emphatic statements wi thin the course of speech:

~ (266), Gesi ttao (563).

Swa, introducing new statements, is twice written with

a capital (377 and 549). ~'ive other capitals, in Gollancz'

opinion, are "evidently used for emphasis:"

Heah (19), Him (93), H~fde (120), f)~r (135), ~
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(415). The capital of Nymoe (124), beginning a sub

ordinate sentence, is also interpreted as "evidently

for emphasi s. "

Thus eighteen of the twenty small capitals have

been accounted for. Gollancz believes that of the re

maining two small cClpi tals, one, ~ (22), arose be

cause of textual corruption (a confusion of the cesural

marks),- and the other, Run (526) is "altogether anoma

lous, unless it is put in for picturesque effect,

oWing to the ,suggestions of the word, or possibly on

the supposition that the line was of the nature of a

gnomic utterance'l (p. xx).

It is difficult to see why in Gollancz' opinion

this last capital should be anomalous because the sent

ence which begins wi th the word Run is certainly of

maJ or significance with regard to the spiritual inter

pretation of the poem.

Aithough Gollancz' general conclusion that the small

capi tals express "a sort of punctuation" is convincing,

it seems to be necessary to re-examine what sort of a

punctuation they represent. That they generally do not

mark off paragraphs is clear from their sporadic appear

ence wi thin a sentence. It is also by no means obvious

that they introduce emphatic statements. Unless we find

an explanation which accounts for all the positions in

which they are found, the problem must be considered un

solved. The following results of a re-examination offer
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a possible explanation.

The first small CEipi tal; the H of Heah (19), is pre

ceded by the brief narrative reference to the plagues

and the statement that God gave to Moses the life of

his kinsmen. The sentence reads as follows: Heah WeBS

bat handlean and him hold frea 'great was that gift, and

the Lord was gracious to him. I The sentence beginning

wi th the capital is clearly an evaluating comment upon

the narrative. With line 20 the narra tive continues, but

it is not marked off by a new CEipi tal: gesealde wipna

geweald w~ wraora gryre 'he gave him the power of

weapons against the terror of the enemies.' Krapp's

punctuation does not make it clear that wi th line 20

the narrative continues. If I interpret the poet's in-

tention correctly, an exclamation mark should be placed

after frea (19), and a new sentence should begin with

Gesealde.

The sentence introduced with capitalized ~ (22)

again interrupts the narrative: f)a Wa;S forma s1:o /

-i:re-t hine weroda god wordwn nigde 'That was the first

time that the God of hosts approached him with words. f

The text continues as follows: 9

prer he him gesregde soowundra fela,
hu pas woruld worhte wltig drihten,
eoraan ymbhwyrft and uprodor,
gesette sigerlce, and his sylfes naman,
cone yldo bearn reI' ne cuoon,
frod fcedera cyn, peah ht~4:~t) wiston.

9 For a translation see p. 65.
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All this is, from a narrat;ive point of view, an inter-

ruption of the present action. Significantly enough,

after this excursion into the past, the continuation of

the present narrative is marked by a small capital:

Hcefde he pa geswiaed saaum crc:eftum
and gewuraodne werodes aldol',
Faraones feond, on forawegas.

(30-32)

He had then strengthened with true powers and

honored the prince of the army, Pharaoh's enemy,

on his way forward.

The capital in Him (93) is preceded by the follow-

ing verses:

pa YelS pridda wlc
folce to frafre. ~"yrd eall geseah,
hu pee:r hlife~on halige seglas,
lyftwundor leoht. Leode ongeton
dugoo Israhela pee-t; pir drihten cworo,
weroda drihten wicsteal roetan.

(87-92)

Then was the third camp as a comfort to the

people. All the army saw bow holy sails towered

there, a bright miracle in the air. The people

perceived, the retainers of Israel, that the

Lord was coming there, the Lord of hosts, to

measure out the camping place.

~ (87b) is apparently not written with a small capital,

as we might expect. However, the graphs :for 12. and capital

12.. are so similar that a distinction is o:ften difficult.

S·trictly speaking only one sentence (87b-88a) is a

comment. The remaining verses, beginning with Fyrd eall

geseah, retard the action. Tbey reveal the impact of the
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action upon the people. The action itself continues with

line 93, introduced by a capital:

Him beforan foran fyr and wolcen
in beorhtrodor, beamas twegen

In front of him travelled fire and a cloud in

the bright sky, two pillars.

The capital of Ha}fde in Hcefde foregenga (yrene

loccas (120) introduces a description which is preceded

by an explanation why the pillar of fire should be placed

in the sky as a t new night-guard: '

l'Y lis him westengryre
holmegum wederum
ferho getwifde

c
117-19)10

lest the desert terror, the old heath horror,

in stormy weather, deprived them of life with

a sudden grip.

It is clear that at least a pause or a slight change in

tone may be expected in order to mark these words off

from the following description of the pillar of fire. It

is also quite possible, or even likely, that the ~ in bi
J.<es was a capital in the exemplar which the scribe copied.

The same applies to the l? in ba (133) which introdu

ces the following comment:

pa VIreS feorO~ wlc, _
randwigena rrest, be pan readan are.

10 For other conjectural emendations of these corrupt
lines see Irving's (ed.) notes on lines 117 and 118.
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Then was the fourth camp, a rest for the warri(()rs,

at the Red Sea.

After this comment the ctction continues, beginning

wi th a capi tal in line 135: BiT on fyrd hyra fcerspell

becwom 'There in their army sudden news arrived.'

'rhe cap i tal 11 of Nym<$e (124) occurs in the middle

of a sentence concerning the pillar of fire. The fire

presents a constant threat to the Israelites. It may burn

them 'unless they bravely obey Moses' (Nymoe hie modhwate

IVloyses hyrde). The performer would possibly raise his

voice to express warning, a warning which, according to

the assUilled eternal validity and repeatability of "typical lit

events, would have been felt by the poet's audience as an

indirect address to themselves.

The capital which is found at the beginning of MS

page 151 in the phrase Wonn wcelcease~ (164) 'the dark

carrion-picker' occurs wi thin a textually corrupt passage.

The traditional beasts of battle topos is incomplete

since the raven (hrcefn) is missing. 11 Possibly a line was

left out before line 164 which, syntactically, belonged

to Wonn wrelceasega. It, tnerefore, seems to be best to

dismiss this capital as a scribal mistake. But it is also

possible that the scribe WE:..S aware of the textual corrupt

ion of his copy, and that he tried to emend it by inter

preting Wonn wrelcectsega as an exclamation '0 you dark

11 For a quotation and translation of the beast
of battle scene see p. 105.
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carrion eater.' In this case the capitalization could be

explained as an indication of a change of tone.

The capital which begins MS page 154 also begins a

new paragraph. It is preceded by a comment in a subordin-

a te clause and a short main clause:

pret pir gelao e mid him leng ne mihton
geseon tosomne; sra W<J:f3 ged·reled.

(206-07)

that there the hateful ones could no longer

be seen together with them. Tne journey was

divided.

The new paragraph starts with Mfde nydfara nihtlangne

fyrst (208) , The fugitive had the space of one night.'

This sentence continues the narrative, but soon the

action is again retarded by a description of the fee

lings of the Israelites: v&.ron orwenan eaelrihtes (211)

'They were in despair about the right to their country. f

However, this description of their feelings is not

introduced by a capital.

The capital in Hof oa for hergum hltide stefne

(276) 'He then raised his loud voice in front of the

army' begins an interruption of a direct speech. Another

capi tal is placed at the beginning of the next part of

the speech: Hw-:et, ge nti eagum to on locia:5 (278) 'Be

hold! you see now wi th eyes. t 12

The capital in Micel is beos menigeo (554) 'large

12 Irving, in his edition, omitted to, but says
in his "New Notes" (p. 309) that it oughtto be retained.
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is this crowd' and the two admonitions which begin with

a capitalized ~ (259 and 419) mark the beginning of

direct speeches. A new command (beginning with a capi

t;alized ~) is given in line 266: Ne willa5 eow andridan

deade feo an 'Do not be afraid of the dead troop s.' The

preceding part of the speech ended with an explanatory

statement: p'ret hie lifigende leng ne moton / ignian

mid yrrn5um Israhela cyn (264-65) 'that, as long as they

lived, they could no longer enslave in misery the race

of the Israelites. 13 The correctness of this trans-

lation is reinforced by Liebermann's legal interpreta

tion of agnian 'als sein urspriingliches Eigentum gericht

lich erklaren.' 14

Wi thin a direct speech there seems to be a change

of tone from a statement in a subordinate clause to a

future-presen t, beginning with the words Gesitta~ sige-

rice (563) in the following context:

wile nti gel~sten pa::t he lange gehet
mid aosware, engla drihten,

13 The word ignian presents a textual crux. Irving,
in his edition, following a suggestion by Kock (Jubilee
Jaunts and Jottings: 250 Contributions to the Interpre
tation and Prosody of Old English \VestTeutonic Alliterative
Poetry, Lunds Universitets Arsskrift, Bd. 14, Nr. 26
[Lund: C. W. R. Gleerup, 1918J, p. 26), relates the
word to czgnian 'oppress,' but in his "New Notes"_ (p.
308) he believes that it is probably related to agnian
'possess unjustly' which would fi t in with the present
interpreta tiona

14 F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze der Angelsachsen, II
(Halle a. S.; m. l~iemeyer, 1912), under agnian.
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in fyrndagwn f<ederyncynne,
gif ge gehealdao halige lare,
p<et ge feonda gehwone for'O ofergangeG,
g~sitta sigerlce be.~:m tweonum,
beorselas beorna. Bi(5 eower blfB d micel!

(558-64)

The quotation is given in Krapp's punctuation. However,

in the following translation which takes into account

the small capital in Gesi ttao, the text is interpreted

as having a full- stop after oferganga~:

He will now fulfill what he promised long ago

wi th an oath, the Lord of angels, to the race

of the patriarchs in days gone by, that, if you

keep the holy teachings, you will conquer all

enemies. You will establish a victorious reign

between two seas, the beerhalls of men! Your

happiness will be great!

If we follow Krapp's - and also Irving's - punctuation,

the phrase beginning 'Ni th gesi ttao .sig.erlce is a sub

ordinate clause, dep ending on beet ge in the preceding

verse. If, however ,the use of the other small capitals

in the poem sheds some light on this passage, it be

comes probable that Gesitta5 sig erlce starts a new

syntactical unit, otherwise we have no change of tone.

Conseq uently, a full- s top should be placed after for~

oferganga (5 (562), and the following sentence should

be taken as a future-present, parallel in structure

to BiO eower blred micel.

In addition to the capitals counted by Gollancz,

which have been discussed above, there may be one more
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instance in Foroon (187). The letter .f seems to be

slightly larger than normal. If it was meant to be a

cap i tal, it fits easily into the pattern established

above. It is preceded by a comment upon Pharaoh's

troops:

HCE.fde him alesen leoda dug Ei5 e
tlreadigra twa rusendo,
P<e.t. ~ron cyningas and cnEwwmagas,
on bze t eade riht, re oelum deore.

(183-86)

He had chosen two thousand glorious warriors from

the flower of the people (they were kings and

kinsmen) for that honoured duty, famed for their

noble qualities.

Wi th ForO.on anra gehwilc lit a~'dde 'Forthwith' each one

led out' the action continues.

Summing up the above observations, it may tentatively

be concluded that capitals were designed to indicate a

change of tone in the performance. A distinction in tone

between the end of a narrative or descriptive passage and

the beginning of a comment, or vice versa, may be expected

from a skilled performer. Even more obvious seems a dis-

tinction in tone between narrative and direct speech,

and between the indicative or subjunctive mood on the one

hand and the imperative mood on the other . .A special case

of change of tone is found in the subordinate clause in-

troduced with NymC5e (124). In this case the change of

tone seems also to ; ndi.cate emphasis or warning.

The following table p~esents a ~ummary of fhe
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small capitals:

Small capitals mark

1. the beginning or end of a comment

or a description wi thin the narrative:

8 instances

2. the beginning or end of direct

speeches:

3. a change of tone or mood:

Other:

instances

instances

instance

The one capital which does not fit into the three

categories is most likely a scribal mistake (164).

It must be admitted that the change of tone which

may be indicated by small capitals is not always marked

in this way, but it is marked often enough to be con

sidered of significance.

If we are right in assuming that the small capitals

are used for punctuation, the general practice of medie

val punctuation will support what has been concluded

about the difference of tone. Defining the Beneventan

punctuation, E. A. Lowe says: fl ••• it is impossible to

give the exact values of the mediaeval points in terms

of modern punctuation. The reason for this is that the

two systems are different in principle. Our modern

system is chiefly concerned with marking logical pauses.

The ancient system was also concerned with indicating

inflexion of the voice, so that a person reading aloud

could see where the voice was to be raised and where
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it was to be allowed to drop.1I15 Such an "inflexion

of the voice" seems "to be indicated by the capi tals in

Exodus. Yet it must be stressed that the above exami-

nation cannot claim to be more than a beginning of an

inquiry in to the use of small capi tals. in the Junius

Manuscript. Future research will decide whether or not

the conclusions drawn from the use of capi tals in Exodus

are valid for Old English poetry in general.

c) Accents

The accents in the Junius lYianuscript have attracted

the attention of several scholars and have given rise

to speculations about their function. The question as

to who put in these accents, the scribe of the extant

tex t, a later corrector or various readers, is still

unsettled. In Genesis and in Christ and Satan definite

proof is found of a later corrector, who may also have

added accents. 16 In Exodus and in Daniel, on the other

hand, few later corrections occur, yet the text is fully

accentuated, and it is by no means self-evident that the

accen ts (or mos t of them) are a later add i tj.on.

The only critical edition of Exodus in which the

accents appear above the text is that of Francis A.

Blackburn: Exodus and Daniel (Boston: Heath, 1907).

15 The Beneventan Script (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1914), p. 2;1.

16 .See MS pages 1-26 and p. 23. Some corrections
are in red ink while the original handwriting is dark
brown.
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Blackburn believed that the accents were not all

wri tten by the same person and that tney served diffe-

rent purposes. Gollancz, whose discussion of the 1IIS

features is meticulously accurate, did not raise the

question whether the accents were later acidi tions. This

seems to indicate that Gollancz attributed them to the

scribe. Ker, on the other hand, states definitely th&t

"there are added accents and hyphens throughout .,,17

However, he neglects to indicate the proportion of pre

sumptive original accents and of later additions. From

his statement it is not even clear whether he believes

that all accents have been added by a later hand.

have examined the MS carefully and I have come

to the conclusion that, with regard to the Exodus

portion, a definite answer cannot be given. The color

of the ink used in Exodus varies slightly from brownish

to black. The accent strokes are so tq.in that, with

the mere eye , it is not possible to distinguish a

difference in color between them and the script, and

chemical tests have, as far as I know, not yet been

applied. Conseq uen tly, it cannot be ruled out that

the accent marks, or at least the vast maJ ority of

them, were put in by the scribe himself.

l'vlany accents have faded to such extent that they

would have been lost, had not the fine, sharp feather

which the scribe used made an indenture on the parch-

17 Catalogue, p. 407.
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mente Although the color has faded, the imprint re

mains, except in places where the iVIS suffered ex-

ternal damage. Even an exposure to ultraviolet light

would possibly not help a great deal to recover the

lost accents, because it was not fading alone that

caused the loss, but fading in combination wi th ex-

ternal damage, mainly water damage, which removed the

indentations on the parchment.

As to the purpose of the accent marks scholars

have failed to reach a consensus of opinion. Some

cri tics believe them to be of phonological significance,

because the maj ori ty of the accents are found on

stressed or long syllables. 18 According to G. c. Thorn-

ley's count, 75 ";0 of 0.11 accents in the Junius Manus

cript are over vowels and digraphs originally 10ng. 19

Yet it remains d ifficul t to explain why so many accents

are on short or unstressed prefixes and on other mono-

syllables with short stem vowels. The question was

raised whether accents were used as a palaeographical

device or whether they were mere ornaments. 20 The

rhythmical and metrical aspect has also been investi-

18 See Wolfgang Keller, IIUber die .Akzente in den
Angelsachsischen Handschriften, II Prager Deutsche Studien,
8 (1908), 97-120, pp. 97-99.

19 liThe Accents and Points of lVlS Junj.us 11," TPS
(1954), 178-205, p. 178. -

20 See Keller, "Uber die Akzente," pp. 97-99.
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gated.
21

The newest theory concerning the accents is

that of G. C. 'fhornley who believes that the accents

express a kind of intonation for the purpose of litur

gical recitative. 22

Thornley rej ects the theories that the accents de-

note metrical and rhetorical or recitative stress because

these theories cannot account for some of the regularly

employed accents, for example those on the prefix ~.

In the whole MS there are 46 accents on this prefix.~3

Thornley believes that their purpose was "to assist a

lector who was intoning the poems" for liturgical reci ta

tive, and that not stress , but the raising or fGllling

of the voice in a chant is marked by these accents. 24

It is known that the punctuation marks resemble the

marks which are used to indicate the inflections of

the voice in music.

Thornley's investigation begins wi th a comparison

between the accentuation of proper names in the Greek

Old Testament ond that of IJiS Junius 11. 25 Since the

21 See Blackburn, ed., p. xv.

22 "Accents and Points," p. 185.

23 Ibid., p. 179.

24 The relevant literature is discussed by Thorn
ley, pp. 185-87. Studies of general interest are:
Gustave Reese, Music in the l,'liddle Ages (London: Dent,
1941) cmd E. A. Lowe, Tile Beneventan Script.

25 See Thornley, pp. 179-81; 'rhornley's Greek
names are taKen from the edition by Henry Barclay
Swete, tfhe Old Testament in Greek According to the
Septuagint (Cambridge: Univ. ~ress, 1901).
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comparison is of general interest and may lead to con-

clusions other than those drawn by Thornley himself,

extract of the names in the Septu~gint which display a

similar accentuation in Exodus will be given below:

A~p<A.'}L
X~VAVfALOL

epApd\cJ

Icrp"-{""
(ovd,,"S
N £j €

Z-VfL CcJV

Abrah~m (398)

Canan~a (556)
, ,

Faraones, Faraonis (14, 32, 156),

but compare FaraQ!! (502)

Isra~la (358)

I&disc (312)

N~e (362)

Sime~nes (341)

It appears to be coincidental that, wi th the exception

of Abraham (398), the accents on the proper names in

Exodus which have an accentuated equivalent in the

Septuagint occur on vowels preceded or followed by another

vowel. If we regard all the accents on proper names in

the MS which have been listed by Thornley, it is apparert

that accents in this position are very frequent. It is

possible that they were used in order to indicate that

the two vowels in proximity are to be sounded separately.

The double accents on Isaac and Aaron seem to reinforce

this suggestion.
26

The double accent generally occurs

26 These two names bear double accents throughout
the MS (Genesis 1710, 17 12 ,2329,2767,2852,287"1,2905,
2926;, Daniel 313); but compare the use of one accent on
Abraham, which, dEJviating from the Greek spelling, has
an h between the original double vowel (Genesis 1735,
1739; Exodus 398). ---
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if the same vowel is repeated. Liebermann in his collec-

tion Di e Gesetze der Angelsachsen, II, notes in his

article "Akzente" an interesting case of a double

accent. He quotes the word geendige with the comment

"Vocale getrennt zu sprechen." It seems that the danger

of losing a vowel is greater in combinations with identi-

cal vowels than wi th vowels of different quality, and

that the accents prohibita contraction of vowels. There

is only one case of a double accent on vowels of different

quality in the N1S, in G~;n (Genesis, 230). The accentu

ation of this name in the Septuagint is GcS V". In this

case the first accent may indicate that the ~ between

g and .Q is not a glide, but a distinct voweL

Thornley, who notices the use of the double accent

to separate vowels, however, does not use the ample

evidence provided by himself to show that certain sin-

gle accents were possibly also used to separate vowels.

He merely concludes that the frequent agreement of

accentuation of proper names in the Septuagint and in

the IJlS suggests that the accents "must have been inser-

ted for a purpose related to pronunciation in some form

of public utterance ..• Unless, therefore, the accents

on the names had a function differing entirely from

those on other words (which seems unlikely), we must

assume that all the accents were inserted to assist

a lector, probably in a monastery.,,27 So far, we may

27 /lAccents and foints," p. 182.
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readily agree with Thornley's conclusions. Yet f what

kind of lectoral assistance the accents were supposed

to give must remain an unsettled question.

We have already pointed out that Thornley be

lieved the accents to be indications of infl ections of

the voice within a specific chant. This conclusion would

be more convincing if accents were found only in texts

which could have been used for liturgical recitation.

It remains, however, a fact that CJ.ccents are also very

frequent in legal texts, and it is unlikely that legal

texts were chanted.

Since the question concerning the· function of

accents can by no means be considered settled, a sur

vey of accents in Bxodus has been presented below with

the aim of illuminating some possible functions of

accents.

1. Accents on long vowels

Of the 151 accents on long vowels in words other

than proper names, 27 are on monosyllabj_c words. The

words occur in the following lines: 6, 118, 133, 173,

187, 213, 243, 244, 248, 268, 330, 349, 399, 411, 450,

453, 461, 473, 510, 514, 520, 526 (2 words), 529, 537,

542, 546.

Another 33 accents are found on long vowels in

monosyllabic elements of compound s in the following

lines: 72, 203, 204, 216, 242,246, 261, 279, 281, 289,
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291, 293, 298, 302, 304, 311, 321, 325, 333, 334, 345,

374, 398, 424, 431, 490, 498, 523, 524, 5,6, 540, 580. 28

Accents on long vowels are found in polysyllabic

'1wrds which are declined, inflected or otherwise re-

lated forms of monosyllabic words. l'here hre 54 instan-

ces in the following lines: 2, 93, 1.29, 165, 181, 185,

187, 227, 275, 287, 299, 301, 313, 318, 325, 326, 331,

338, 340, 344, 368, 372, 385, 386, 387, 397, 400, 404,

405, 417, 440, 447, 449, 541, 455, 456 (2 words), 457,

458, 495, 460, 461, 473, 500, 503, 509, 521, 523, 524,

525, 528, 530, 536, 548.

In the following lines we find polysyllabic words

which carry accents on long vowels and which are not

related to monosyllabic forms: 11, 15, 162, 165, 171,29

176, 180, 194, 288, 312, 317 (2 words), 318, 349, 365,

370, 387, 393, 395, 399, 411, 453, 486, 495, 516, 519,

528, 533, 539, 543, 554, 556.

There are three instances of long prefixes which

carry accents: 295 (2 prefixes), 303.

28 The accents on words which carry more than one
accent hCive been counted separately, for example, in
the case of unrlm (261) the second accent is counted
here under "accents on long vowels in monosyllabic
elements of compounds," While the accent on i!Q- is
coun ted under "accents on short vowels on monosyllabic
prefixes." In line 279 the element &r- (:tEe'~wundra) is
interpreted as 'sudden.' Yet geni tive plural of :6er
wundor 'miracle of the journey, I is als a a possibility.

29 The word which carries the accent is m.;ton, the
singular of which is mret. Plural forms of verbs which
differ from the singular in quantity or quality of the
stem vowel are included here.
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2. Accents on short vowels

Compared with the number of accents placed on

long vowels, there is only a small amount of accents

placed on short vowels. The words are given below.

The following accents are found on short vowels in

monosyllabic words:

~ (264)

~ (380)

e~c (381)

w;rd (418)

~ (431)

.§.Q (513)

~ (519)

~ (563)

~ (577)

A further seven bccen ts are found on short vowels

in monosyllabic elements of compounds:

adr~nc (77)

geb~d (191) 30

anda;gne (304)

~nf~rhte (335)

oncyrde (452)

age~t (515)

sIog~te (522)

The following polysyllabic word s which carry

accents on short vowels seem not to be related to

monosyllabic forms, but it must be stressed that they

present ob scure or corrupted words: ;rette (313),

inca~eode (444), and sc~o[donJ (587, MS sceo), usually

interpreted as a verb, and the meaning f separate,

30 This is a doubtful case. Ai though Irving's
emenda tion gebead seems to be preferable, gebad rema ins
a possibility, as Krapp paints out.
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divide' is undisputed. 31

There are 8 instances of accents placed on short

prefixes:

onsigon (178)

~nrIm (261)

unforhte (328)

~f'orht (335)

unweaxenne (413)

unswlciendo (413)

ungrundes (509)

anbid (534)

In two instcmces it is difficult to determine

whether the vowel is long or short: ing~re (33) and

mis- (373).32

The remaining 11 accents are found in proper names

on vowels probably considered to be long.

31 See Irving, "N ew I'J otes, II p. 324. Th e verb form
could either be related to gesceadan or to gesceon. In
the first instance the weaK preterite sceaddon is pos
sible in l\Jorthumbrian, and we find many instances of
single for double consonants in tnis poem to Justify
the present emendation.

3
2

On ingere see p. 114. The word mismicel still
remains a crux, not in meaning-the translation 'of
more different sizes' is warranted by the context-but
in its linguistic form. The meaning of mis- as 'diffe
rent, various' is found only in one Old English word,
in mislic or missenlic which Irving used for his emen
dation missenlicra. In his article "Untersuchungen zu
den al tenglischen Gedichten Genesis und Exodus,"
(Anglia,75 [1957], 1-34, p.3O)1fc)fmann supplies Old
Norse words wi th the prefix mis- 'different, various.'
Yet the existence of these words does not account for
-raicelra as a camparative in the g eni tive plural case.
In his article "On "the Dating of the Old English Poems
Genesis and ~xodus," (Anglia, 77 [1959J, 1-11, p. 11)
Irving poin"ted out that the comparative of micel is
~.



Summary of accents

1. Accents in monosyllabic words and derivatives

from monosyllabic forms, including prefixes:

156

on

long

vowels

on

short

vowels

in monosyllabic words 27

in monosyllabic parts of
compounds ................ 33

in words related to mono-
syllabic forms ........... 54

on illonosy llabic prefixes -.2 117

in monosyllabic words ....

in monosyllabic elements
of compounds .............
in words derived from or
related "to monosyllabic
forms .................... 6

on monosyllabic prefixes ~ 30

2. Accents in polysyllabic words which are not

related to monosyllabic forms:

on long vowe is ..........••...•..•..••• 32

on short vowels ••........•.•.•....•..• -.2. 35

Uncertain cases .•....•.................••

Accents on proper names .....•.....•...... -ll

195
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Any conclusions which might be drawn from the

above s"tatistics must take into consideration the

possibility of misplacement. Keller points out: "i'liich

tigkeit ist schuld, dass so oft der Apex die Nachbar

silbe trifft. Es ist dies eine iiberaus htiufige Erschei

nung. So schreiben die Manuskrip te der Benediktiner

regel aw~rpen, af~llyde, ffi~nichades statt ~worp~,

afyllyde, mynichades, wie wohl in der Vorlage stand

•••• Oder es werden Worter wegen ihres ahnlichen Aus-

sehens mit einander verwechselt, und der KorreKtor

versieht die kurzen Vokale von man, for, ansyn, ce~ st

mit dem Apex, weil er an .nan, for, .fu:!, i-fest denkt.,,33

Since the overwhelming maJ ority of accents are

placed upon long vowels, we may be allowed to ask

whether all or some of the accents on short vowels

could possibly be misplacements. Because of the exis

tence of phonologically similar words we have to con

sider the possibility that the accents on the follow-

ing words could be errors:

1. ~ (513) ~ cf. ~ 'oak,' name of the rune for ~.

2. anbid (534), cf • .fu!c- 'single.,34

3. gebad (= gebead, 191), cf. gebad I awaited. '

4. sIog~te (522), cf. ~ 'goat.'

5. ~ (431), cf. £..1Q (= gen) 'yet.'

33 "ttber die Akzente, II Prager Deut
7
sche Studien,

8 (1908), 97-120.

34 Accents are placed on an in th'e following
lines: 187, 203, 227, 304, 334-;-440.
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6. ~ (431), cf. B.i!:!: (=~) 'yet.'

7. sceo (l~'l:S form of sceodon, 534), cf. sceo

, cloud?'

The last eXample illay display a further misplacement of

the accent which, in sceo 'cloud' should be on the ~.

Also the firs t part of the camp ouna fyrdleo) (578) may,

by mist&ICe, have been perceived as fu 'fire,' a word

which carries an accent in line 537.

It is possible that a few accents were, by mistake,

placed on adJb.cent syllables. Let us consider whether

the following cases represent such misplacements:

1. E;:geat (515) for ageat (because of the plural

pret. form ageato!:!) or for ~geat (because tne

prefix ~- often carries &n accent). 35

2. b~ srem (563) for be ~m (C;.ccents on ~ are

found elsewnere). 36

3. ~ (519) for d~op.

4. e;c (381) for ~ac.

Only two of the above quot.ed words may be called

convincing cases of mispl&ced accents. The word ~

is usually marKed with b.n accent, and in the case of

~~ the accent was probably intended for the pre

fix ~-. 'rhe plural form ageaton with its long stem

vowel could also account for the error. In the case

35 See p. 149, n. 23.

36 For examDle si (473) and the compounds ~
gundas (289), ~c1.r-(291), §weall. (302), ~ffileoda

(374) .
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of eac, ~, and possibly also age2.t (although

the accent here could have been intended for the

prefix a-) it seems more likely that the accents

are used to mark the diphthong. Nevertheless, the

possibili ty remains that not the second but the first

vO-tlel of the diphthong was lileant to carry the accent.

This use of accents would De supported by the

accentuation of some of the, proper names.

We may ask whether there is any reason to mark

the diphthong in the words under discussion. In the

case of eac it is qui te possible that the laCK of

smoothing was indicated by the accent'. The word is

also transmitted in the smoothed Kentish (or l'iiercian?)

form ec. 37 Similarly, it may be argued that the West-

Saxon scribe or wri ter of accents consciously marked

the ~Nes t- Saxon d iphthongi zed form agea t, a word which

had a monophthong in the non-West-Saxon dialects

(~).3 8 The accent on ~ may have indicated that

the preceding ~ was actually vocalized so that the

vowel could be distinguished from a glide. If this

is correct, the accent in~ may also be taken to

indicate that the ~ is not a glide.

Tne remaining cases of accents on short vowels

cannot easily be explained as mi splacements, nor is

37 See Campbell, Old English Grammar,

38 Ibid., § 186.

14, n. 2.
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it possible to maintain that they are used to distin-

guish diphthongs from monophthongs. 39 It may be easier

to find an explanation for some of them after possible

functi on s of accents on long vowels have been consid-

ered.

Keller's study, which still seems to offer the

most likely theory about 010 English accents, con-

vincingly demonstrates that the accents arose in con-

nection wi th the La tin scribal tradition. In this

tradi tion the accent presents a means by whj.ch the

long vowel is distinguished from a short vowel in

cases where there might otherv'iise oe a misunoerstcmd-

ing. Such a misunderstanding most easily arises in

monosyllabic words, because in "the La"tin scribal

tradj.tion word di v is ions were no t indicated. 40

Keller states that the apex disappeared around

the year 300 in Romance countries , but survived in

Ireland, from which country the tradition was taken

over by the Anglo-Saxons and used in its original

form: "Irische Handschriften des 7. Jahrhunderts

weisen, ebenso wie die altesten angelsachsischen, die

39 I am not sure whether length may have been
indicated by a double vowel. Zspecially in names
there mav have been an uncertainty of how to pro
nounce tile vowels.

40 Keller, "Uber die Akzente," Prager Deutsche
Studien, 8 (1908), 99-120, p. 103. ~eller's obser
vations are based on rules formulated by Isidor,
Origines I, 27, 29.
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Bezeichnung der langen VOkale nach romischer l-\rt auf.

Und zwar werden besonders einsilbige Worter ..• so

markiert" (p. 105). Keller demonstrates that already

in the La tin manuscrip ts it was usual to place accents

also on the short prefix a- in the word~ and on

other short words (whether with long or short vowel)

which were joined in writing to the following word

(p. 106). The accents in Latin are further used to

indicate stressed syllables in polysyllabic words.

Keller points out that this quite different use of

the accent may ei ther be attributed to the Greek tra

di ti on, or it may have arisen indep endently to facili

tate the reading of verse (p. 107-08).

'ra illy knowledge, Keller's findings have no"t been

bpplied to the Junius Manuscript. His explanations

would seem to Ciccount for aLnost all the examples

found in Exodus. Long vowels in monosyllabic words

obviously predominate.

From the evidence presented above it seems that

the accents on long vowels may originally have been

length signs, but that the use of &ccents on metricbl

ly stressed words obscured this primary USB •.F'or

example, tne accents on long vowels in polysyllabic

words unrelated to monosyllabic forms are words in a

metrically stressed posi tion. Likewise the words word

(418), B.i.!! (431), ~ (577) appear in metrically

stressed p osi tions. Other accen ts on short vowels
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(in the prefixes and in very short words such as ~,

~, ~) may be analogous to the Latin accents on

small words. The accents on snort vowels in monosyl

labic eleme.nts of compounds require ei ther a full or

a half stress according to their metrical position.

'rhe three accents on short vowels in polysyllabic

words appear in words whose meaning is not clearly

established (~rette, incaO eode, sc~o [den]) .

Some of the evidence provided above may be slight,

and the conclusions are consequently tentative.

presented ~he discussion on accents because it pro-

vides a point of comparison with other texts in which

tne accents are puzz 1 in g. Only if more scholars inves-

tigate the accents of a particular piece in great de-

tail will we Know wny the accents are there.

In view of the above observations I cannot agree

with 'rhornley's theory thC:1t ~he accents may be related

to the inflections of the liturgical recitative.

Keller's theory that the accents served multiple pur

poses may not seem entirely so.tisfac~ory, but it has

the merit of taking into account all available histo-

rical evidence concerning the development of the use

of accents.
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